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The Bestselling, Epic Dystopian Adventure, The Children of the Prime - The complete series of

8 books, in one box set. Over 2000 pages of awesome reading!Her blood is fire…and she’s

going to burn the whole place down...Amber’s life on the Fringe is simple. Serve those above

her, keep her highly unpopular opinions to herself, and above all…don’t stir things

up.Unfortunately, for a girl with fire in her blood, that’s not easy.On the day of Collection, when

all towns across the Fringe give tribute to those they serve, Amber’s world turns upside down.

A dark secret from her past is revealed, and her sister taken into a life of slavery.Suddenly,

Amber finds herself setting off on a perilous journey she never anticipated, venturing to the

heart of the ruling city of Olympus with her best friend, Jude, to get her sister back. Facing

great odds, and men and women of strange and mystical power, Amber must quickly adapt to

survive.And, more importantly, save those she loves.Will she succeed in reuniting her family, or

fall into darkness?The Chosen is set within a dystopian future that is unlike anything you’ve

read before. Prepare to lose yourself in a fantastical world where nothing is quite as it

seems.Included in this collection:1. The Chosen2. Trial of the Chosen3. Blood of the Chosen4.

March of the Chosen5. War of the Chosen6. Fall of the Chosen7. Rise of the Chosen8. Fate of

the Chosen
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CHOSEN1I've always hated collection day.The pomp and ceremony. The bowing and fawning.

The subservience shown by the townsfolk in our little community at the edge of the Fringe.It's

like this across the entire region, I guess, and few share the same opinion as me. Perhaps

that's why I hate it all so much - to be left out, to think so differently from my friends and

neighbours. There's something lonely about that. At times I wish I could just give in and accept

that this is how life is meant to be.Right now, the people are gathering in our town of Pine Lake,

one of the largest across this western edge of the Fringe, and so named because of the

beautiful pinewood forests and turquoise lakes that sprinkle the area. With midday swiftly



approaching, the place is bustling with an excitement that accompanies this day each month,

the people assembling from their homes and outlying hamlets with tributes and offerings in

tow.Annoyingly, it's always been down to me to bring along the offerings from our household.

It's as if my parents think that forcing me to endure this monthly spectacle will make me

change my mind, even though they rarely attend themselves these days.At my side stands a

girl three years my junior, her eager eyes staring up towards the sloping plains to the north of

town, the sun-bleached grasses shimmering with a warm yellow radiance. She's about half a

foot shorter than me, and her eyes aren't quite so golden, but beyond that - and the age gap -

we could quite easily be mistaken for twins. I suspect that once she catches me up in height,

people will find it hard telling us apart.Well, at least in visual terms, that is.Lilly may look just

like me, all golden hair and eyes, tanned skin and slender build, but that's about where the

similarities end. Unlike me, she fits in like a glove around here, and you'd be hard-pressed to

find anyone of her age more devout and devoted to our self-proclaimed rulers in the north.I

love her to bits, of course, but I do wish I had a little sister who wasn't quite so brainwashed.

Then again, I could say the same about mother and father, as well as just about everyone else

I know. Those who go against the grain of common thought are few and far between, and tend

to do little more than grumble privately about their lot in life; one of servitude and devotion to a

people who - as I see it - give us little in return.A smile begins to simmer on my face as I see

one such grumbler now, coming our way from the pinewood forest to the west of town. He is

the archetype of tall, dark, and handsome, a combination that has brought with it a roguish

charm and easy smile that tends to draw a range of expressions as he passes through the

gathering throng.Some of the more colourfully dressed grin girlishly at him, blushing as he

glances their way. Others merely shake their heads and mutter something rather less

polite.Jude has the impact of splitting his audience. Young people - girls in particular - tend to

like him. Adults feel quite the opposite. Although, it has to be said, he's clearly managed to win

over a few of the more seasoned ladies by the looks of those secret smiles...The sight of him

has Lilly spinning on her heels, her keen eyesight turning from the northern, sun-drenched

plains and taking in the tousled brown locks and deep chestnut eyes of my closest friend and

confidant. At nineteen, Jude's a couple of years older than I am, though that age gap is

probably reversed in terms of maturity.He carries an almost perpetual, lopsided grin to his

tanned face, his chin and cheeks ever dusted with a coating of dark, albeit patchy, stubble. He's

kept the look ever since he began growing facial hair, proudly displaying his masculinity despite

the fact that, around here, being clean-shaven is considered a mark of respect to the Prime

and his children.Clearly, he believes leaving the stubble fits with his image as the local rogue.

He's not entirely wrong. It does suit him, I have to admit, and I do enjoy the subtle - or perhaps

not-so-subtle - display of insubordination."Hey, Jude," Lilly exclaims in a rare bout of

enthusiasm at anything other than being a good Devotee. She clearly falls into the first

category of Jude's admirers, despite her best intentions."Hey, Goldilocks," he replies, one side

of his mouth curling into its customary grin and chestnut eyes slanting mischievously. He

hurries up towards Lilly first - really, he uses the nickname on both of us - stepping skilfully

through the crowd, and draws her into a hug, picking her up and spinning her around. Then he

looks over to me with a raised brow, grin morphing into a smirk as he drops my sister back

down to the ground. "You look well, Amber," he says, attempting formality, stiffening his posture

and standing up straight.I roll my eyes. Jude knows full well my feelings on this particular day of

the month, when my aggravation levels tend to peak. I'm not sure whether he just enjoys

torturing me, or if this is all just some cute way of helping me loosen up.Probably a bit of

both.Dressed in his common hunter's attire of rugged pants and tan shirt, he steps in and



casually lays a strongly muscled arm over my shoulder, turning my attention out towards the

crowd, now gathering excitedly around the specially designed ceremonial courtyard at the

northern edge of town. The community here isn't exactly huge, but has a decent sized

population of about a thousand, a number doubled when adding in the local hamlets and other

smaller settlements nearby.Lilly and I live in one of those, sharing a fairly simple one-storey

cabin with our parents near to the region's largest lake. We're part of a small fishing community

several miles from here through the pinewoods; a quiet place at the base of the mountains off

to the west.According to our grandmother, they were once called the Rockies, though given her

reputation as the local crackpot, not many people tend to listen to her. Perhaps it's a curse that

I do. She's a large part of the reason why I'm about the worst Devotee across this part of the

Fringe."Looks like a good haul this month," Jude says, gesturing at the offerings being

gathered within the courtyard and loaded onto ornately carved, ceremonial tables. His own

back is laden with a heavy sack, though the weight doesn't seem to have any bearing on his

strong, six feet two inch frame. "You meet your quota?""Of course we did," comes Lilly's voice

from the side, tinged with a note of indignation. "We always bring more than enough, Jude,"

she stresses, looking up at the young man with a crinkling brow.Jude drops a smile that eases

her frown. "Of course you do, Goldie," he says warmly, prodding her shoulder playfully. "I just

have to make sure. I wouldn't want my two favourite girls getting in trouble."Lilly's face softens

into a grin, a common result of Jude's natural charm. She nods hurriedly and then looks to the

bag on Jude's back."What about you?" she asks, gesturing to the sack. "You going to add your

tributes to the collection area? Or, you know, wait for them to arrive." She raises her eyes and

shakes her head. "They won't like that, Jude. You're cutting it fine as it is."There it is, preachy

little Lilly. Such a stickler for the rules."I've been doing this longer than you, little lady," Jude

replies, casually flicking the bag's straps off his shoulders. The sack drops towards the dusty

earth, but he spins and catches it before it hits. Any excuse to show off his highly developed

speed and reflexes. "I've got plenty of time," he finishes, eyes turning up to the cloudless skies,

raging with a warm summer sun. He glances at me and then winks at Lilly, ruffling her golden

hair as he passes her by, and strolling off through the crowd towards the collection area in the

square."He always likes to be last," I say to my sister, shaking my head and watching him

begin to unpack and arrange his tributes in his assigned area. It looks like a generous haul of

meats, mostly venison, rabbit, boar, and other common game. He also appears to have

brought along some metal trinkets too - simple jewelry by the looks of it - clearly fashioned by

his auntie, who he's lived with since the death of his parents years ago.Here in Pine Lake, our

primary purpose is to provide tributes of food. A settlement like mine near the lake will bring

mostly fresh fish. Someone like Jude, who lives in the pinewoods a little to the northwest, will

bring game meats, with others focusing specifically on fruits and vegetables and certain types

of crop, breads, other baked goods, and so on. However, other offerings can be given in order

to gain favour if one is so inclined, or simply as a display of respect and fealty.Lilly, for example,

likes to go out of her way to stand out where she can. Lately, she's taken to carving wooden

figurines of the local Collector for this part of the Fringe, and positioning them around our

tribute of food, hoping he'll notice them.He hasn't as yet.But you never know, today might be

the day, I think sarcastically, rolling my eyes at the thought.Lilly sniffs disapprovingly as she

looks on through the humming crowd, watching Jude arrange his offerings in what she clearly

considers a too-haphazard manner."Why does he take such pleasure in being contrary?" she

says, tutting. "He'll get caught one day, Amber. Is that what you want?""Of course not," I

say."Because you don't want to displease them, you know. They have a right to be highly

offended by acts of disrespect.""Disrespect?" My brows pinch into a well-worn frown, an



expression that mother tells me will age me prematurely. As if I care. "You think it's

disrespectful to be a little late in setting out the offerings? What about gathering them in the

first place, Lil. Isn't that enough?""Not this again, Amber," says Lilly, chin tilted upwards, just

like our mother. If my little sister looks just like me, then she acts just like mother. "We all know

what to expect, and we know our duty as good Devotees. If Jude's late then he's doing it on

purpose. That's disrespectful. He knows the time and date and schedule of everything. There's

no excuse for it."I sigh and look back at Jude as my sister drones on, watching him laughing

with a few stragglers as they put the finishing touches to their displays. The sight brings a smile

to my face, easing away some of the tension building inside me. What would I do without him

around here? One day soon we'll strike out together and journey south. Leave this place

behind.Or...not. I've thought that for years, but never taken the leap. I guess that has something

to do with adoring my pious little sister, much as she aggravates me, and being unable to leave

the preachy little so-and-so behind."Anyway, I just don't want anyone getting punished," she

goes on, demanding my attention once more. "I don't see the need to rock the boat. It's so

unnecessary. You should talk to him. He only listens to you."I draw a breath and begin to nod,

thinking it better to just agree with her than continue this overdone debate. Frankly, my stress

levels could do without the extra hassle right now."You're probably right, Lillypad," I say, "but

you know Jude well enough by now. He's...incorrigible. Yes, he pushes the boundaries, but he

never crosses the line. He just likes winding people up. I bet he's getting a kick out of seeing

you react like this."We both look up at that moment to find him grinning at us from the

collection area. Lilly huffs, rolls her eyes, and then smiles. It seems she's unable to fight off the

expression when met by Jude's gaze. He's one of the few who can thaw her out and reveal the

girl of just fourteen behind the strict facade. I forget sometimes how young she actually is."It's

no wonder mother and father don't like him," Lilly mutters, attempting to dismiss the smile but

finding it rather too difficult. "He's leading you astray, Amber.""He is not," I counter firmly. "I

assure you, I can lead myself astray quite easily on my own, thank you very much. And

anyway, what mother and father think of Jude is quite irrelevant to me. I'll be friends with

whoever I want."Lilly opens her mouth, ready to rebuke me for such a disrespectful comment,

but words fail to fall. Instead, she's interrupted as a sudden hush begins to filter through the

crowd, neatly gathered now along the edges of the courtyard. The few stragglers still arranging

their tributes at the centre scamper off to the sides, merging into the throng like drops of water

into a bucket.I notice Jude calmly lifting his eyes to the north, where a convoy of carriages are

beginning to appear upon the sloping plains. He merely wanders casually back towards where

Lilly and I stand, pushing his way through the thickening soup of bodies that surround us.He

reaches my side, the light murmuring fading off into silence as the beautiful carriages

approach, their polished silver facades sparkling under the midday sun. We're several layers

back from the front edge of the crowd, which is perfectly fine by me. Evidently not so for Lilly,

who uses her slight frame to quickly slip forward to the front where she'll get a better look. I try

to grab her and hold her back but she's slippery as a damn eel.The murmuring takes no time to

be swallowed by a suffocating, reverential quiet. Some people are already beginning to bow,

arching their backs and lowering their heads as all good Devotees should. Most others wait a

little longer, eager to get a look at the Collector - a man named Ceres - and his cohort as they

approach.They're not quite visible yet, hidden away in their grand transports that roll along the

open plains on silver-plated wheels. It's a sight that always fascinates me, the carriages moving

as if by magic. No horses pull them, no engines drive them. They move, the people say, only by

the divine power of those who ride within them.I huff at the thought, imagining what my

grandmother would say to that...Soon, the convoy is growing nearer, the one in its centre more



ornately designed and embellished than the rest. It rolls silently along the shimmering grass,

approaching the edge of the ceremonial courtyard, moving between the series of banners and

flags that fashion a path inside.It comes to a slow stop as the others do the same behind. A

sense of anticipation permeates the gathering as soldiers dressed in dark green uniforms slip

from their berths, two dozen of them appearing from within the slightly more militaristic

transports that flank the convoy. They march in tidy formation, eyeing the crowd with their keen,

watchful gazes as they take protective position around the front carriage.Only now does the

central figure in this little charade appear, the entire performance a carbon copy of the one the

month before, and the month before that, stretching all the way back to my first sight of this

spectacle many years ago.How the people continue to grow excited by it is beyond me.Perhaps

it's the tantalising prospect of, perhaps, one day joining the Worthy themselves. A rare honour,

yes, but one that so many Devotees spend their lives attempting to achieve.I watch furtively as

Ceres, the Collector, steps into the sunshine in his gleaming white robes. His followers step out

after him, some appearing from the same carriage, others from those that flank it. I quickly run

my eyes over them and look for anyone familiar. Occasionally someone from this part of the

Fringe might ascend to their ranks and disappear to the great northern city of Olympus where

they reside. Those that do, unless spotted at events like this, are never seen again.And that,

apparently, is appealing to so many. It's said that the Worthy attain a higher level of service,

and get to live within the city walls of Olympus, performing functions considered of great value

and worth, living lives of great esteem.Honestly, that means nothing to me. I'd sooner be here

among the woods and lakes than behind those grand, mysterious walls. No, life here isn't

perfect, but I've always thought that it's better the devil you know, than the one you

don't.Flanked by his white-robed followers, Ceres steps delicately towards the collection area,

eyes swaying disinterestedly upon our tributes and offerings. I notice the wave of bowing heads

and arching backs, the people careful not to make extended eye-contact with the man. A

deepening silence is broken only by the light rustle of the wind as banners and flags billow, the

gentle crunch of Ceres's footsteps so clear amid the hush.I've never liked the shape of his blue

eyes, the detachment and arrogance they harbour. The way he looks over our hard-earned

tributes with disinterest, hardly seeming satisfied despite our best efforts.Can we be blamed

when the game grows scarce in the woods? When the rivers and lakes fail to fruit with the

supply of fish we're used to? When the winter season stretches on longer than usual, affecting

the spring and summer harvest?Sometimes we get reprimanded for our lack of effort.

Sometimes we get completely ignored, the offerings merely packed up and loaded before the

cohort moves off again without so much as a word. Rarely does Ceres offer any praise at all for

everything we do. And yet still, the people bow and fawn and pay homage to this man.And

those he represents.Those he serves.I grow angry as I watch him, see those thin lips flatten

out, those cold eyes impassively survey the tables laden with food. I wonder what they'd do if

we refused to obey, if we rose up against them and didn't do as told. Nothing, probably, least

not unless we could get the entire Fringe in on the act.But if we could...The thought drives a

smile onto my face, and a loud, unexpected chuckle hums up from my throat. It clatters across

the courtyard, drawing all eyes to my position. I raise my own eyes anxiously and find Ceres

looking at me from across the square, his expression blank if slightly bemused. A single

eyebrow lifts as he gazes upon me, studying me for a long, drawn out, and entirely intimidating

moment.My heart begins to rattle loudly in my chest, my eyes falling away. I feel Jude's hand

slip to mine and grip tight to calm me. Ahead, Lilly glances back, her brows more furrowed than

ever, expression written with a mixture of concern and rebuke.Slowly, surely, I summon the

courage to lift my eyes again.And from the middle of the square, find Collector Ceres walking



towards me.2Ceres the Collector, local magistrate for the town of Pine Lake and this western

area of the Fringe, fixes me with a long, cold stare that has me wishing the earth would

swallow me right up and never spit me back out.It's quite rare for him to engage with anyone

here, and though he may, on occasion, address the people in general, communicating directly

with anyone in particular - whether verbally or simply through a withering stare, as he's doing

now - is something you don't often see.Trust it to be me, I think to myself, wondering just where

to look. Should I meet his gaze, or would that be too disrespectful? Should I turn away and

show deference? Should I...apologise for my outburst? Or would speaking right now just make

things worse?In the end, I fall somewhere in-between all that, my eyes dropping away and then

lifting almost immediately, my mouth opening up as words of apology threaten to form, but fail

to materialise.I feel Jude squeezing my hand again, and glance furtively over at him. His warm,

comforting chestnut eyes tell me to keep quiet. That grin on his face isn't there anymore, which

is saying quite a lot.I mean, seriously. All this because I chuckled to myself?"Something funny,

young lady?" The voice lifts into the warm summer air, crisp, clean, perfectly annunciated. It

carries easily across the now silent stone courtyard as Ceres steps towards my position, his

eyes never leaving mine, completely ignoring the hundreds of others gathered around the

square.The crowd are sheep, cowering to a cruel shepherd. All of them near me bow a little

lower as if to make up for my indiscretion, shuffling to the sides to open up a clearer path for

Ceres to see me. Before I know it, I'm on my own, a lonely island in an ocean of bodies.Except

Jude. Of course, Jude is there right beside me.I lift my eyes again, and notice Lilly still at the

front, my view of her clear now as the crowd begins to part around me. She bows low like the

others in deference, posture perfect and her form graceful as a swan.The pretty blue dress

she's wearing - stitched together and beautifully embroidered by mother and specifically

designed for this monthly event - hangs nicely against her slim frame and compliments her

golden colouring. Others have dressed up in colourful summer attire as well, though Lilly still

sticks out as a rose amid the thorns.I wish I'd made an effort now; I'm just wearing my usual

lakeside garb of brown cargo pants, white t-shirt that, really, isn't so white anymore, and

rugged black ankle-length boots. Of those thorns around Lilly, I'm one of the prickliest."Well?"

comes Ceres's voice once more, hovering closer. "Please do share with your townsfolk just

what the big joke is. Come girl, speak."Never have I endured such a debilitating, all

encompassing silence. The sort of silence that envelops the world and seems like it will never

let up.A growing sense of humiliation, of hundreds of eyes judging me, begins to gnaw in my

mind. I lift my eyes and let them meet those of Ceres, a man who, as far as I see it, hasn't ever

earned my respect.And yet, living behind the walls of Olympus as he does, I'm forced to quiver

at his words, bow at his feet.The thought irks me to an unhealthy degree.No. Why the hell

should I?"Just a private joke," I say, suddenly lifting my chin and finding my voice, my courage.

I speak clearly, intently, and don't break eye-contact. "One that wouldn't interest you, Collector

Ceres."I manage a slightly sarcastic nod of deference - probably not a good idea - as a flutter

of gasps spreads softly through the crowd. I notice Ceres's thin eyebrows lift again in surprise,

likely caused by a mixture of my tone of voice - not particularly respectful - and the fact that I

actually said his name.Apparently, that's not the done thing around here. He is one of the

Children of the Prime, after all. I haven't yet earned the right to speak his given name, and

almost certainly never will."A...private joke," he says, lifting a hand to his clean-shaven chin,

slender fingers stroking gently. "I shall be the judge of what interests me, Devotee. Do share

the joke with us. Don't be shy."Jude squeezes my hand even harder. His touch is almost

intelligible to me, that particular squeeze telling me to apologise immediately, and then go

quiet. To not say anything more, or to cause any further..."I was just thinking how I've never



seen you smile," I say suddenly, the words hurrying from my mouth, unbidden. "And whether

you actually have the capacity for joy."I regret the words immediately.The soft gasps in the

crowd solidify into a more audible murmur, and I dart my gaze at Lilly, who looks at me, utterly

aghast. Jude's fingers tense on my hand, his posture stiffening as if he's readying to heave me

away from this mess and escape away into the pinewoods. As if some terrible punishment,

even execution, might be the only recourse for my behaviour.Then I look at Ceres.And to my

utter surprise, a smile begins to form on his pallid face."Is this what you were referring to,

young lady," he asks, managing to hold the rather unnatural expression for a few extended

moments.I stare at him, bemused, as others notice his reaction. A general hum of surprise

works its way out from my section of the crowd like a wave, dozens of whispers joining into a

deluge of hidden exchanges.The clamour ends abruptly as Ceres lifts a hand, closing his fist

tight, the square falling quiet once again as if all assembled tongues were suddenly caught in

his grasp. He slowly sways his eyes upon the nearest section of the crowd, eyebrows dropping

menacingly. Their eyes duck away once more, staring straight at the ground, heads bowed in

respect. Meek. Submissive.The sight is intimidating and enraging to me in equal measure. How

this unimposing little man can garner such fear and subservience through so simple a gesture

grates at my core.I know the truth of the likes of you, Ceres, I think, staring at him and refusing

to look away. You can pull the wool over all their eyes, but not mine. I'm not afraid of you, or

those you serve."Well, you are a rebellious one, aren't you," comes his voice again, calmly

meeting my gaze. "I sense you are not a good Devotee."No shit..."Well, I don't see..." I start,

my mind working up several retorts that I know will only get me into more trouble. I catch Lilly's

gaze, and feel Jude's fingers squeeze on my hand once more. Be smart, they say. Don't do

anything stupid. I slow down, draw a breath, steady my anger, and determine to choose my

words more carefully. I've dug myself a hole. Further digging isn't going to help me get out. "I

can...do better," I say eventually, slowly beginning to bow my head, to follow the expected

protocol. "I had no intention of offending you, Master Collector.""Offending me?" Ceres says,

eyebrows drawing together. "No, child, you offend the Prime. I am in service to him, as you are

me. Any offence to me is an offence to him." His voice rings out coldly, rising in volume. "Such

offences, I'm afraid, cannot go unpunished."My pulse quickens as I look back up and find

impassive blue eyes staring back. I hold his gaze a moment then drop my eyes once again,

falling in with the obsequious masses. My mind hurries, searching for a way to show

contrition.Actions, Amber...actions speak louder than words.Thinking quickly, I drop to my

knees, arch my back, and place my hands to the warm earth in front of me. A posture I see

others adopt, one of worship and praise. A posture I hate. But one that's necessary.I glance up

at Lilly, and see her eyes clotting with concern, and feel Jude's presence still beside me. Yes,

necessary. For them.Pathetic as I feel right now, this is my only choice."I apologise, Master

Collector, Son of the Prime," I say, hugging the dirt, imbuing my words with a desperate,

pleading tone. "To the Prime, to you, to all the residents of Olympus. I am in service to you. I

will never speak out of turn to you again..."I choose my words carefully and imbue them with

the proper tone, abstaining from the sarcasm that got me into this mess. I think - hope - that

they'll be enough to move on from this little episode and forget it ever happened.Evidently, I'm

wrong.I hear a shuffle of boots ahead of me, cutting off my pitiful appeal for mercy. I look up

from my crouched position in the dirt and see Ceres's eyes looking away to his green-

uniformed soldiers. He lifts a hand and waves several of them into action. Two hurry right for

me, marching effortlessly - and frighteningly quickly - across the ceremonial courtyard.They

press through the semi-parted crowd, the people stepping back further to give them more

room, all cowering low like beaten dogs. I look at Lilly again, that rebuke in her eyes no longer



there. I see only a young girl now, afraid of what might happen to her sister. Her lips quiver,

eyes darting around as if wondering what to do. Conflicted.I lock my gaze on hers as the two

soldiers reach my flanks, shaking my head to tell her not to interfere. At my side, Jude stands

stoic and tall, protective. One of the soldiers fixes his square jaw, and thrusts a fist right into

Jude's chest. It connects with a loud thud to his sternum, his arm moving with incredible speed,

pressing Jude right back into the crowd.He hits the wall of grovelling bodies and tumbles to the

floor, taking several other bystanders with him. I hear him wheezing as he's helped to his feet,

breathlessly trying to call my name. His voice is lost amid the murmuring assembly as I'm

drawn quickly away, out into the ceremonial square, and pressed down onto my knees before

the Collector.Ceres stands ahead of me, shaking his head, tutting. His white robes look so out

of place among the colours all around us, the multi-coloured crowd set back on all sides as

they encircle the courtyard, leaving me isolated and alone.I notice the soldiers moving into

position ahead of them, blocking off anyone who might be brave or foolish enough to interfere.

My eyes switch again to Jude, hidden somewhere among the pulsing throng. And Lilly, sweet

Lilly, right there at the front, golden eyes glowing wet as she watches on,

powerless."Insubordination, child," Ceres's voice comes, seeping like poison into my ears, "will

not be tolerated. Your contrition is false, and you must be punished." He turns his eyes around

the crowd, speaking more loudly. "All people must know their purpose and place. Those who

step out of line..." He looks down at me with a cruel smile, "...will suffer the necessary

consequences. This world is built on order. The Prime's new world is not to be challenged."His

eyes glow with menace and I notice movement behind him, more soldiers pressing forward

from one of the military carriages. I see a metal bar held in one of their hands, its end glowing

bright orange and twisted into a shape I faintly recognise.My heart lurches in my chest as the

soldiers step towards me.A brand. He's going to brand me...I struggle to my feet, pressing

myself off my knees, but strong arms thrust me right back down. The murmuring in the crowd

grows louder, though a dull sense of quiet fills my ears as the panic begins to set in. My eyes

start to water as fear and the anticipation of pain, and scarring, wash through me. I flash my

eyes over at the crowd but find them little more than a blur. Only Lilly's blue dress stands out,

her slender shape framed by something larger, darker; the figure of Jude, holding her tight,

holding her back.I turn my eyes back up, and all I see is orange and yellow. A bright, intense

glow and accompanying heat begins to burn near my face. I instinctively pull back and see

Ceres smiling above me, the soldier wielding the brand right there at his side, holding the

searing metal near my cheek.Gently, the Collector crouches down before me. Through the

growing din he whispers to me quietly. "Do you think I wish to do this, child?" he asks. "Of

course I don't. But do you know what happens if a Devotee is allowed to speak out against a

Collector, or any such official from Olympus?" He shakes his head and smiles softly. "It seems

unfair to you, I know, but control can only be wielded through the use of force. You crave it,

really. You desire to be ruled. We cannot allow the odd rotten apple like you to ruin the bunch."

He gradually draws away once again, his voice growing louder. "I'm sorry, child. But it must be

done."Thunder erupts in my chest, the blazing, orange glow approaching. I pull back once

more but feel fingers, hands, gripping at my shoulders, arms, neck, face.I'm held firm in

position, completely unable to move. The din of the crowd joins together into a muted blur of

noise in my head, my senses unable to take it all in as the panic takes hold.I feel as if I might

just pass out, my watering eyes turning back up to Ceres. I try to plead but find my voice has

abandoned me, managing only a pathetic, clotted croak. My eyes blare with fear but the man

just stares, impassive, a little smile upon his face.What sort of man could enjoy this?A strike of

pure hatred pulses through me, trying to compete with the terror filling my veins. A grimace of



anger rips onto my face as I stare right at him. He only seems to enjoy it further as the orange

brand closes in on my flesh, so hot I can hear it hissing.It nears my cheek, and I squeeze my

eyes tight, bracing myself for the pain, my head held in position by the hands of the guards

behind me. The noises in the crowd clear, some calling out now and showing their discontent. I

hear calls for clemency, for mercy, even for a girl with a reputation for heresy like me. And amid

it all, Jude's voice climbs highest, roaring loudly for me to be set free.I creep my eyes open

once more, peeking over to the crowd. The brand still hovers near my cheek, hissing, burning,

eager to scar me for life. I see Lilly there, staring, motionless. Her eyes are watering violently,

but she seems unable to look away.Movement draws my vision, Ceres lifting his hand to halt

the progress of the brand as it hungrily seeks out my cheek. The soldier holding it stops, draws

back. Ceres scans the crowd, his eyebrows falling angrily. He raises his hand higher, forcing

the voices of the people to die down."You dare question my decision," he seethes, looking out

over the people. An immediate hush falls, all voices stymied. Bodies drop away again, heads

bowing low. And just like that, the rising tide recedes.All voices but one fade away.Jude's."It's a

bad decision," he calls out, his voice like a comfort blanket to my ears. "She doesn't deserve to

be branded as a Defiant for that. It will ruin her life..."Defiant, I think, my eyes widening once

more in fear. That's what the brand means..."Then perhaps you wish to join her?" asks Ceres,

anger simmering. "You don't strike me as a good Devotee yourself. Perhaps you should both

learn some humility.""I'd do anything...""NO!" My voice breaks free once again, pouring out of

my mouth, cutting Jude off. All eyes return to me. "This has nothing to do with him." I lift my

chin, glance at the brand, and then stare right at Ceres. "Do what you have to do," I grunt.He

regards me for a moment. "Defiant," he whispers, "but brave. A dangerous combination. Yes,

this path will suit you well."He turns to the soldier holding the brand, and nods. I see Jude

trying to move towards me from the crowd, his voice erupting again in protest. It's quickly shut

off as two soldiers sweep in and restrain him, holding his mouth shut and eyes open, forcing

him to watch.The searing metal creeps back towards my cheek, but this time I don't shut my

eyes. I stare at Ceres as it approaches, earning the status I'm about to receive.Defiant.The

sound of weeping fills the air. I don't need to turn or look to know that it's Lilly. I notice Ceres

glancing over at her, see his eyes take her in.Not her. Don't you dare look at her!He slowly

looks back at me, eyes raised a little, smile reappearing as the glowing metal inches towards

my flesh. I see its dreadful radiance from the corner of my eye, approaching from the left,

creeping ever closer.I keep my gaze on Ceres and don't look away. The glow grows brighter,

the hissing louder. And then, I feel the connection.Pressure. I feel pressure on my cheek as the

metal connects, my body tensing, bracing for the terrible agony. It feels...cool, nothing

more.There's no pain, no discomfort.No smell of burning flesh rushes up my nose.Is this how

it's meant to feel? I think. Is it just too hot for my nerves to register the pain?I glare at Ceres as

the metal presses into my face, unwilling to scream out or crumble, and not feeling the need to.

His smile remains for a moment, his eyes on mine. Then they move just a little to my left cheek,

and I see a frown beginning to fall.The frown changes almost immediately, going the other way

as his eyebrows lift, eyes widening.He takes a short step forward, grabs the metal rod, and

pulls it away. An expression of shock burgeons on his pallid face."This...can't be," he whispers,

shaking his head, staring at my cheek. He looks to the brand, reaches cautiously to its glowing

end with his finger. They get within an inch before pulling immediately away, a sharp note of

discomfort spreading across his face at the scorching heat.Something seems to stir behind his

eyes, a memory of some kind. He looks around, staring off to the middle distance, shaking his

head in thought. Then his eyes land on Lilly once more, standing nearby, looking so like me.He

stares at her for a moment, and then begins to nod."You're her sister," he says quietly, as if he



already knows. "You're a model Devotee, aren't you?"Lilly nods slowly, wet eyes unblinking as

they look at Ceres, then back to me. She stares at me in shock, her eyes glistening with

tears."Two sides of a coin," Ceres whispers thoughtfully, as if speaking to himself. He looks at

me once more, seeming to work something out, then steps hurriedly towards Lilly. I see him

lean towards her, and whisper something for only her to hear.I struggle in the grip of the

soldiers as I watch, trying to rip myself free. The crowd have gone deathly silent, all eyes

staring at me, at my cheek. I grimace in anger as Ceres returns to me, waving for his guards to

release me.Hands are removed, my body unshackled, everything seeming to happen so fast.

Trembling with hatred, anger, and terrible anticipation, my fingers rush right for my cheek as I

kneel there at the centre of the courtyard. They slow as they reach their mark, the tips pressing

tentatively towards the seared skin and flesh.They touch, gently, and my expression joins those

of the others staring right at me.Shock. Confusion.My face, my cheek, remains unburned.

Unscarred.Unbranded.3"Pack things up. I want to be leaving within five minutes."I kneel in the

stone courtyard, the world a blur, as Ceres shouts orders to his followers. The carriages are

brought forward, the white-robed acolytes commanding the local population to join in. Within

moments, the silence and stillness is broken as dozens of people begin gathering up their

tributes and loading them into the carriages.I feel a body rush up and fling arms around me.

Still in a slight state of shock, it takes a moment for Lilly's voice to register in my ears."Amber,

are you OK? Amber..."I come to, my senses refocusing, and manage to stand up to my full

height. Lilly clutches at me, looking up into my eyes. No, my cheek. She stares at it in

astonishment."What happened?" she whispers.I reach again for my flesh. It should be raw to

the touch, my cheek flaring with an excruciating pain. There's nothing. No pain, no

disfigurement. My cheek feels as smooth as ever."I...don't know," I reply, shaking my head. I

look around the crowd and see that others are inspecting me curiously as they gather up the

tributes and load them onto the transports. Some mutter things I can't hear, eyeing me with

something that resembles suspicion. Others merely gawp in wonder, while most seem to be

confused as to what exactly has gone on.I spot Jude running towards me, released now from

the grip of the soldiers. He hauls me into a hug so tight that, for a moment, I cannot breathe.

Letting me go, he takes a firm hold of my face, though his fingers deftly avoid pressing at my

left cheek, as if the expected damage might just be invisible. His eyes stare directly at the

untarnished flesh, his head shaking slightly, before fixing on my eyes."We should go," he says,

"before anything else happens."Without further hesitation, and eyeing the soldiers anxiously,

he begins leading me away from the courtyard, arms wrapped around me, people tracing our

movement with their eyes as we go.I look out over the crowd and see Ceres remains among

them, several guards surrounding him and keeping the people at a distance. He stands at one

of the tables, the very one where we placed the offerings from our household. I notice him

picking up one of the little wooden figurines of him that Lilly likes to carve. He inspects it with a

smile, turning it over in his fingers, before looking directly over at us as we make our retreat.He

looks at Lilly and nods, dipping his head to her in approval. Does he know she was the one

who made it? I wonder. How could he?I look to my sister, who stares right back at him. She

appears conflicted about something. Her brows gather into a frown, before the smallest of

smiles lifts on her face.I reach out and grab her arm, demanding her attention. She turns

immediately to look right at me, smile disappearing. "Don't look at him, Lil," I say, voice low.

"You saw what he is today. You saw what they are."She nods slowly, and Jude hastens us on,

the murmuring residents of Pine Lake and the surrounding settlements beginning to fade as we

venture deeper into town. The place is a simple reconstruction of the sort of town that once

existed here hundreds of years ago. A rustic spread of pinewood-roofed houses separated



down wide, straight streets, none rising more than two storeys in height. A place built within the

shadow of the majestic mountains to the west, with the sprawling pinewood forests and

magnificent lakes in between.Yet it's another shadow that looms larger. The one that stretches

further and casts its gloom across a wider expanse of earth...The shadow of Olympus, its

oppressive influence spreading far and wide across the Fringe.We venture down the central

street, the town typically quiet for this day of the month. Attendance at the collection ceremony

isn't mandatory, though all households must provide monthly tribute. Often those living in

outlying communities will assign the duty of bringing the tributes to a single individual, or group

of individuals. Those who consider themselves especially good Devotees, and believe they

have a chance of being found worthy, will come every month regardless.I look at Lilly, counted

among them, and a frown begins to form. What did he say to you? I wonder, uneasy. What did

Ceres say?A voice croaks from behind us, distracting me from my thoughts, stopping us

abruptly in our step."That was quite the show you put on there," it comes.I spin around and

meet the craggy old visage of the local madwoman, approaching from a shadowed side-street.

Her once golden hair is now mostly stringy and grey, the last few gleaming strands stubbornly

refusing to wilt. Her face is the same, skin creased and heavily wrinkled, yet her eyes still shine

with an impishness that defies her age. She wears a patchwork of faded and oddly coloured

clothing, as if to proudly live up to her reputation. Just like Jude, she seems quite pleased with

her notoriety, and sees no reason to shy away from it.And, she just so happens to be my

grandmother."Grandma!" Lilly exclaims, rushing up to her. "What are you doing here?""I had

the sense something might happen today," says my grandma cryptically. She tends to do that.

One of the many reasons why people question her state of sanity."But you hate collection day

as much as Amber does," says Lilly, reaching her, glancing back at me. They wrap up into a

fond embrace as Jude and I approach."I don't hate it as much as you think, Lillypad," grandma

says. "I'm just too old to make the trip these days too often." She looks up. "Hello, Jude,

handsome as ever."Jude steps in and gives her a hug. "And playful as always," he says. "How

are you, Alberta? It's been a long time.""Too long, my dear. Far too long." She lifts her eyes to

mine playfully. "Are you two still just friends, then?"Lilly giggles to the side. She only seems to

act this way around Jude and my grandmother, Alberta. Mostly, I get the strict version of the girl

back at home by the lake. Under my parents' influence, she can be overbearingly

sanctimonious. In the company of Jude and grandma, she's usually far more relaxed, despite

the fact that they, like me, are about the worst Devotees across this edge of the Fringe."Yes,

grandma, just friends," I say, stepping in and kissing her on the cheek. "Sorry to disappoint

you."Grandma raises a cheeky smile and cocks a brow in Jude's direction. "So my

granddaughter isn't good enough for you, is that it, Jude?""I think it's the other way around,

Alberta," says Jude quickly, smirking at the jovial taunt."Oh no, I think you're about as bad as

each other," grins grandma. "At least that's the common consensus around here." She looks up

the main street, back towards the commotion in the distance. "And now you're under Ceres's

radar," she muses sombrely, scanning us all. "Every one of you."We share a look, my mind still

rushing with questions. Five minutes ago, I was about to be branded as a Defiant. Now here I

am, apparently free to go, my cheek mysteriously unharmed."So...are we going to talk about

what happened?" Lilly says, staring at my face again in continued amazement, then back over

at our grandmother. "If you were there, you saw it, grandma. Her cheek didn't burn. Does that

mean she's...""It means that she had a lucky break," grandma cuts in. "And it means we should

probably discuss this somewhere more private." She turns west, towards a track leading into

the pinewoods, where she lives several miles away. "Now come, follow me. Washington has

been dying to see you..."4We reach my grandmother's cabin in the woods with the heat of the



day approaching, the sun casting shards of light down through the trees.Set in a small clearing

in a denser section of the forest, her isolated habitation here is another reason for her

reputation. I've never been able to decide whether she moved here merely to consciously

contribute to her profile. At times I think that this is all just one big game to her.We swiftly

happen upon another string to her madness bow, as Washington makes an appearance. His

arrival is heralded by the tapping of hooves on wood, joined by a sound of bleating as he

comes hurrying down the cabin steps and into the clearing."Washington, darling!" exclaims

grandma, hurrying on her old legs towards the goat, who greets her with the sort of excitement

you'd only expect from a pet dog.In actual fact, Washington isn't so much a pet, as a friend,

according to grandma. They 'co-habit' here, as she's more than happy to tell people, though I

suspect that she takes care of most of the daily chores.Hmmm. Perhaps she is a little mad.She

bends down and gives him a hug, wrapping spindly arms around the goat's neck. For all my

grandmother's eccentricities, I've often found her love of Washington the most amusing."Come,

come and say hi," she says animatedly, gesturing us over.We all move in and pet Washington,

who taps his hooves in a little excited dance. Lilly giggles as the goat moves in to lick her face,

dragging a sodden tongue across her cheek. It's a sound I so rarely hear from her mouth, one I

cherish when it comes. When Washington attempts the same greeting on me, however, I'm

fully prepared to step back and avoid it.We continue towards the hut, the outside adorned with

all manner of little embellishments and decorations, Washington trotting happily alongside us

as grandma leads the way. Mostly, it's flowers and verdant vegetation that sparkle as they catch

the light, but there are pots of vegetables here too, and fruit trees in a little orchard to one

side.Grandma has purposely made herself self-sufficient here, relying on nothing but her own

wit and instincts to survive. I've worried about that often. If Collector Ceres ever discovered that

she wasn't properly contributing to the wider community, or bringing tributes to the collection -

which she hasn't for a while - then she might find herself in trouble.If ever I urge her to provide

some fruits or vegetables at least, and even offer to come collect it for her to bring to the

monthly collection ceremony, she denies me."If they come for me, they come for me," she

always says with a nonchalant smile. "I refuse to bend to their rule."Alberta, my grandmother, is

very much my idol.The cabin isn't large inside, but it's homely and comfortable. Crafted by her

own hand many years before, she's done a tremendous job forming a welcoming little sitting

area to one side, a rudimentary kitchen to another, and a little annex that includes her bed and

bathroom. She's even managed to install a plumbing system that keeps the place sanitary, and

has devised a impressive air-conditioning system too to keep it cool in summer.She's tried

explaining the dynamics of how it all works to me a dozen times, but I just don't have the mind

for it. It seems my father, her son, inherited all of her inventiveness and left none to pass on

down to me or Lilly. Over at our little home by the main lake in the region, he's always creating

new ways of catching fish more efficiently.We step in on creaking floorboards, the light

streaming in through the windows and setting a pleasant glow to the warm wooden interior.

Grandma sets a pot to the boil for tea as Lilly and Washington continue to get reacquainted. I

take a seat beside Jude on a little couch meant for two, easing into the comfortable chair,

watching the dynamics of my dysfunctional family with an odd little smile on my face.I've

always liked coming here, though my visits have been less frequent of late. Grandma's

relationship with my father, and mother, has all but broken down over the years, largely owing

to her influence on me. They now fear that she'll 'corrupt' Lilly to her way of thinking as well,

turning her from the path of a good Devotee, and someone who might even rise to the status of

the Worthy one day.As far as I'm concerned, it's an aspiration that means only further

servitude, and less freedom. To be invited behind the walls of Olympus and worship the



Children of the Prime at closer proximity. To spend a life in that grand, mysterious place away

from your family and friends, existing only to massage the egos of men and women who, as

grandma always tells me, aren't the gods and goddesses, the divine beings, they believe

themselves to be.No, I know different. I choose to believe what my grandmother has always

told me: that these so-called gods and goddesses are nothing more than man-made products

of an ancient science. That there was nothing natural about how they evolved the special

powers and gifts they possess. That this world we live in was once so very different, and we

exist only as the final embers of something once so vibrant and widespread, living in the ruins

of the old world.Yet, across the Fringe, most choose to believe otherwise, or simply don't know

any better. They buy into the propaganda of Olympus. They live their lives in service, as good

Devotees, happy to be blinkered and ignorant of the truth of our past. And for that, I can't really

blame them. Questioning the Prime and his followers means being branded Defiant. It means

being taken from your home and suffering the consequences of your insubordination, your

temerity to question the word of the all-powerful ruler of these lands.It means, above all, that

very few - though they may harbour their own doubts - speak out against the mistruths that

seep from Olympus's mighty walls. And grandma, though she has convinced me of the truth,

has rarely spoken to others about what she knows and believes.To do so might seal not only

her own fate, but mine as well. And thus here, and only here in this cabin, do such quiet

discussions take place. Away from prying eyes and ears. Away from those who might consider

such talk an act of incitement against our northern rulers.A rattling across the cabin draws my

gaze, and I look up to find grandma stepping in with a tray laded with teapot and rudimentary

wooden cups. She sets it down on a table between the chairs in the little sitting room, and Lilly

abandons Washington in eager pursuit of the plate of cakes and cookies that comes too.I

watch my little sister grab a cookie and devour it hungrily, a grin on her face, a childlike

enthusiasm taking hold of her. Part of me wishes that grandma would spend more time trying

to enlighten her, as she did me. For Lilly to step away from her ardent devotion to the Prime

and become a little more openminded and questioning of the true nature of our world.But,

another part doesn't wish that. Another part is happy for her to stay to this path, to keep out of

trouble, to do what makes her happy. Thinking as I do, and as grandma and Jude do as well, is

dangerous.My love for Lilly ever battles with my desire to wake her to the truth.A brief quiet

takes hold as we each take a cake and cup of tea, sitting in silent reflection. I can sense that

my companions' thoughts remain on me, though no one seems quite willing to draw attention

to what happened quite yet. Our trek here through the woods was an exercise in avoiding the

topic, grandma skilfully distracting us the whole way with a range of wild stories and anecdotes,

and educative remarks about the local flora and fauna.Now, however, there's nothing to stop

the topic from being brought into the open. Honestly, I'd rather just forget the entire thing and

move on."Why didn't Amber's face burn?" asks Lilly, speaking as she chews on her final bite of

cookie. The question comes suddenly, directed specifically at our grandmother.Grandma

casually regards Lilly with a calm smile as my sister's eyebrows draw back together into a

querying frown. It's an expression she so often portrays, especially when lecturing me on my

lack of enthusiasm and devotion to the Prime, his children, and the residents of Olympus. She

looks over at me again, eyes falling to my cheek, before working back to grandma.Our

grandmother slowly draws her cup to her lips, takes a sip, and then places it back down onto

the table."It's hard to say for sure, Lillypad," she says, glancing over at me as she speaks. It's a

quick flick of the eyes, but enough to show me that she's not quite willing to speak her mind in

front of Lilly. It's been like that for years. Though she's always been happy to speak plainly with

me, she seems quite reticent to do the same with my sister."That's it?" Lilly says, leaning



forward and shrugging. "That wasn't normal, grandma." She looks at me again, gazing at my

face in a way she never has before. A way that makes me quite uncomfortable, as if I'm

somehow changed in her eyes now. "She's...not like us, is she?""Not like us?" I say, sitting up.

"Lil, don't do that. I can see it already. You're putting me on a pedestal that I don't

deserve.""But, Amber, there's obviously something different about you. It's as they say, as they

preach to us. Some of us have divinity in our blood, locked away inside. Maybe you do too.

Maybe what happened today just awakened it?"Grandma nods slowly, the movement enough

to draw our eyes as she hums gently. "She isn't wrong, Amber," she says calmly, the usually

croaky edges of her voice smoothing out. "Many of us have hidden gifts, shackled within us.

For most they will never be set free. Even across the Fringe, there are more people than we

may ever know who have the potential to ascend.""Ascend," says Lilly. "You mean, join the

ranks of Olympus?""Yes, darling," says grandma. She draws a breath, keen to choose her

words carefully under Lilly's questioning gaze. "Our society is symbiotic. The residents of

Olympus need us in order to survive. They make themselves out to be gods and goddesses

and claim that they are divine so that we comply, provide for them, worship them. But..."She

stops, holding her tongue, as I see Lilly's frown deepen. Grandma is ever careful to not destroy

Lilly's belief system. Already, I can see my sister's expression shaping in distress at our

grandmother's heretical words."But...what?" Lilly asks softly.I share a glance with grandma,

Jude sitting quietly next to me as though keen to avoid becoming embroiled in our rather

complicated family dynamics. Usually, Jude isn't short of a word or two on this topic, though as

with grandma, Lilly's presence tends to hold such discussions at bay."Nothing, Lillypad," says

grandma with a smile. "I'm just saying that things aren't quite so black and white as they seem.

There are many among us who are no different to the Children of the Prime, but who will only

ever be seen as Devotees. Society here is made to function that way. It is more artificial than it

appears."Lilly's frown continues to deepen, though there's something in her eyes that, at least,

suggests she understands. She begins to nod slowly, then looks back to me."So Amber is one,"

she says. "She could ascend, be awakened? And that's why Ceres left so quickly when she

didn't burn?""I'm not ascending anywhere," I say sharply, sitting back and folding my arms.

"OK, so my face didn't burn. Big deal. What does that actually mean? I have the ability to

withstand fire or something? What use is that? And anyway, maybe Lilly has it too?" I look to

our grandmother. "It's all from the past, you always say. Old genetic engineering, creating

people with strange biological abilities and gifts. If I have this in my genes, then don't we all,

seeing as we're from the same bloodline?"Grandma nods slowly. "Perhaps," she says. "Though

it's rare for anything to awaken in us, Amber. It doesn't mean it will happen to your father, or

Lilly, or any children you might have...""What's genetic engineering?" asks Lilly suddenly,

cutting our grandmother off. We turn to her again and find a face of bewilderment staring at us.

"Are you saying that all this is man-made somehow?" She recoils at the idea, leaning back and

scrunching up her nose."That's...one option," says grandma."And that's what you believe?"

asks Lilly, pressing us, staring at each of us in turn. She looks truly offended by the idea, one

that we've kept from her for this very reason. Though she's fully aware that we're not good

Devotees, to actively denounce what the Children of the Prime preach to us is heresy worthy of

execution.A short silence falls as grandma prepares to draw things back, to pander to Lilly's

perspective as we're always forced to do. But frankly, I've had enough of that. After the day

we've had, I'm having some trouble holding my tongue.So, perhaps inadvisedly, I break,

uttering things that I've ever tried to hold at bay."Yes," I say firmly, looking my sister straight in

the eye. "That is exactly what we believe, Lilly. The Children of the Prime are just byproducts of

old scientific experiments. They are not divine. They are not special. They are not worth any



more than all the people of Pine Lake, or across the entire Fringe and beyond. And no, we

shouldn't have to live our lives in service of them. That is what we believe."Lilly stares at me for

a long, drawn out moment as my words fill the room. I see grandma shaking her head in light

rebuke out of the corner of my eye. Jude shuffles uncomfortably, easing a little away from me

on the sofa. Lilly's eyes refuse to blink, threaten to water, and then craft themselves into a cast

of intense anger and disappointment.After a long moment, she suddenly thaws, shakes her

head violently, and storms right out of the cabin."Lil..."I get set to stand and follow, but Jude

springs up first."Don't," he says. "Let me. I'll take her back home and smooth things out." He

offers grandma a kind smile. "It was a pleasure to see you, Alberta. And you, of course,

Washington," he adds, turning to pet the goat, sitting like a dog beside her.He leaves the room

at that, rushing swiftly out into the afternoon sunshine in pursuit of my sister.I hear my grandma

draw a sigh, and turn to look at her."And that," she says, "is why I've never shared the truth

with your sister."5"Here you are, darling, have another cookie. It makes things better. It always

does."Despite the fact that my appetite has well and truly fled me, I take the cookie from the

plate and begin to munch absentmindedly, staring at the door both Lilly and Jude have just

vacated.Out of the corner of my eye, I see my grandmother rising from her chair and heading

off to the kitchen.A moment later, she returns with a stained glass bottle filled with a murky

brown liquid. Our cups of tea are quickly emptied into Washington's drinking bowl - apparently

he enjoys the stuff - and refilled with grandma's home-brew liquor. I haven't partaken in it

regularly, and honestly don't much like it, but this particular day is certainly calling for it."Now,

Amber," grandma says, turning on her 'serious' voice, "it's time to get real here."She hands me

a cup and gestures for me to drink. I do so at her behest, the acrid liquid burning down my

throat. But in a good way."I have something to tell you, honey," grandma goes on, leaning into

her armchair like a sage old lady preparing to lay down some home truths. "I don't know why I

never mentioned this before, but I suppose I never found the right time. And, well, to be

perfectly honest, I didn't really want you to find out...""Find out what?" I ask, my interest piqued.

I take another swig of the brown stuff and set my gaze on my grandmother intently."That,"

grandma says, "I always knew you had fire in your blood."I frown, cocking my head to one side

skeptically. "Fire in my blood?" I say. "What do you mean?""I mean that I knew fire couldn't hurt

you, that it runs deep in your veins. Just as it does mine."I lean back, a ripple of shock

spreading through me at the sudden revelation, so casually laid down. My grandmother merely

regards me with a nonchalant expression upon her face, as though we're discussing nothing

more important than the weather."You...you..." I begin, my eyes hiding behind a deeply

furrowed brow, my mind struggling to gather words into a coherent sentence.Grandma just

smiles and nods. "Yes, me," she says. "I've known almost all my life what I am, Amber. And I've

known almost all of yours what you are, too. There's a reason I feel such a closeness to you,

above all, darling. There's a reason I've always been honest with you, and no other. We are no

different to those living behind the walls of Olympus, you and I. And I'm damned if I'm going to

pay fealty to them after what they did to me..."She trails off, eyes darkening and fading off into

the middle distance for a moment. When they return, her smile has warmed the room again,

giving me no time to chase up on her cryptic remark."But father..." I say, my mind rushing

ahead once more. "Is he..."She shakes her head."And Lil?"She continues to sway her head

from side to side. "Only the two of us among our bloodline have seen these powers manifest,

Amber. Lilly has found her purpose in life as a faithful Devotee. I saw no need to try to turn her

from that path.""But she worships a lie!" I say, my voice rising in volume. "It's no way to

live...""It's the only way to live for most of us," grandma retorts quickly. "There's no way for us to

affect how the world is run in these lands, darling. They belong to the Prime and his children.



We are little more than grains of sand on a beach, and can do nothing but blend in with the

rest. I didn't tell you what you were because I knew it didn't matter, and I hoped you'd never find

out. And Lilly," she says, dipping her eyes. "She's happy as she is. Destroying what she

believes in isn't going to help. This is a burden we have to live with."I stare at my grandmother,

this woman who's always been my idol, and see her in a new light. This woman thought mad

by the local community, who's mocked and ridiculed behind her back for the things she does,

the way she lives. This woman who, I've always thought, builds upon her layers of eccentricity

as a cover, so that the things she truly believes are never taken seriously if they're ever

discovered. To protect those she loves from the things she knows.I stare at her and see

someone far deeper than even I ever thought. A woman with a past I don't yet know. A woman

who could, who should, be counted among the men and women of Olympus. A woman who

the residents of Pine Lake might, in other circumstances, worship alongside the other Children

of the Prime.And, staring at her, I feel closer to her than ever."How did you know?" I ask her

softly. "About me?"She smiles reminiscently, and stands from her little armchair. She takes a

step towards me and sits down next to me on the sofa, taking my left hand tenderly. She lifts it

up, turning it over, fondly inspecting my fingers."You were just a toddler," she says quietly, still

turning my fingers over, as if searching for any specific markings or scars. "We had a bonfire on

the lakeside by your home, you and your parents and me. Your mother was heavily pregnant

with Lilly, and your father was so worried. I remember it so clearly, Amber, like it was

yesterday." She draws a breath and takes a sip of her drink. "Your mother needed to lie down,

and your father took her in. I stayed outside with you, but you loved Lilly so much even then.

You tried to chase them in, but tripped on a stick from the fire." She holds up my hand a little

higher. "You fell right in, your entire left hand digging right into the flames and burning embers.

I...I rushed over and pulled you out. My heart almost gave out from the worry. But," she

finishes, voice softening further, eyes glistening as they look at my fingers and palm. "There

was no damage, no burn marks. Nothing. I knew then that you were like me. I knew then that

my life would be spent protecting you until you could handle the truth."Tears gather in the

corners of my eyes, the cabin so calm and quiet as my grandmother grips my hand tighter. She

looks into my eyes. "You and Lilly are everything to me. I chose to keep the truth from you to

protect you, darling. And I don't dissuade Lilly from her path for the same reason. I never

wanted Ceres to find out. What happened today was...unfortunate.""Unfortunate?" I ask. "What

do you think will happen now?"She shakes her head, eyes moving away. "I can't be sure. Ceres

may choose to report back that you're a candidate for ascension, or he may not. Technically, he

has a duty to do so, but he's rotten to the core that one, so may choose another path

instead..."Another path, I think, my mind turning back once again to the events earlier that day.

My heart begins to quicken as a particular recollection bursts into my head."Lilly," I breathe out.

"He said something to her after he tried to have me branded. He seemed to know something,

or...remember something. It involved both of us. Do you know what that might mean?"Grandma

lifts her chin pensively, fading eyes processing the question, searching for an answer."I don't

know for certain," she says eventually. "However, there is talk of foresight in Olympus, of

powers of prescience. It seems possible that Ceres was aware of a possible sequence of

events...a sequence that only came to light before him today.""I...that's possible?" I ask,

doubtful. "I know some people have telepathy and telekinesis, but the ability to perceive the

future?""I can't be sure, darling, but I have heard rumours of such things. The Prime is ever

seeking out gifted individuals to add to his collection. He has his Heralds searching for such

people. Some travel far from these lands to seek out those deemed worthy of awakening and

ascension to the ranks of Olympus, or to add to his military forces. Others are his most



powerful servants, his Heralds of War. And then there are the Chosen.""The Chosen," I

whisper, the word sending a light shudder down my spine."Yes," says grandma. "If the Worthy

are regular Devotees deemed suitable for life in Olympus, to serve and worship the Children of

the Prime up close, then the Chosen are those most worthy of being worshipped. They are the

Prime's prized assets, the children he loves the most, those upon whom his new world is being

built.""And you think Lilly and I are known about over there? I don't want to leave from here,

grandma. I don't want to...""Shhhh," she says, pulling me into a hug. "I'm only speculating. I

don't have all the answers, darling." She strokes my hair softly to calm me, and then urges me

to take another sip of her drink. It fizzes down my throat, momentarily distracting me, leaving

behind a soothing after-effect that sends a pulse of relaxation through my body."Are there more

like us out there?" I ask after a moment of reflection. I look to the open doorway, the sunshine

gleaming bright outside, and imagine the many, many communities and towns that spread far

and wide across the Fringe."Like us?" grandma says. She begins to shake her head lightly.

"Fire-Bloods are rare, Amber, even in Olympus. All can withstand fire and heat to some degree

or another. The strongest can even learn to manipulate the flame, harness it, even use it for

destructive purposes. We are within a class of people called Elementals, those who can control

different elements like water, fire, earth and wind. Elementals are a rare class of those with

ancient, genetically enhanced blood, as I've always taught you. Those within Olympus, the

Children of the Prime - they are not imbued with divine power as they preach. They are merely

the final embers of people who were once built for war. People with enhanced speed, strength,

senses, and strange mental and even mystical powers."I nod, recalling all my grandma has told

me over the years, stories that I at first doubted. She was always somewhat cryptic on how she

knew what she did, on the providence of her viewpoint and perspective. I would probe, of

course, and she'd speak of ancient texts she once had, though no longer held in her

possession. Books that chronicled an ancient world from hundreds and hundreds of years ago,

a time of great scientific advancement, of global war, of an arms race that gave rise to the birth

of genetically enhanced and augmented people.She'd even speak of places far from here, far

from the Fringe. Of other cities thousands of miles away across these vast lands where the

people live so differently from us. Where they know the true nature of those with special and

unique gifts. Where they understand, at least in part, the past world that gave rise to men and

women with powers thought here to be divine.But here, across the Fringe, shut off from the

wider world, something very different has developed under the watchful gaze of the Prime, a

figure of great mystery, even to those who come preaching his word. For dozens of years, he's

managed to forge a network of powerful individuals under his charge, gradually spreading his

power further to the south, sending out his Heralds to spread the word of his divinity, and to

discover latent powers hidden inside men and women who think themselves normal.And here I

am, one of them. I never once thought that what my grandma taught me might actually involve

me. I never considered myself to have any unactivated, unawakened genes inside me. I never

believed that I was any different from the rest, excepting my heretical stance on the Prime and

his followers among a community of such faithful Devotees.But I am different, in far more ways

than I could ever have imagined. And right now, more than ever, I wish that wasn't the case.I

wish I could just fit in.I sigh deeply, my thoughts running dark, and take another swig of my

drink. I feel grandma shuffling closer, her spindly arm wrapping around my back, fingers

pressing consolingly into my flesh, flesh that I now know cannot be harmed by fire."It's a lot to

take in, I know," she says, drawing back my gaze. "But it doesn't change who you are, Amber.

Things may not change at all. Ceres may not report this..."I know she's lying. It's what she does

with Lilly, keeping the truth from her, refusing to turn her from the path that makes her happy.



But I know full well, as she does, that things have changed forever now.Whatever Ceres does,

nothing will be the same again."They saw, grandma," I whisper quietly. "They all saw. The

whole town saw. And you saw how Lilly looked at me. Like...like I was one of them. I'm different

enough as it is around here. I just want to be ignored.""It doesn't matter what people think,

darling.""That's easy for you to say," I say, shaking my head. "No one knows the truth about

you.""Because it's such an unimportant thing," she says. "We aren't special, Amber. No one

from Olympus is any more special than anyone across the Fringe. That is a fabrication, a

contrivance created by the Prime and his followers. They create this mystique and mystery, and

make themselves out to be gods. But there are many with so-called divine powers among us,

just yet to be awakened. They pick and choose who to bring beyond their walls, both those

chosen for ascension, and those deemed to be worthy to praise them up close. It's arbitrary,

and oppressive. It's been the same across history, and always will be. The Prime is nothing but

a tyrannical ruler obsessed with power, no matter what we're told."I see her eyes shape bitterly,

more so than usual. I lock her with a questioning gaze."You've been there, haven't you?" I

whisper. "You've been to Olympus. You've lived among them."She draws back, turning away a

little as if to hide the reaction on her face. A smile builds as it so often does when faced with a

probing question she'd prefer not to answer."There's a lot about me that you don't know,

Amber," she says. "There's a lot about me that I...I'd prefer you didn't know."Her eyes turn

down, and she distracts herself by looking over to Washington, still sitting happily beside her,

and stroking his greying mane. He bleats with pleasure and taps his hooves, his face so

expressive that I can almost see him smile."Grandma," I whisper again, reaching out and

touching her arm. Her eyes come back to me. "What's it like there?"Her visage flattens out,

eyes narrowing. She draws a breath and shakes her head. "It's a place of wonders and horrors

combined. It's beautiful...and brutal in equal measure. It only depends on your purpose there. If

I had it my way, the entire place would be razed to the ground."Her face darkens once more as

she speaks, and I choose against probing any further. I don't get the chance either way.

Finishing, she draws a breath, smiles, and the room seems to lighten. She turns to the door,

the warm sunshine still shining down in radiant lines through the trees."I need to fetch some

water from the river," she says, standing on creaking bones. She takes a step away, as I sit

planted to the chair. She stops, and turns back to me. "I don't know what will happen now,

Amber, but I urge you to be careful. Go home, darling, and speak with Lilly. Set her back on her

path if you can. If we're lucky, this day will soon be forgotten."I stand, nodding, and move

towards her. "And...if we're not lucky?""Then I fear that life, for all of us, will never be the same

again."6Ireach my home with dusk falling, my long ramble back home through the woods taken

at a leisurely pace, my mind afflicted by a thousand burning questions.Breaking through the

pinewoods, I come to the shore of the lake, the usually sparkling water now hidden under

shadow as the sun disappears beyond the mountains to the west. I amble slowly along the

shoreline, my feet crunching on sand and pebbles, my skin gently caressed by the comforting

summer breeze that sweeps down from the high valleys across the water, bringing that sweet

mountain air with it.I realise as I go how much I love this place, how much, perhaps, I've taken

it all for granted.The simple life here across the western edge of the Fringe isn't so bad at all.

We fish and hunt and grow crops to harvest. We tend to our homes and livestock, enjoy time

with family and friends. Crime is rare, and the people are peaceful. And though they buy into

the lies spoken from Olympus, and are required to worship and give tribute to those who live

there, we are rarely interfered with unless someone steps out of line, and these lands are well

protected from possible threats to the south by the powerful, genetically augmented soldiers

under the charge of our northern rulers.Is that so bad a trade? I wonder as I stroll along the



shore, looking upon the little firelights flickering around the lake's edge, the many small fishing

communities that line the bank. Why am I so averse to it all? Why does it bother me so much?

Because you know the truth, a voice inside me answers. You know that it's all one big lie. A lie

to force control, to keep order, to ensure the people don't step out of line.The internal response

has me nodding, stopping on the shore, looking out over the darkening lake. Yes, I do know the

truth, and today has cast it all in a whole new light.I am one of them, I think. I have the blood of

the ancients in me too...I muse on that as I go, feeling strangely awkward and nervous as I step

closer to my family cabin on the edge of the lake. It's a simple place, a single storey structure

with a foundation of stone and extensions of pinewood, the interior partitioned off into a

number of rooms. Not so long ago, Lilly and I shared a bedroom. Only recently has my father

built an extension to give us privacy as we've aged, my room now set off in a little annex at one

side of the house.I see lights flickering inside as I venture on, firelamps glowing as mother

prepares dinner, with father likely working on his latest invention. They spend their days as

such, father ever attempting to design methods of catching fish more efficiently and in greater

quantities, mother seeing to most household chores and educating Lilly on what it means to be

a good Devotee.I know they love me and my sister equally, but only because they have to. It's

the sort of requirement a parent signs up for, to love their children unconditionally and not have

favourites, despite the fact that most probably do.No, they love us the same because they have

to, but they like Lilly a lot more. She is the girl I was meant to be, the one who hasn't strayed

from her path. A daughter to be proud of in a world where worship and service are the key

tenets upon which we are all judged. Tenets that I fail to live up to at every given turn.I venture

on, nerves continuing to rise as I pace along the shore, the light across the lake and mountains

fading as I go. I wonder if I'll find Jude there when I arrive, though quickly realise I won't. He'll

have taken Lilly home but left her before getting too close to the house. My father isn't a violent

man, but he might make an exception if seeing Jude accompanying Lilly back home through

the woods.Like with my grandmother, whose relationship with her own son has broken down

over the years, my parents see Jude as a virus in my life, and one that cannot be allowed to

take hold within Lilly too.It's a point of contention that we've argued about more times than I

care to count. I just wish they could see how sweet, how loyal, how incredibly kind Jude is. How

he'd do anything for me, or Lilly, or anyone else if he saw them in trouble or danger.All they see

is the boy they believe is corrupting me, when in actual fact it's more the other way around.

Jude was a better Devotee before I got hold of him. It's my influence upon him, ironically, that

makes my parents question his presence in my life.I sigh at the thought, delaying as I

approach. I can see shapes moving around through the windows now, mother busily preparing

dinner in the little kitchen, father at the table as expected. I turn my eyes left to Lilly's room,

stepping furtively forward as if trying to keep out of sight. I sneak closer and up towards the

wall, peering carefully through the window, and find her kneeling beside her little bed, facing

away from me. I move around a little to get a better look, and find her hands held together in

prayer, head bowed, lips murmuring something I can't hear through the glass.And on the bed

ahead of her, I see one of her carved figures. A figure with billowing robes and bowing head,

face hidden from sight and obscured by a hood. It is a figure she carved some time ago, her

own personal representation of the Prime. A man of mystery and great debate, whose

appearance remains entirely unknown by the people across the Fringe.The Prime, the central

figure whom we're all meant to worship has, as far as the rumour goes, never stepped foot

beyond the walls of Olympus. No one knows just what he looks like. No one knows the depths

of his gifts and what he can do. The stories and fables speak of not a man, but a great divinity,

an all powerful deity who watches us all from the summit of Olympus, passing judgement on



the world, seeing all under his charge. Those who wish to be seen as good Devotees, who

desire one day to be found worthy and brought inside the walls of Olympus, believe that he

watches them always. That only a lifetime of faithful service will see them achieve their great

ambitions.It is, as I know full well, a terrible and cruel deception.And though I know that the

Prime is nothing but a man, I remain intrigued by what odd powers he possesses. To have built

this world, to have gathered such strength here across these lands, to have used his Forgers

to create the city of Olympus...well, that is worthy of respect, at least. Even I can't deny that.As

my mind runs on and I fall into a reverie, I fail to notice Lilly stand and turn to look in my

direction. I spot her sudden movement, her prayers evidently concluded, and duck out of sight

too late. No sooner have I dropped below the window do I hear her voice coming from

inside."Amber...Amber, is that you?"I stay hidden a moment, hoping she'll decide that her mind

was just playing tricks on her. No such luck. With a scraping sound, the window opens up on

rusted hinges, and I find Lilly's beautiful, youthful face staring down at me from above."Are you

spying on me?" she asks, eyes curled into that typical, rebuking frown.I dust myself off, stand,

and place a grin to my face. I sense my nerves haven't exactly evaporated, given how awkward

it feels."Oh, hey Lil, I didn't see you there."She shakes her head, letting out a sigh. And

somehow, that sets some of my nerves to rest. It's the look on her face; not the same

expression of awe that she held before, but that look I'm so familiar with. An expression that

would suggest she's the older sister, and not me. One that reprimands me for sneaking up on

her and spying on her private time of prayer.It's just what I hoped for. The last thing I want is for

Lilly to look at me differently now. I'm just hoping she'll forget what happened earlier, and

everyone will be able to move on."You just got back from grandma's?" Lilly asks. She lowers

her voice, and glances to the door, as if mother and father might be listening.I nod. "Yeah. Jude

dropped you off nearby I assume?""He was afraid of getting too close," she says, smiling

wistfully. "He said he was going to wait for you in case you returned soon. Did you see

him?""He must have gone already," I say, glancing off into the woods near the shoreline. "I'm

guessing mother and father don't know you were at grandma's?"She shakes her

head."And...what happened at the collection ceremony," I go on. "Did you, um, tell them about

that?"She continues to shake her head, and I notice that cast of awe, of wonder, begin to seep

back into her eyes like ink spreading through water.No, don't look at me like that!"Er, about

what I said earlier," I continue quickly, refusing to let that expression settle on her face. "Over at

grandma's. I...I didn't mean to...""It's OK, Amber," she cuts in. "Jude explained things to me."

She smiles again, her eyes drifting off longingly. "He said it's all just a theory you have. And you

had a stressful day with...everything. I understand."She smiles softly, the two of us standing on

either side of the window, like a mirror image of the same person, separated only by a few

years. Oh how I wish our thoughts and lives could align as well. That I could be as

indoctrinated as the rest of them, willing to commit to a simple life of service here by the

lake.Would that be so bad, really? I could marry Jude, perhaps, and we could get our own little

cabin. I could fish and he could hunt, and Lilly could find her own husband and live just down

the shore nearby. Could I be happy like that? Knowing what I know, could I put all that aside

and continue to bring tribute, to cede to any demands that flow from Olympus across the

Fringe?"Are you OK, Amber?" Lilly's soft voice draws me from my thoughts. I find her eyes

staring at me, sparkling gold as the last light of day fades. "It must have been scary today out

there...in front of everyone."I nod slowly, remembering the terror as the searing brand drew

close. "It was.""I was scared too," she says. "You're my sister. There's no one I love more than

you."Her words hit me unexpectedly. I look back into her eyes and find them glistening. And

through the open window, she reaches out and hugs me, wrapping her arms tight around my



neck. I hear the faintest sniffs begin to sound, her body trembling a little. Then she pulls back

again and looks at me for a long, tender moment."I'll always love you. You know that, don't

you?""I...""I know I'm insufferable sometimes. But...I just want to do something good in my life. I

hope you understand that.""I...I do understand," I say, pulling her forward into a short hug once

more. "You're the most special girl I know, Lillypad. And I'm sorry if I don't support you enough.

You're a better person than I am, more humble and devoted to what you believe in. I just

wish..."I cut myself off with a sigh, refusing to utter anything further. She pulls away with a

question in her eyes, urging me to finish the sentence, but I don't. I merely smile and lean in,

kissing her softly on the cheek."I think I hear mother calling for dinner," I say, turning my eyes

to the door. Lilly glances over as well, mother's voice coming quietly from outside. She looks

back at me, as if wanting, needing, to say more. I reach my finger to her lips and shake my

head. "Don't tell them you saw me, OK? I'd rather not face them tonight."She looks at me for an

extended moment, a strange, sad expression on her face. It slowly forms into a muted smile, as

she nods slowly, then pulls back in silence and quietly shuts the window.I watch her through

the glass as she carefully packs away the things on her bed, placing her sculpture of the Prime

onto its central position on her bedside table, ever watching over her as she sleeps. Each

movement she makes with the figure in hand is careful and considered. I see a girl who's

committed her life to this mysterious, false god, and can do absolutely nothing to deter her

from that path.With a final glance towards me, and a final, plaintive smile, she slips from the

room, and I creep down the side of the cabin and see her enter into the kitchen. I see father at

the table, sheets of paper before him, plans for his latest invention being roughly drawn up. I

see mother carrying a steaming pot from the fire, ladling bowls of broth and handing them out. I

see her gather some bread, cutting slices, passing them around. I see a table set for four, one

place sitting empty, the dinner table of a pious, dutiful family, minus the one black sheep who

just doesn't fit in.I briefly consider going to join them, stepping inside through the front door and

finally playing my part, but I don't. I simply watch from outside under the darkening skies, and

see my mother glance to my empty chair and not even raise the question of my

whereabouts.The sight sets an ache of sadness to my heart, my absence barely felt as they

set about their dinnertime ritual, saying their prayers, politely asking one another how their

days have gone. I can't hear them too well from outside, but know that my name may not even

be uttered, my behaviour enough to expect that I won't always turn up for dinner.I watch until I

can bear it no more, before turning away and heading a little way back down the shore. I reach

my favourite viewing rock on the shoreline, the stone carved by time into a comfortable seat

that just about fits my frame. I slip into the curved recess, my arms draped upon the smooth

stone on either side, and look out over the sparkling lake as the stars begin to glow through the

clouds, and the moon bathes the world below in its beautiful silvery light.I sit, and think, losing

track of time as I so often do here. How many times have I sat here as my family enjoy their

dinner? How many times have I avoided those terse dinnertime conversations, feeling so out of

place amid my perfect, devout family? How many times have I gone in to hunt down any

leftovers when I know everyone else has gone to sleep, creeping in so quietly so as to avoid

waking my parents, avoid suffering their rebuke until morning dawns and I can stomach the

debate?Too many times, is the only answer that comes. How sad that I feel so alienated even

in my own home, burdened by a truth that so few people know, or will ever be willing to admit.I

shake such thoughts from my head, trying to dull my mind. I sit instead and focus on the

beauty of what lies around me; on the sparkling lake, the grand shadows of the mountains, the

little lights that twinkle along the bank. I listen to the natural sounds of the insects clicking and

water lapping, draw in the sweet smells of the lake and pinewoods beyond. I take it all in, and a



smile forms on my face.No, this isn't so bad at all.I drift away there in that little nook in the rock,

falling into uncomfortable dreams as I give way to my subconscious. Memories come flooding

in broken snippets. Memories of the ceremony that day, of all those staring faces and bowing

bodies. Of that searing brand approaching my cheek. Of Jude calling out as he tries to reach

me. Of Lilly's stunned face, eyes streaming, staring at me in awe as she sees the unburned

flesh of my cheek.My thoughts settle on my sister, on the look on Ceres's face as he saw her in

the crowd. Of the memory that seemed to cross it. Of the whisper he spoke into Lilly's ear.What

did he say to her? I wonder. What is he going to do?My pulse seems to quicken as the pieces

begin to form into a picture. As I recall Lilly's words to me outside her window, her rare affection

towards me. As she spoke of wanting to do something good in her life.It seemed almost

like...like a goodbye.The thought crashes through my mind, waking me from my sleep. My eyes

open wide to find sunlight pouring from the heavens, the lake alive with little fishing boats

dotting the distant shore. I press myself achingly off the rock, my muscles sore, my eyes the

same as I squint and turn towards my cabin in the distance.I begin moving towards it, feeling a

pulse of foreboding throb through me. My legs thaw and work into a run as I crunch down the

coast, searching for any signs of my family outside the house, trying to spot movement within.I

reach it, panting as I hurry around the front, bursting into the kitchen to find my parents sitting

down for breakfast at the table. They lift their eyes to mine. I scan past my father's, ever-stoic,

and to my mother's. I see eyes of pride, though not for me. Eyes rimmed with red. I know

immediately that she's been crying.I look past them to Lilly's room down the corridor. Her door

lies open. Through the threshold I can see to her bedside table, bereft now of her carved figure

of the Prime.My eyes switch to my mother, widening as a terrible realisation falls. "Where is

she?" I breathe, my voice heavy with anxiety.I get no answer, nothing but a weak smile and

subsequent dip of those proud, teary eyes.I turn to my father."Father, where's Lilly!"He regards

me impassively, jaw fixed and rarely unshaven, as if he hasn't yet had time this morning. Those

eyes, however, hold a similar cast to my mother's, only manifested through his own sense of

masculinity."Father!" I repeat. "Where is my sister!"He raises his chin a little, lips parting. And

then he utters a single word that cuts right through my heart."Gone."7Istare at my father,

aghast. "Gone," I say. "What do you mean, gone!"He licks his lips awkwardly, glancing over at

my mother. Her own eyes lift again, smile attempting to form. He places a comforting arm over

her back, about the closest they come to affection these days."You should be proud of her,

Amber," father says, managing to form a smile of his own. "Your sister has been found worthy.

She is to live out her days in Olympus."A tremor of queasiness erupts from my gut, threatening

to have me vomiting all over the table where they sit. My legs shudder, knees weakening, a

wave of dizziness assaulting my head. I step forward and plant my hands on the table to steady

myself, enough to have my mother drawing back in alarm.I shut my eyes to steady the shock,

then open them up and glare right at the man and woman who brought me into this world. "You

let her go to that place?" I growl.The frown that forms on father's face is deeper than the lake

outside our door. He stands up suddenly from his seat, enough to have his chair tumbling back

onto the floor behind him, and my mother yelping feebly at the suddenness of it all."Let her go!"

he bellows, voice straining under the rare effort. "She has attained a great honour, Amber. One

that you have never even attempted to achieve. How dare you stand there and pour scorn on

her achievement!"I have to shut my eyes again, my hands gripping tight at the edge of the

table. I steady myself before answering, afraid of just what I might say."Well, what do you have

to say for yourself, young lady?" comes my father's voice once again, a little quieter now and

evidently unable to keep up the passion.I draw a long breath and say a few calming internal

words. Then I open my eyes, stare my father right in the eye, and merely shake my head."What



does that mean?" he demands.I begin walking past him, heading down the corridor."Don't walk

away from me, Amber! Just where do you think you're going? We should be celebrating!"His

voice fades off as I enter into Lilly's room. I find the place neatly arranged as it always is, all

available surfaces covered in little wooden figurines. I recognise a couple of Ceres, several

others representing other officials from Olympus, the Heralds and the Chosen, a number of

uniformed soldiers.I see a girl obsessed - utterly obsessed - with the Children of the Prime and

those who hail from Olympus. A girl whose great goal in life has been to see them up close, to

serve them up close, to bask in their magnificence and divinity and live right there among

them.I feel a pulse of helplessness begin to seep into my blood as I scan the room and see

that other items are now absent. Some of her favourite sculptures have been taken. Her pretty

dresses and clothes, weaved by mother, aren't folded away in her drawers, or hanging in her

wardrobe. The stamp of my sister has been ripped from the room, leaving a shell behind.

Leaving me behind.Tears gather in my eyes as I hear footsteps behind me. A voice follows,

more softly now as it spreads into the room."I know you'll miss her, Amber. We all will. But

please find it in yourself to be pleased for her, proud of her. This is something she's always

wanted."I turn to face my father, standing in the doorway. His stern expression has adopted a

smoother edge, his eyes showing some sympathy now. He takes a step forward, and I take a

step back."When did she leave?" I ask, eyes steadfast to his. "When, father!"He lifts his chin

again, an affectation I've never much liked, one he uses when dealing with difficult questions,

considering difficult answers. He delays a moment, and I pose the question once more, my

voice boiling with a little more fervour."An hour or two ago," he says eventually, chin still raised,

eyes looking down.I know he's lying, or reframing the truth. I know she left more recently than

that."She went alone?" I demand."No. They came to collect her.""Who!""Who do you think,

Amber? Ceres's men. What does it matter anyway?"I feel my lip begin to quiver, the motion

forced by a mixture of anger and grief. My sister. My dear sister. Gone."She didn't even say

goodbye," I whisper to myself, eyes falling to the wooden floor.I hear my father take several

paces forward. He stops one short of me, too awkward to give me a hug. A hand lands

tentatively on my shoulder instead. His voice comes with a consoling whisper."She knew you'd

try to stop her," he says softly. "She knows how you feel about all this.""I...""Be happy for her,

Amber," he goes on. "I know it hurts right now, but in time you'll realise that this was the best

thing for her."The best thing for her. To serve, to worship, to live at the heart of a lie.No.A

renewed energy fills me, and I brush right past my father once more. I pace through the door to

my own room, stepping past my mother who watches tearfully from the corridor, arms wrapped

around herself as tears gather in her eyes."Amber," comes my father's voice. "Please don't do

anything stupid..."I'm no longer listening. My eyes fly towards an empty backpack, and my

hands are quickly upon it. I reach a dresser and begin pulling open drawers, filling the bag up

with clothes in a blur. My father's voice comes once more, indistinct, ignored. My mother's tears

and light sobs set the backdrop as I march around, gathering essential items.I turn, once done,

and head back towards the kitchen, trailing two worried parents in my wake. I pack bread and

fresh fruit, dried meats and fish. Within a few moments, my bag is full to bursting and I'm

swinging it onto my back, heading for the door.I feel a hand grip at my arm and pull me back,

turning me around. "Amber," my father bellows, voice growing loud once more, "what on earth

are you doing! Think for a moment. Look at your mother!"I turn to my mother, bleary eyed,

disconsolate as she watches me, but only briefly. I can't look at either of them long or may

begin to doubt myself. I drag my arm away with a grunt, but my father's too strong. He

manages to keep hold of my wrist, his spare hand trying to reach around and pull the bag from

my back, disarm me of my supplies.We enter into a brief struggle as I tug and pull, trying to



extricate myself from his grip. Mother squeaks in the background, her sobs growing louder, my

father urging me to calm down and gather my wits.I weaken my attempts to pull away, but only

to lure him into a false sense of security. When his grip relaxes, I rip my arm away once again,

managing to get fully free this time. I take a quick pace towards the door, but once more am

tugged back as he manages to grab hold of my backpack.My legs all but give way beneath me

as I slip, falling backwards and a little off to the side. I reach out to steady myself, hands

instinctively feeling for something to halt my motion, stop me from tumbling to the cold kitchen

floor. I stumble away to the right, a pot of hot water steaming over the stove against the wall.

Mother shrieks as I crash into it, knocking the pot and sending boiling water splashing to the

floor.My hands take a grip of the searing metal grate on which the pot sat. Beneath it, the fire

crackles quietly, the flames licking up from below, teasing at my flesh. I feel the instinctive urge

to pull immediately away, but don't. I hear mother scream as she sees me there, hands all but

in the fire, fingers gripping to the metal grate that's hot enough to sear flesh.But not mine.I just

stop, and stare for a moment at my hands, at the flames tickling my skin. I tighten my grip on

the grate, my knuckles going white, feeling no pain from the heat, no discomfort but a mild

feeling of warmth from the fire. A flurry of frantic voices sound behind me, and I feel my father's

hands grab at my shoulders, pulling me out of the flame.My fingers stay gripped to the grate,

taking it with me."Drop it, Amber!" father calls. "Your hands! Drop it!"I hold on, just staring at the

metal grate, glowing orange where its most hot. A strange smile rises on my face at the feeling

of power, of invulnerability."Amber, let go!" mother's voice breaks free, shrieking loudly into the

room. She hurries towards me suddenly, reaching out to try to pull away the grate from my

fingers. She tries to take a grip, but can't, her fingers pulling right back from the scorching

metal, a yelp escaping her lips.The room falls silent but for the sound of panting breaths. My

parents look at me, not knowing what to do, not understanding why I won't let go. I stand before

them, face calm and detached, and finally drop the grate to the floor.It lands with a dull thud on

the wooden boards, my parents staring at my hands in shock. Slowly, I turn them over,

revealing my unburned flesh, smooth and soft as ever. A light sigh escapes mother, her mouth

agape. Her body seems to give way, and she falls backwards, dropping into a chair, father

hurrying to stop her from fainting.I stand above them, my hands opened up. Gradually, I draw

them to my sides once more, my parents' eyes following like a dog's gaze following food."I'm

going after Lilly," I say, my voice suddenly so composed, breaking the momentary silence. "You

worship a lie. All of you do. I refuse to let my sister live like that."I turn, shuffling my bag back

into position, and begin stepping towards the door."You're..." I hear my father whisper. "You're

a..."I stop, but don't turn. I wait for him to continue.He doesn't.With a final, deep breath, I step

through the door and into the morning light, setting my eyes on the pinewoods that line the

lake.8It's still morning time when I march past the edge of the treeline and into the little clearing

beyond.Eyes trace my step, those of the locals here in this little hunting community about half a

dozen miles from where I live. I see women skinning game, children at play. Most of the men

will be out hunting right now, the roles here largely defined by gender, as prescribed by the

tenets and doctrines passed down from Olympus.The community is small, perhaps only fifty or

so, the huts and cabins arranged in a prime location within the pinewoods where game is most

abundant. I come here regularly, and my presence isn't unexpected. I get a few hellos and nods

of welcome as I march in, managing to repay the courtesies with my own nods and verbal

greetings.I'm working on autopilot as I go, hurrying swiftly through the village towards a shack

situated at the back. I draw a breath as I reach the door, fist balling, banging loudly.Please be

here, I think. Please be here...The door creaks open and I see Grace, Jude's auntie, appearing

behind it. She's a mild lady in her mid-forties, good natured and of a quiet disposition. I'm not



entirely sure she approves of me - much like how my parents don't approve of Jude - but if

that's the case, she's not so vocal about it.In fact, she's always polite and welcoming despite

her reservations, a fact that probably owes to her being Jude's auntie only, and not his mother,

who died - or, at least, went missing - with his father many years ago. Ever since, Jude has

lived with her in this little hamlet, operating as a hunter - and a fine one at that - in the

pinewoods in the foothills of the western mountains.She draws a smile to her face at the sight

of me, though that doesn't necessarily mean she's pleased to see me. That's just Grace. She's

far too nice to greet even her worst enemy with anything but a warm expression. Not that she'd

ever have a worst enemy, but still..."Amber," she says, voice sweet, suiting her rather

diminutive frame. "I didn't expect to see you so soon. Didn't you see Jude only yesterday?"I nod

and glance past her, eager to get to the point. The way in which she's speaking, however,

suggests that she hasn't yet heard about the little incident with Ceres and the branding - or

attempted branding - yet."I did, Grace. But, um..." I scan the cabin over her shoulder once

again. "Is he around?"She frowns, noticing the fully loaded bag on my back for the first time.

One thing I will say about Grace is that she is tremendously protective of Jude. If ever she gets

the sense that the two of us might do something stupid, like try to run away together or head

off on some ill-thought adventure, she'll put her foot right down and set him straight.Clearly, this

situation smacks of something impulsive and probably rather dangerous. Her instincts are

good, I'll give her that."He's...hunting," she says eventually, growing closeted. Her lips clamp

shut at that, refusing to deliver any further detail.I sigh, looking off into the woods. They

surround the entire hamlet, a wide variety of hunting grounds on all sides depending upon the

type of meat being sought out. At this time of year, I'm not sure exactly what they'll be after,

though suspect that deer will be prevalent during the summer season. Though I'm not a hunter,

Jude does tell me about that sort of stuff, and it's common to find large stocks of venison being

brought to the collection ceremony at the beginning of these warmer months."Do you know

where?" I ask softly, turning back to Grace. "I really need to speak with him."I set that needy

look to my eye, hoping it'll thaw her. It's a little crafty and manipulative, but I've little time to

worry about that right now.I see her expression change, gradually giving in to my puppy-dog

impression. She's far too kind and soft to deny me for long."What's this about, Amber?" she

asks. Her eyes glance again at my backpack, curious as to what I have planned. "Have you

had a fight with your parents again?""I...well, it's about Lilly," I say. "She's...run away." The lie

falls rather too easily. I notice the frown gather on Grace's face, an arm reach out to comfort

me. "I'm going after her," I continue, sensing that further questioning will topple my stack of lies.

"I've got clothes and food, just in case it takes a while. It's all been a bit of a rush..."I lower my

eyes and let out a whimpering sigh, shaking my head, managing to accumulate a sheen of

tears. I'm rather impressed with my performance thus far as Grace's hand squeezes a little

tighter on my shoulder, comforting me."Why would Lilly run away?" she asks, pondering to

herself as her eyes move off to the middle distance, hidden beneath a pensive frown. "She's

always been such a good girl." She scratches her chin, perhaps expecting me to answer. I

don't really have one, so just remain silent.She fixes me with another kind look, and then

begins to nod. "I know how much Jude cares about Lilly too," she says, a slightly guilty look

spreading across her facade. "I'm sorry, Amber. I saw the bag and I just thought..." she shakes

her head. "I lied to you. He's just out the back fixing the fence around my vegetable patch. The

rabbits have been getting at my produce again. Go ahead, you know the way."Feeling a little

guilty myself, I thank Grace with a plaintive nod and rush through the house, moving through

the rear door and into the little garden beyond. Grace clearly takes great pride in its

appearance, going by the lively arrangement of colour-coordinated flowers, the careful



segmentation of her vegetables and little fruit orchards. There's even a little pond at one side;

not a natural one but a water feature she's artificially created. I've never asked, but I imagine

Jude was the one who built it for her.I step into the late morning sunshine once more, and see

my closest - and perhaps only real - friend at the rear, working a broken bit of fence back into

place where the rabbits clearly got through. He stands to his feet, his messy hair sweaty and

stuck to his forehead, his top half bare and displaying his finely honed physique and smattering

of dark chest hair.I don't see him like this often. If I had the time, I'd probably draw this moment

out and savour it a little."Amber," he says, a wide, lopsided grin exploding onto his face. He

wipes his brow, flicking sweat into the brown earth, and steps towards me as I rush towards

him. I cover the ground quickly, causing that grin of his to depart. "What's wrong? What's

happened?" he asks hurriedly, reaching out and steadying me, hands clasped to my

shoulders.His presence threatens to break me down. I can feel a flood of emotion coming, my

words set to pour. I take a breath and glance back to the door and find Grace standing there,

watching over us curiously, eyes ever vigilant."It's Lilly," I say, careful to control the volume of

my voice. "She's gone, Jude. She's gone and I might never see her again."I let out a sniff as my

nose begins to run. That panic I felt when confronting my parents starts to boil up in me

again."What!" he says, dark brows falling over his sultry chestnut eyes. He leans in a little

closer, his voice a whisper. "What do you mean, gone?""To Olympus," I say, struggling to even

manage the words, my expression contorting into a cringe. "She's been found worthy. That's

what Ceres must have whispered to her yesterday at the ceremony. He must have told her they

were coming to collect her. There's something weird going on, Jude, and I need to find out

what it is.""Why didn't she say anything?" Jude says, sighing deeply, shaking his head as he

recalls the events of the previous day. "Yesterday, why didn't she mention any of this..." He

takes me into a hug, cupping the back of my head with his strong, sweaty hand. "Oh,

Amber...I'm so sorry.""No, you're not sorry," I say. I shake my head fervently and pull back. "I

don't want you to be sorry. That makes it sound like...like this is going to last. Like I won't see

her again. I will," I announce, defiant. "I'm going after her, Jude. I'm not letting this happen."He

pulls away a little further and confronts me with a doubtful stare. "Are you...serious? Amber,

Olympus is several days trek from here at least. You've never even been there before, and

we're forbidden from going anywhere near. If they catch you...""I know, and I don't care," I cut

in, refusing to hear sense. "You saw what happened with me at the ceremony. I spoke with

grandma about it all. I'm no different from them, Jude. I'm a Fire-Blood. If I go they'll have to

listen to me."Won't they?His eyes draw together, doubtful and yet consoling. I can see what

he's thinking. That I'm just telling myself what I want to hear. That I'm lying to myself because

it's the only way I'll actually see through the trek to Olympus, this wild plan to try to stop my

sister from, well, doing what she's always wanted.I hate that look. It's not what I need right now.

It makes me wonder whether I have the right to do any of this at all, to interfere with this path

that Lilly has always trodden."Amber," Jude starts, in that quiet, rarely sensible tone that tells

me he's going to try to stop me. "Have you really thought this through? I mean, really...""Yes,

I've thought it through," I say, losing some of my cool. "I've had two hours to think it through on

the way here, Jude. I know what I'm doing.""And why have you come here?" he asks, probing.

"Why didn't you go and see your grandma? Surely she can help you better than I can?""I..."He

lifts a finger to stop me. Deep eyes fix to mine. "I know why you came," he continues, managing

to summon that grin again. "You'd never ask it, but I know you want me to come with

you.""No...I...""It's OK, Amber." He pulls me into a hug. "Of course I'm coming with

you.""No...you don't have to," I tell him, pulling away, finding my words. "I just wanted to. I came

to." I shake my head and look to the ground. "I don't want to put you in danger," I finish, voice



weak."Danger?" he says, lifting my chin to meet my eyes. "It's me, gorgeous. You say 'danger', I

say 'where?'. You really think I'd let you go alone?"My eyes begin to water, my lips breaking

into a weak smile. "I don't have a plan," I say softly. "I just...I have to do something. I can't just

sit here and lose my sister to a lie.""I know," he says gently, looking once more towards his

auntie, still lingering watchfully at the front of the garden. "And anyway, I've always wanted to

see Olympus up close, see what all the fuss is about. We just have to make it there, I guess.

It'll...it'll be an adventure."I step in and wrap my arms around his strong, bare chest, my hands

pressing at his clammy, muscular back. A waft of his scent sweeps up my nose, sending a

pleasing shudder through me.What would I do without you? I think. I owe you so much more

than I could ever repay."What's happening over there?"Grace's voice interrupts the moment,

and I release Jude and turn to find her stepping towards us, turning from timid house-cat to

territorial lioness. Evidently, she's seen and heard just enough to know that we're concocting

something she won't much like. And that what I told her was, if not a complete lie, a

rearrangement of the truth.Jude draws my eyes as she approaches, and turns his voice to a

whisper. "Go head for the woods north of the village, just near the brook," he says. "I'll meet

you there in a few minutes.""Are you sure? I really don't...""I'm sure, Amber," he says, brown

eyes displaying no doubt at all. "Now go. I'll deal with my auntie and see you there."He smiles

and then steps away, cutting Grace off as she continues to march towards us. I watch as Jude

engages her, drawing her attention away from me, attempting to smooth things over with his

seemingly endless well of charm.I use the distraction to make my escape, flanking the village

through the woods, heading off in the direction Jude assigned. A large part of me feels guilty as

I go, forcing myself on Jude in this way, taking advantage of his affection for me.If I really cared

about him, wouldn't I just do this alone? If I wasn't so selfish, wouldn't I make sure he stays,

rather than open him up to what is likely to be a highly perilous journey, with an end that

neither of us can possibly predict?The doubts begin to rise as I go, working into the pinewoods

north of the village, reaching the small brook that trickles through the undergrowth towards the

larger river further down the valley. I kneel down and gather cold water to my palms, splashing

my face, trying to come to my wits.Maybe I should just go alone? I think. Maybe I...shouldn't go

at all?I stand once more and pace, the positive motion working to strengthen my resolve again.

I don't know what I'll say, or do, if and when we get there. I don't know whether I'll be able to do

anything about getting Lilly home. I don't have any clue how my sudden arrival will be

taken.But, I know one thing, the most important thing of all.That my path is somehow set now,

and this is a track I cannot get off.A rustle of vegetation heralds the arrival of Jude, frame

clothed in beige hunting pants, dark brown boots, green vest that reveals his tanned, muscular

arms. He paces towards me through the bushes with a pack on his back, dark, wet hair swept

backwards, firm expression on his face."All set?" he asks me, maintaining his casual air,

drawing upon his natural leadership traits.I nod silently, assaulted by another barrage of doubts

as I see him, so dutiful, so willing to go with me right to the end. The sight brings another strike

of guilt, my resolve fractured, conflicted.He paces towards the edge of the stream where I

stand, noting the shape of my eyes, so torn between what I know I have to do, and the fear of

actually doing it. He combats it with a grin, working his usual magic, and when he speaks, he

does so casually, as though we're intending nothing more than a stroll through these woods he

knows so well."Well then," he says, grin rising and holding, eyes sweeping towards the woods

north of the stream. "I guess we should get going. You want to lead the way, or should I?"He

smirks as he asks the question, breaking the ice, fully aware that my sense of direction around

this part of the pinewoods is rather lacking.I don't answer immediately, which is probably what

he intended."Ah, so that's why you came to me," he goes on, raising his eyes and, of course,



leading me to raise a smile. He knows what makes me tick, how to draw away my tension. And

deep down, I know full well that I'd never have considered going to Olympus without him. That I

need him more than I could ever truly admit."No, I..." I begin, keen to tell him that he's so much

more than a navigator, a crutch to lend me emotional support. That he is, in fact, the boy I've

loved for years, and feel I probably will forever. "I don't want you to think...""It's OK, Amber," he

cuts in, waving away my feeble explanation. "You need a guide and someone to support you,"

he says, nodding, and turning rarely serious. "That'll always be me, gorgeous. No matter what

you ask, I'll always be there for you."I hope my expression is enough to convey my unending

thanks, because words fail me as he gazes into my eyes. He holds the look for a second,

smiles warmly, then sucks in a sudden breath, lays an arm over my back, and turns me

towards the north."Right then," he says briskly, "what are we waiting for?"And with a hasty

step, he leads us off, stepping over the stream and away into the deep pinewoods.Away into

the unknown.9The sound of birdsong wakes me.My eyes break open, shards of brilliant

sunlight cutting down through the trees, the gentle sound of rushing water setting the backdrop

that, several hours ago, helped send me off into a troubled, broken sleep.I lift myself from the

roll-up mat on which I slept to find that the one next to me is absent. I find Jude instead by the

little fire we - well, he - fashioned the previous night, his mat already rolled up and packed

away, a small pot of something bubbling over the flames. He stirs absentmindedly, seemingly

away in some distant thought. I watch him for a moment until he notices me sitting up, catching

sight of me from the corner of his eye."Oh, you're awake," he says, voice catching slightly.

"Sleep well?"I yawn, stretch like a cat, and walk lazily over to him. He laughs at the sequence

of actions."I guess that's a 'yes'," he says.I don't want to disappoint him by telling him it's a 'no'.

Right now, sleeping well isn't something I'm expecting. I'll be happy enough if I can get a few

uninterrupted hours per night.I sit down opposite him on a little tree stump, the entire area filled

with them. As Jude told me the previous night before we stopped, there's a lumber village not

far away who, by the looks of things, hacked their way through here not so long ago. Unlike me,

Jude tends to get around when on his hunts, which can take him a fair distance from home

occasionally, so he knows these lands a fair bit better than I do.I take a look at whatever he's

cooking, before catching a waft of something earthy and warm. Coffee. Just what I need."Want

a cup?" he asks.I nod eagerly, and he pours me one from the pot. I blow a few times and then

take a sip, the hot liquid the perfect remedy for a poor night's sleep. Coffee is a luxury that I

don't often enjoy. Around here, the conditions aren't great for growing coffee plants, so those

that manage it are usually able to charge a premium when trading their wares. Mostly, of

course, they're forced to give their produce as tribute, but they tend to create extra for their own

personal use.Jude, though he doesn't grow the plant himself, manages to get hold of some by

trading succulent cuts of meat. Generally, it's hard to come by around Pine Lake, so he usually

gets it in markets and towns a little further afield."How is it?" he asks me, pouring his own cup.I

take another sip. "So good," I sigh, the glorious liquid drifting down my throat. "You know you're

too good to me, right? I don't deserve you.""Yeah, I know," he grins, sipping his drink, then

drawing a breath of deep pleasure. "But you put up with my teasing, so I guess that makes us

even." He glances over to my mat, my backpack set beside it. "I never knew you talked in your

sleep.""I do?" I say, frowning. "No I...""Yes you do," he interrupts, nodding with a grin. "You're

quite the chatter, actually. And snorer too.""I do not snore.""You know, I always find that a funny

thing to deny," Jude says, leaning back casually on his tree stump. "I mean, you only snore

when you're asleep, right? So, how can you possibly argue that you don't snore when someone

sleeping next to you says you do?"I consider it. It's a fair point."Depends on who says it," I say.

"You're not a reliable source, Jude. I'm referring to the aforementioned teasing.""Boy who cried



wolf, hey?""Huh?""You know, the story Alberta used to tell us when we were younger. One of

those old fairytales, or whatever they were called. The boy keeps pretending a wolf is attacking

the sheep, and eventually the people stop believing him. Then one actually comes, and no one

helps. It's like that. I've teased you too much that now, you won't believe anything I tell

you.""Yep, that sounds about right. So no, I do not snore."He grins and takes a sip of coffee.

"Like a pig," he says under his breath.I turn my eyes to the sky, trying to discern the time of

day. The light and angle of the shards coming through the trees tells me it's early morning."So

how much further have you been before?" I ask, searching through the pine trees, fairly widely

dispersed here, partly owing to the recent work of the lumberjacks.Jude draws a breath before

answering. "Not much further," he says, more softly than normal. "I remember coming here with

my father once when he was teaching me to hunt. It's strange that I remember. There's nothing

that noteworthy about this place."I was thinking the same thing, glancing around and taking in

the pleasant, if mundane stretch of woodland. The only real landmark is the river a little to the

south of our position, one we crossed the previous night before setting camp. There was a

large log there, fairly old, that had fallen over the water and been fashioned into a sort of

bridge. Perhaps that was what brought about the memory in Jude?I move over to him, sensing

he could do with comforting, and take a seat on his tree stump. He doesn't speak much about

his parents these days, though, if I think about it, he never really did. Their relationship was

different to mine with my own parents; strained, yes, and difficult, but for different

reasons.While I began to grow apart from my parents because of our different religious and

doctrinal stances, Jude grew frustrated because his were so rarely around. They were hunters

and tradespeople, and would leave him with Grace, his mother's younger sister, for long

stretches of time.As a younger boy, Jude couldn't reconcile their work and duty with what he

saw as a lack of caring for him. In reality, I'm certain they loved him dearly, but were drawn

away by their roles here on the Fringe.And then, one day, they went off on one of their trips and

never returned. Ever since then, Jude has harboured a resentment against the lives they led,

against the people who forced his family apart. While I quietly rebel against it all because of my

grandmother and everything she's told me, Jude does so because of his personal experience

of loss.A loss that, I've come to realise, manifests itself in this jovial, quick witted, roguish

attitude he bears. It is a charade, a cover. He acts like he does to cover his grief and keep it

locked away.I set my hand upon his, a tender and comforting gesture. We sit for a moment in

silence, just looking out through the trees, enjoying the morning chirping of the birds and gentle

rustle of the river nearby."We should head off," Jude says after a time. "We've got two or three

days to go, I'd say, depending on how many breaks we want to take.""As few as possible," I

say, steeling myself again. The trek the previous day was mostly an endless march with only

the rare stop. I'm hoping for the same, to get this done as quickly as possible. The more we sit

and stop, and actually think about what we're doing, the more my resolve is likely to falter. And

from here on out, the going is likely to be more dangerous as we grow closer to the great walls

of Olympus.The thought sets a nervous thrill inside me. I've heard about the city so much over

the years, likely a mixture of truth and fable, of real accounts from those who have seen the city

from afar, and those who are merely repeating what others have said. Yet accounts of what lies

within that grand facade are rare as a blue rose, and therein we enter the realm of speculation.I

should have gone to grandma, I think, turning to look back the way we came. She knows

things. She's lived there before. I should have pressed her on it, gotten her advice...I draw a

breath and step away from that thought. In reality, she might just have tried to convince me to

stay, to make sure that only one of her granddaughters, and not two, were lost to the city she

seems to detest so much.The doubts spiral again, the fearful, risk-averse part of me rising up



and calling for me to turn back. I look to Jude and find his gaze upon me. Immediately, I know

he knows what I'm thinking. He can see it all over my expression; the nerves, the worry, the

doubts and fears."Come on, Goldie, let's get going," he says, grin forming. He stands from the

tree stump and pulls me to my feet. "Enough second-guessing yourself, OK? We've made this

decision and we're sticking to it. You'd regret it forever if you turned back now."I nod, knowing

he's right. It's just what I needed to hear."Good. Much better," he says, watching my face

change. "Now get that mat rolled up and let's get on our way. We should reach Black Ridge by

mid afternoon if things go well." He looks to the sky, noting the weather, eyes scanning

carefully towards the western horizon where the peaks of the old Rocky mountains frame the

landscape. I follow his gaze and see clouds forming there, suggesting the prospect of rain later

on. "We'll keep an eye on that," he says. "Hopefully it won't be anything more than a downpour

if it comes this way."Once again, I look at Jude and feel entirely blessed to have his support. He

smiles, gestures for me to gather my things, and sets about putting out the campfire, cleaning

his pot of coffee, and fixing it to his bag.Minutes later, we're back off on our trek, moving further

into territory I've never been before.The town of Black Ridge is one that's well known across

the western edge of the Fringe, but one I've never been to before. Situated along the side of a

shallow cliff face, and extending down across the plains, it's much larger than Pine Lake and,

now that I'm seeing it for the first time, much less attractive.That's understandable given its

situation. Unlike where Jude and I live, Black Ridge sits beyond the pinewoods and out on the

rugged plains that stretch into the distant north. It marks the edge of the woods and tranquil,

pretty lakes, and the beginning of the harsher flatlands that extend for hundreds of miles

northwards. And, somewhere out there, Olympus awaits, surrounded by mile upon mile of

empty land on all sides, giving the city a vast open view of the world upon its doorstep.I

suspect that the city was built there for a reason, in homage to Mount Olympus, the mythical

home of the ancient Greek Gods. An immense, towering mountain upon which the gods looked

down upon mortal man, just as these false deities, as they see themselves, do the same with

all Devotees across the Fringe.How they built such a staggering place is, of course, subject to

debate and speculation back home. But as far as I know it - and as far as grandma has told me

- a lot of its creation is down to specialised men and women known as Forgers, people with the

power of telekinesis and teleformation, capable of manipulating and reforming matter at

will.When I think of such things, I grow more understanding of the worship and devotion shown

to the Children of the Prime. To be able to create things, to reshape the world using only the

power of one's mind...well, there is something strangely divine about that.As we leave the edge

of the thicket we're passing through, and begin edging across the craggy plains towards Black

Ridge, Jude slows our step. He turns to me with brow furrowed and grin absent. I know he's got

something serious to say."How much do you know about Black Ridge?" he asks me, the query

delivered ominously.I shrug, staring out at the oddly arranged town, formed more of stone and

rock than the wooden structures I'm used to. "Not a great deal," I say. "I know it's the main town

this side of the Fringe, and the closest major settlement to Olympus."Jude nods. "And its

proximity means it's about as devout a place as you'll find," he tells me. "As visitors we need to

be careful to obey their customs and appear as good Devotees. They don't take kindly to any

words or acts of heresy here. This isn't Pine Lake.""Jeez. That bad?" I ask, growing nervous. "I

thought Pine Lake was devout.""Everywhere's devout," Jude says, drawing a breath. "But it's all

relative. And here, you won't find a single individual who isn't a highly committed Devotee. I

come here to trade sometimes because they create a lot of excellent produce, and I'm amazed

by how much they give in tribute. I visited once a couple of days before the collection, and their

collection square was already full to bursting with offerings and tributes.""That must be hard to



protect," I say, guiding my eyes towards the town built along the edge of the ridge, the rock

much darker than normal, hence the town's name."Protect?" Jude asks."Yeah. All that produce

being gathered days before collection," I say. "That's like a beacon for thieves to come and loot

it, right?""Wrong," Jude says. "No one would dare, not here. They don't actually assign anyone

to protect it.""No one?" I ask, shocked.He shakes his head. "We're in the shadow of Olympus

here, Amber. They think that everything they do is being watched, and wouldn't dare do

anything to anger the Prime.""Then I guess we'd best keep our mouths shut then," I say. I turn

my eyes eastwards, scanning the terrain. "Is there a way we can go around and avoid it?""Not

without going miles out of our way," Jude says. "Just follow my lead and we should be OK. If

we're questioned about where we're going, leave that to me. I have some contacts here who

might be able to help us through."I frown, not expecting this. How I thought I'd be able to make

this trip alone is beyond me."So we're not technically allowed to pass beyond the borders of

the town?" I ask."That depends," Jude says. "There are one or two trading outposts and

smaller settlements further out onto the plains, but this is generally as far as people are

permitted to go. The lands north of here are considered sacred ground as you get closer to

Olympus. Only merchants, preachers, and select individuals are generally allowed to pass.

That's why they're called the Sacred Plains.""And you think you'll be able to?""I've done so

before," Jude says. "That coffee we had earlier. They produce it in one of the smaller outposts

to the northwest. I bring good cuts of meat and get some in exchange. We'll be fine."I analyse

his expression and come to a different conclusion. Evidently, getting through Black Ridge isn't

always something that goes to plan. And if we're turned away...then what?I refuse to ponder

the question, knowing it'll only set me on edge. Instead, I allow Jude to lead us on, promising to

behave as all good Devotees should, and let him handle any exchanges.Thankfully, I've had

plenty of practice observing the model Devotee.As I walk on, I think of Lilly again. And my

resolve stiffens further.10Having lived all my life in the woods and forested valleys, never far

from a beautiful lake or river in the shadow of the western mountains, seeing a town as rugged

and stark as Black Ridge is something of a culture shock.Around me, the houses line winding

streets, fashioned from stone and rock mined from nearby quarries. Many are dark in colour,

much like the lofty ridge that runs along the western side of the town. Upon that cliff face, I see

a couple of tiers cut into the rock, with more homes and structures situated along them. Many

have small balconies that look over the town as it slopes away towards the plains to the

east.It's not pretty in the way that Pine Lake and the surrounding settlements are, but it's

visually quite arresting. All along the streets, I see statues of the Prime and other important

figures from Olympus, most notably his Heralds and some of the Chosen. Of course, it's hard

to know exactly who each statue is portraying, given that they rarely pass by this way.Then

again, perhaps they do more frequently than I imagine. Down in Pine Lake, it's rare to see

anyone more important than Ceres appear - and he's only a Collector. Here in Black Ridge, it's

possible that some of the more influential Children of the Prime are spotted from time to time.I

regard the people as we go, noting the slightly different way they dress, and the manner of their

behaviour. You'd think that life in this dusty, rugged town would lead to a harsher dress code,

but the opposite appears to be true. Mostly, the people seem to be fairly well attired in loose

fitting robes, cloaks, and dresses, each of them coloured with earthy tones of brown, grey, and

various shades of white."Do they dress more colourfully during the collection?" I whisper to

Jude as we pass through, receiving a few unwelcoming looks from the locals as they get on

with their days of worship.He shakes his head, his posture and general movement slightly

different to normal. That casual swagger he affects is gone, replaced by a more upright and

rigid stance. "Not really. They wear ceremonial dress, but not particularly colourful. I don't know



why that's developed in Pine Lake. Other places I've seen are a little more muted in colour. I

suppose that here they tend to colour coordinate with the environment.""Makes sense," I say,

trying to mirror Jude's new walk. I turn my eyes around the people again and find that everyone

looks to adopt a similar manner of motion, their posture stiff and respectful whether walking or

merely sitting. It looks exhausting, having to be so careful at all times, thinking that any wrong

step might incur the wrath of the Prime.We continue on, heading through central streets that

brim with life. Pockets of people gather in conversation, whispering in hushed tones. I begin to

feel self-conscious as I see them, wondering if Jude and I are the cause. When I ask him, he

assures me that we're not, and that outsiders come here often from outlying settlements, and

that we're nothing out of the ordinary."What do you suppose they're all talking about then?" I

ask. "It looks like there's something going on."Jude nods, eyes narrow. Above, the sky darkens

a little, dark grey clouds sweeping down from the west. The air grows heavy with the incoming

scent of rain. It seems that downpour that Jude predicted is set to hit us soon."I'm not sure,"

Jude finally answers. I see a few people disappear indoors as a few light drops of rain begin to

fall. Others merely shift into tighter formations below balconies and awnings, glancing to the

skies and then falling back into conversation."You think Ceres passed by recently?" I ask. "Or

some of his men? Maybe they collected a few people from here to take to Olympus, like

Lilly?"Jude nods absently. "Possibly," he says. "But...this seems bigger."We reach the end of a

wide street that opens into a square. It looks to me to be the town centre, a large statue of the

Prime in the middle, a number of men and women kneeling around it in prayer. I watch them a

moment, distracted, as they move in unison, humming and whispering words of praise,

recitations that I hear from the more faithful Devotees back home.Once more, Lilly springs into

my mind, a specific recollection drawn up; that of my younger sister at prayer by her bed,

whispering the very same words to the carved figure of the Prime she fashioned. I stare at the

large statue, and note that, like Lilly's carving, it remains more featureless than other statues

and figures I've seen, often depicted in hood and robes, adopting a position that obscures the

face.Even here, in this most pious of places, the true visage of the Prime remains unknown.A

light rumble of thunder sounds in the west, seeming to trigger an increase in the rainfall above.

I notice others retreating out of the rain as Jude draws me to one side of the square, where we

take temporary cover beneath a small balcony. I keep watch on those praying around the

statue and see that they don't move at all. All continue to kneel and murmur, speaking their

prayers in a kind of trance."There's always a group at prayer here," a voice comes from behind

us. The suddenness of it startles me, croaking from the shadows only a few feet away. I turn

around and find an elderly man hidden in the gloom of an alcove, leaning casually against a

wall.He takes a step forward into the diminishing light, his wizened frame looking weak and,

understandably, struggling to maintain the perfect posture everyone else seems to adopt. His

greying eyes flick into the town square once more. I turn to follow as another crack of thunder

bellows, and see that, once more, the men and women at prayer don't even flinch at all.I notice

something else as I look at them, conducting a quick count. There are ten, five men and five

women."Are there always ten?" I find myself asking, turning back to the old man, dressed

himself in neat grey robes, clean and only faintly frayed at the edges.He nods and works up a

kindly smile. "Always, yes," he tells me, his voice pleasant and affable, as if he relishes

sparking conversation with those who are clearly from out of town. "The most devout among us

take it in turns, praying for an hour at a time in their groups. The figure of ten is to represent

perfectionism, and the equal split of five men and five women represents the unity of the

genders.""Like the symbols," Jude says. "The symbols on our banners and flags."The old man

nods. "The symbols of the Prime, yes," he says. "The very same markings are even cut into the



foreheads of the Heralds. Did you know that, young man?"Jude frowns, shaking his head and

pursing his lips. The old man then looks at me, the same query on his face. I shake my head

too."They cut the Herald's heads?" I ask, surprised by the revelation. "All of them?""Well, no,

not all," the old man says. "Only the Heralds of Awakening. Those tasked with seeking out the

divinity locked within. They carry the markings of the Prime, as it is they who perform the work

of unshackling the divine power hidden within certain men and women who are candidates for

ascension."I get a glance from Jude at that, urging me not to speak my mind on the

topic.There is no divinity within, I think, only unactivated, genetically enhanced genes.

Apparently, these Heralds of Awakening are able to activate those dormant genes, thus

bringing out people's hidden powers and gifts. Or, as they believe, their 'divinity' and

'godliness'.I look once more at the ten in prayer, and the statue they surround. I notice, now,

upon the chest of the statue, the markings of the Prime, those that decorate our flags and

banners, and are, apparently, carved right into the flesh of some of the Prime's senior

acolytes.They're simple markings, really. A figure of '8', turned on its side, with a jagged line - a

crude depiction of a lightning bolt - drawn vertically through the 8's centre. Everyone across the

Fringe knows the meaning of those markings. The sideways 8 is a representation of both unity

and perfectionism, much the same as the ten men and women currently in prayer. The lightning

bolt, however, represents supernatural and divine gifts, as well as the nature of destruction and

cleansing lands of the impure.It is, essentially, a symbol for gods and goddesses. And no one

across the Fringe, no Devotee, is permitted to wear the markings upon their clothes or flesh.

Only on banners and statues and decorations of worship can those special symbols be drawn

and carved.The rain continues to build as we stand there under cover, watching the Devotees

genuflect and pray, their humming starting to fade as the din of the deluge grows. I turn back to

the old man, eager to learn more."How many are there?" I ask. "There are conflicting reports

back in Pine Lake.""Ah, so you're from Pine Lake," the man says. "Yes, that looks right by your

garb. How many what, my dear?""Heralds of Awakening. I've heard there are up to twelve of

them. Other people say there are less.""Well, it's understandable that you hear differing

reports, child. No one is entirely sure of how many there are. There are many mysteries in

Olympus that we mortals are not privy to. And nor should we be."Mortals. Pfft. What

nonsense."And...the other Heralds?" asks Jude, evidently keen to cut in before I react. "The

Heralds of War don't have the markings cut into their foreheads?""No, they do not," says the

old man. "They bear enough scars as it is with the great feats they accomplish." He looks

around the square, searching through the groups huddled in conversation. "Herald Perses

passed by only yesterday," he says. "We haven't seen the like for many years. A true honour to

see him in the flesh, if only from a distance.""Herald Perses," Jude says, eyes widening a little.

"He's the chief Herald of War isn't he?"The old man sighs and shakes his head as he looks at

Jude. "You Pine Lakers know so little," he says. "Yes, Herald Perses is the Prime's most

devastating weapon. He brings death and destruction wherever he goes.""And where is he

going?" I ask."East of here," the old man says. "Rumour has reached us of a minor revolt in a

town at the western centre of the Fringe. Herald Perses has gone to quell it.""Seems like low

level work for a man like that," I say."A man?" says the old man, frown falling, kindliness

beginning to evaporate. I sense his aggravation growing at our ignorance and what he probably

perceives as a lack of respect and piety. Well, he wouldn't be wrong there. "Herald Perses is no

man," he goes on. "He is a great deity, a Son of the Prime. You must never speak of him in

such a way."I can't help but roll my eyes at that, and even let out a little, amused huff. It seems

that doing so is a rather significant mistake, given the old man's reaction. His eyes bulge, jaw

clenching, wrinkles deepening in fury. His eyes work quickly towards the north, and I see him



bow his old back, dipping his head towards the statue around which the ten continue to

pray."Forgive these two for their ignorance, oh great and wise father," he says, speaking loudly

over the growing storm. "They know not what they say, Prime of this world. They are young and

will learn to...""He can't hear you, you know," I find myself saying. "You're only talking to

yourself."Jude grabs my arm, whispering harshly. "Amber! Keep quiet..."The old man looks at

me, completely shocked and appalled. "How...how dare you...""Well, quite easily," I say. "I don't

consider it that daring at all, if I'm quite honest." I shake my head, exasperated by all of this.

The constant humming of the ten at prayer. The absolute delusions of this kind but, frankly,

ridiculous old man. The stiff postures and absurd piety of this entire town. It's just too much,

like Pine Lake on steroids, and I can't take it anymore. "I feel like I'm the only sane person in a

world gone mad," I grumble, huffing and looking out at the men and women surrounding the

statue. "It's just ridicu..."I feel myself tugged away sharply, Jude grabbing my arm and drawing

me into the pouring rain before I can finish the sentence. I catch a final glimpse of the old man

as I'm hauled off, staring wide eyed and slack jawed for a moment as he watches us go.Then,

a moment later, his face erupts in indignation and anger. I notice him gesturing towards others,

stepping gingerly out into the rain and gesticulating more passionately than is probably

appropriate around here. They seem to take note, the old man's almost manic behaviour

clearly enough to suggest he's suffered great insult.In fact, it looks as if...as if he's trying to

gather a mob to chase us down!You and your big mouth, I think, as Jude draws me into a jog,

hauling me out of the square and up a street to the north. We splash through quickly

accumulating puddles, passing townspeople hiding undercover as the rains continue to fall in

increasingly dense and relentless waves.We reach a small alcove and move into cover, Jude's

eyes turning back to see if anyone might be in pursuit. He takes my arm firmly, intense eyes

boring into me as he presses me against a wall."What the hell did I say about letting me do the

talking?" he says. "You can't say things like that around here, Amber! You could get us both

killed!""Killed? Come on, Jude.""No, don't 'come on' me," he says, displaying a rare anger

towards me. "You haven't travelled like I have. You haven't seen first hand just how quickly

things can escalate here if you step out of line.""Well, I kinda have," I retort. "It was only two

days ago that Ceres tried to brand me in front of the whole of Pine Lake! And all because I

laughed a little."Jude opens up his arms, widens his eyes, and nods pointedly. "Exactly!" he

says. "You were nearly branded Defiant only two days ago, and still you can't keep your damn

mouth shut. Don't you ever learn, Amber?""Why the hell should I learn," I say, beginning to

crumble under Jude's increasingly harsh rebuke. "I've got fire in my blood, Jude! If these people

knew, they'd be on their knees worshipping me.""And that's what you want? Is that why you're

really going to Olympus? To become one of them?"I flatten out my stare, my chest heaving. A

crack of thunder holds back my voice a moment, rumbling off into the skies. When I speak, my

voice is low, wounded, disappointed by the question."How can you even ask that of me," I say.

"You know how I feel. I can't believe you'd even suggest that..."I shake my head, and see the

change spread across his expression. His anger withdraws immediately, pulling away like

fingers from the fire. Slowly, he nods and takes a sharp breath, before centring his gaze on me

again."I'm sorry, I didn't mean that," he says. "I just need you to be more careful with what you

say, Amber. You may be different, but I'm not. There's nothing to stop me being branded

Defiant, or worse. Just...remember that."I feel a cold stab in my gut, realising how right he is.

And how much damage my words can do, not just to me, but to my best friend, my only real

friend. I step forward and quickly wrap him up tight, burying my head into his chest."You're

right," I say. "I know I have to be more careful. And you..." I draw back and look into his eyes.

"You're the last person I'd want to put in harm's way. I'd sooner die than..."I trail off, realising I'm



about to utter a deluge of soppy words to match the rainfall above. Instead I look away, turning

my eyes back down the street. Through the rains I can hear the faint noise of voices gathering,

approaching in our direction."We need to get out of here," Jude says, voice sober, but eyes

alert. "The storm will help us...""What about your contacts?" I ask, as we begin moving off

again.He shakes his head. "No one will help us now," he says. "Heretics are worse than

murderers around here.""So?" I ask weakly, feeling more stupid than ever for causing this

entire mess. "What do we do?""We don't have much of a choice," Jude says. "We run. And

hope for the best."11It's amazing how quickly a mob can gather, I think as we rush through the

town of Black Ridge, hearing voices begin to build behind us. They're muted by the rainfall, and

occasionally concealed completely by the thunder, but it's fairly clear that a respectable group

has now taken it upon themselves to either hunt us down, or chase us out of town.I think that

the latter is wishful thinking."What do we do if they catch us?" I ask, panting as we run,

navigating down tighter streets in a bid to lose them.Jude's voice continues to hum with a

suppressed annoyance when he speaks, and that's totally understandable. If anyone

recognises him, then his ability to trade here, and even gain access beyond the town onto the

Sacred Plains, will be stripped away. And, well, that's the best case scenario. The idea of

seeing him branded Defiant, or worse, isn't something I want to consider.Especially

considering this is all my fault."I guess we try to deny it," he says. "It's our word against the old

man's.""We know who they'll believe," I say quietly.Jude shoots me a quick glare. "Well then,"

he says. "Maybe you'd have to display your party trick. That might get them off our case."I go

quiet at that. Frankly, the last thing I want are these crazed Devotees looking at me like I'm

something I'm not. So, I'm a Fire-Blood, a sort of Elemental, according to grandma, but that

means nothing to me. I'd never even know it if I hadn't had that scorching metal rod pressed to

my damn cheek...We pace onwards, watched along our path by residents hiding in their

houses as the rains pass by. I imagine that they'll have no idea what's going on, but will surely

connect the dots and help point the mob in the right direction should they venture this

way.Within a few minutes, I'm getting slightly disorientated by the winding streets, some of

them narrow, others a fair bit wider. Unlike Pine Lake, which is built in a more basic grid

formation, this place is a veritable maze, and much larger to boot. I look at Jude again, and

consider asking him if he knows where he's going. The intense expression on his face makes

me forget the idea, afraid of being snapped at again.Amazingly, he doesn't appear fatigued at

all either. Already, my lungs feel like they're internally combusting, my chest heaving as it tries

to supply me with enough oxygen so that I don't pass out. At this pace, that seems inevitable at

some point soon. And the last thing I want to do is let Jude down - again - by passing out and

becoming a dead weight for him to carry.But, he seems...fine. He's barely even breathing

heavily, this sort of exertion clearly nothing to him. His work as a hunter has evidently provided

him with a fantastic capacity for pace and endurance.Observant as always, however, he notes

my growing discomfort, and begins to slow down just a touch."It's OK," I breathe. "I can

keep...going..."He forcibly stops me, dragging me under cover again. "Take a breath," he says.

"Long, deep breaths. We'll continue a bit slower. The northern edge of town isn't far from

here."I nod, unable to argue. Several gulps of air are hauled into my burning lungs. "Will

there...be...guards there?" I ask."A few," he says. "But they're not gifted or anything. They're

just Devotees assigned to watch the northern border. We'll get through, don't worry."His

confidence gives me confidence. I smile through my feeble panting and hate that I've put him in

this position."I'm so sorry," I say. "I'm ruining everything...aren't I?"Despite it all, that signature,

lopsided grin appears on his gorgeous face, a light within the growing gloom. "Don't fish for a

nice sentiment, Goldie," he says. "You know I'd do anything for you.""There it is," I grin. "I just



needed to hear it."He laughs, a little too loudly, before slapping his hand over his mouth to

cover the sound. I giggle at that, a much needed release. Then we steel our eyes and

expressions, nod at one another, and continue on our way at a slightly more gentle pace.It

doesn't take too long for my lungs to begin complaining again, my thighs burning as we rush

onward, working near to the face of the cliff that flanks the western edge of town. I try to focus

on the sounds behind us, but find that the voices have begun to calm and die away. Above,

eyes watch from the cover of balconies, several tiers of streets cut into the rock. They peruse

us with frowns, a clear sign that two people running northward through the tight streets of

Black Ridge is a rare sight indeed. And, dressed in outlander gear, we're rather more

conspicuous than I'd like.A thought comes to mind as we hurry along the westernmost street,

the cliff looming above us. I grab Jude's arm and reference the lines of shops that seem to litter

the streets here, many of them with clothing hanging outside and just undercover of the rain.

Several shopkeepers seem to be collecting their wares and drawing them further into their

premises as the rains continue to intensify. I spot a chance and creep in when one isn't looking,

snatching away a couple of light brown cloaks, with attached hoods, and hurrying quickly

onwards.With Jude following right behind me, we manage to slip away just in time, the

shopkeeper clearly too busy to notice the thievery. I toss one of the cloaks to Jude, who quickly

pulls it on, drawing the hood over his head. I do the same as we stop beneath an arch over a

connecting side-street, catching our breath and listening once more for our pursuers."Good

thinking," Jude says as I pull the hood over my head, concealing my face. "We'll blend in now."I

smile, happy to have done something right. Even though that something was stealing from a

poor shopkeeper.Out of the rain, we listen for the sounds of pursuit. I hear nothing now, no

large gathering rushing our way."Did we lose them?" I ask, trying to hear through the

downpour."Maybe," Jude says. "Or they might have just split up to cover more ground.""Or

given up," I suggest, hopeful if not expectant. "I mean, this is a bit of an overreaction, isn't

it?""You basically denounced and disrespected their god," Jude says with a wry grin. "I'd say

this was the expected reaction.""Jeez. Imagine living here," I say, shuddering at the thought

and feeling quite desperate to leave this place for good. I look up the street again - at least, the

direction I think is 'up'. Honestly, I'm struggling to know where north is. If it wasn't for the cliff

face along the western edge, I'd be entirely lost by now. "I think we should walk from here," I

say. "No good blending in with these cloaks if we're running. That looks suspicious."Jude

purses his lips, then nods. "OK, I'm not hearing anyone coming after us. Remember, perfect

posture, nice and upright. We're nothing but a couple of Black Ridge Devotees, heading to the

collection point to pray."I nod my understanding, straighten my back, and together, we head

back into the deluge.By now, the streets have all but cleared, only the occasional straggler still

moving for cover. Not running, though. No, even with the rains falling and quickly soaking the

people through, they seem unable to hurry, as if doing so might be a mark of disrespect to the

Prime.It makes me wonder just what other customs they have here. I know of a large number

of customs that good Devotees follow in Pine Lake and the surrounding settlements, but here

everything seems to have been dialled up to eleven.And how would such customs have even

started, anyway? I mean, where did they get this idea that you have to walk so stiff and upright,

and constantly be so careful and precise with your movements? How exactly is that supposed

to display one's piety and devotion to the Prime?I ponder that as we gradually emerge into the

northern section of the town, Jude skilfully leading me through the maze of winding stone

streets and into an open square that, I immediately know, is the collection point for the town's

tributes. We slow to a stop and stare out. The place is extremely similar in set up and structure

to the collection point in Pine Lake, despite the fact that the town itself is so markedly



different.As with all collection points, the place is marked by banners and flags bearing the

markings of the Prime. There are statues here too, surrounding the square. Kneeling at their

bases, I see local Devotees in prayer, humming and whispering their recitals as the rains fall

and splash upon them.It doesn't seem to be as structured as the ten men and women praying

around the much larger statue of the Prime in the main town square. Here, it looks as though

people merely come to perform their daily rituals at times that suit them and their personal

schedules, something that also happens in Pine Lake to a more limited degree.I turn my eyes a

little further to the edge of town, and notice the Devotees assigned to watch the border. There

seems to be a gated checkpoint in place, passage out onto the Sacred Plains possible only

under the right circumstances and through this single exit."I thought you said getting through

would be easy," I hiss quietly, glancing up at Jude, face hidden beneath his cloak."I..." he

begins, keen eyes scanning. "Security seems to have been bolstered. It wasn't like this the last

time I was here.""And when was that?" I ask."Several months ago. They must have had some

trouble with people passing through without the proper permissions. I imagine Ceres has

forced them to tighten things up.""Ceres," I grumble. "I hate that worm. So, what do we do

now?"I notice Jude's eyes skipping off over my shoulder as I ask the question, and follow his

gaze. Emerging from a couple of streets, I see groups of cloaked men and women appear.

They scan the square before dispersing into smaller groups, searching."Great. Just great," I

whisper. "What the hell do we do?"Jude sways his eyes left and right, analysing our options,

before apparently coming to a rather hasty decision as one of the search parties begins

marching quickly our way, noting the presence of two suspicious looking characters standing in

quiet conversation at the southern edge of the square. I feel a stab of anxiety shoot through me

as I see the group of Devotees make a beeline for our position."Do you know how to throw a

punch?" Jude asks me, delivering the question calmly despite its content."Do I...what?""We're

heading straight for the checkpoint," Jude says, decision made. "I see four officials there, either

side of the gate. I'm thinking I can handle two or three. That leaves one for you. Aim right for the 

nose. And if you get a chance, kick him down there." He nods to his groin, winking as he does

so. And before I have a chance to ask any of the many questions running through my mind, he

grabs my arm and begins hauling me off.The next minute or so passes by in a blur, our sudden

movement drawing our pursuers back into the hunt. Evidently, moving with that perfect, upright

posture can be abandoned in certain circumstances, such as hunting down heretics.The

groups of Devotees spring to action, chasing after us as we pace right across the collection

square. Even those in prayer interrupt their rituals to follow our movement, glaring at us angrily

as we splash right past them, running right up towards the checkpoint that, by the looks of

things, acts as a gateway to both those permitted to pass through onto the plains, and the

carriages of Ceres when he comes to gather the town's tributes.Jude, being so much quicker

than I am, is forced to half drag me along as we go, the four officials manning the checkpoint

immediately noting our frenzied approach. I'm relieved to see that Jude was right in his earlier

assertion, the officials nothing but local residents and not soldiers, armed with nothing but their

fists. I suspect that even those are rarely, if ever, used, crime around these parts pretty much

non-existent.In fact, I imagine that their presence at the border of Black Ridge is primarily a

sort of ceremonial thing, part of the religious custom here. I can't imagine that many people

actually try to get onto the Sacred Plains unless officially permitted to do so. Perhaps the

occasional overzealous, fanatical Devotee might in a crazed bid to prove their piety, but that's

about it.We take advantage of all of that as we hurtle towards the checkpoint, the four officials

standing either side of a low gate set within a wall that surrounds the entire square. Unlike Pine

Lake, which has numerous exit points towards the pinewoods and valleys that surround it,



Black Ridge appears to have only this single exit, a bottleneck leading to the northern

plains."Remember," Jude calls to me as we go, his voice carrying over the rain and heavy

panting of my breath, "aim for the nose and kick for the groin. Go for the shortest guy on the far

right."I turn back up as we surge on, locking my gaze on my target, scanning him up and down.

He doesn't look like much, though remains a good few inches taller than I am. It seems likely

that a sudden punch to the nose, however, will catch him off guard. Especially from a girl like

me. That will surely be unexpected.I draw a sharp breath as we approach, wondering just how

Jude's intending on getting us past the gate. It's not high, but will take some getting over. I put

that to the back of my mind and focus on my first job, my fist closing into a ball, my right arm

priming for action.The doubts have little time to come, and that's a good thing. I've never, ever

punched another human being, so the thought of actually throwing my fist into someone's face

is more or less unheard of and, honestly, something I never thought I'd do. Violence isn't

exactly common across the Fringe, at least not among the Devotees. Who would dare risk the

wrath of the Prime by getting into such an altercation?Well, me it seems, I think to myself, my

target coming up quick.I steel myself for the impact as Jude surges a little ahead of me,

drawing the mens' attention. All four of them take defensive postures, looking quite unnatural in

the stance, as Jude charges right into the nearest one, hurling a lightning fast fist in the man's

direction.It connects with a crunch so loud I can hear it over the raucous din, the official

dropping like a lead balloon to the floor. Immediately, I hear screams and shrieks of surprise

behind us, the local townspeople dispersed around the square shocked by the sudden attack in

a place so quiet and almost unsettlingly peaceful.I don't, however, have time to turn to look at

them. As Jude engages the other men, picking one out in particular and bundling him to the

ground, I take my opportunity to carry out my assigned role, to further make up for my earlier

transgressions. Coming up towards the side of the smallest man, whose attention remains on

Jude, I squeeze my fist and prepare to let fly.With my spare hand, I push at the man, shoving

him in the shoulder and drawing his eye. As soon as he turns, I act without thinking. My fist

fires off like a canon, my aim surprisingly true, wrist unexpectedly firm. My knuckles hit their

mark, crunching into the man's nose, which all but explodes on impact, blood spraying out in all

directions and splattering into my face.The poor guy stumbles back in shock, groaning and

reaching for his face. The crimson tide flows through his fingers, seeping down his face and

chin, dripping off into the sodden earth as he whimpers in pain.Despite the fact that I feel

rather sorry for the guy, I'm so in the zone that I follow through with Jude's second piece of

advice on instinct. My right leg, fully in motion as I continue towards the man, pulls back and

swings hard. Again, my aim is surprisingly accurate, my heavy boot connecting with the man's

groin, and probably rendering him unable to bear children.I pull back quickly as my foot makes

impact, realising that the second attack wasn't necessary. To my left, Jude has dispatched the

two other men, a group of three now piled in a groaning mess on the floor, moaning and

clutching at various parts of their bodies. His eyes, lit bright in the gloomy afternoon light, turn

to take in the mob now re-gathering to take us down."OK, come here," he calls, grabbing me

yet again, pulling me right towards the gate. He doesn't take time to try to work out how to

operate it. Instead, he grabs my waist and, with a powerful surge, launches me up towards the

top of the wooden barrier.I take a grip of the top and, with fingers almost slipping in the wet,

manage to haul myself over to the other side. Just as I drop down, I see Jude step back, run at

the gate, and launch himself up to the top to join me.I hit the ground as Jude hurdles the

summit, falling right down beside me. Behind the gate, voices begin to rise, a dozen disgruntled

Devotees trying to open the thing up or clamber over. I suspect that they won't pursue us much

further than this, the lands to the north too sacred for them to travel.Thankfully, Jude and I have



no such reservations.We leave them quickly behind, turning our eyes north out onto the

Sacred Plains. Ahead, hidden beneath the thick grey clouds and falling sheets of rain, I see an

undulating sea of craggy, barren earth stretching off into the distance.And into the wilderness

we run.12My instincts turn out to be right.Within about five minutes of running, we finally slow

our pace and come to a stop, turning back to look upon the town of Black Ridge in the

distance, its outer facade blurred amid the storm. My chest heaves as I regard it, scanning for

any men in pursuit. There are none. We're free.For now.I look to Jude and note the slightly

forlorn expression on his face. He didn't expect any of this. Neither did I, to be fair. Yet here we

are, cut off from the world behind, not quite knowing what lies ahead.A deep sense of dread

permeates me at that thought. Have I just led us to our deaths? I think."I doubt they'll chase us

further," Jude says, breaking the silence, distracting me from my apprehension. "It'll be too

hard to find us in the storm, and few would be foolish enough to step on these plains anyway.

This is no place for a hunt." He drops his voice, and turns to look northwards. "They think the

Prime is watching us," he says quietly. "We're under his judgement now."I frown as he speaks,

sensing that his faith hasn't been completely stamped out over the years."You believe that?" I

ask.He turns to look at me. "I honestly don't know what I believe, Amber," he says, eyes narrow.

"The Prime may not be a deity, but he's clearly very powerful regardless. Does it really matter

what the source of their power is? Maybe he really can see us from Olympus.""I find that

doubtful," I say."And yet you've seen people who can move things with their minds. You've

heard a hundred stories from Alberta about what the Children of the Prime can do. Hell,

Amber, you're one of them. You can't be hurt by fire, and might even be able to learn to

manipulate it. Is it so hard to believe that the Prime is actually watching over us all? That he

has an ability to see beyond the perceptions of a normal person?"I begin to nod slowly, willing

to open my mind to the idea. Yes, I've heard about and witnessed a variety of staggering

physical and mental feats, but being all-knowing and omniscient? I don't know, that might be a

stretch too far.Maybe."It's possible," I eventually admit. "But Jude, please don't say I'm one of

them. I come from an old genetically enhanced bloodline, that's all. That's all any of them are,

really.""Either way, they're special. You're special, Amber. So they masquerade as gods. What

is a god anyway if not someone with unique powers?""I..." A frown drops over my eyes. "I

guess...I guess I've never thought about it like that," I say. I shake my head, sighing deeply as

the rain batters against my hood. "Anyway, it's not about that. It's about abusing that power and

forcing others to worship and serve them. That's what this is all about. That's what I hate about

all this."Jude nods, though doesn't respond. He turns his gaze around once more. "We should

try to find some cover until this rain subsides," he says. "There might be somewhere we can

stop further up the ridge.""Right," I say.We continue on, our view ahead largely obscured by the

falling rain and heavy mist that swirls upon the barren plains. The change in topography is quite

stark, these lands so different to those I'm used to around Pine Lake. It's almost as if crossing

the border in Black Ridge, so different itself to my home region, has led us into another world,

stark and vast and unobscured by thickets of trees and grand mountains in the west, an

endless tundra stretching off to eternity.As we head further northward, Jude leading us towards

an area of rocky outcrops and narrow, shallow ridges cut into the earth, I wonder whether

these lands are naturally occurring, or partially manufactured. Perhaps, I ponder, these plains

have been intentionally sterilised, the grasses and vegetation killed off, the lands around

Olympus made barren as a barrier against unwanted guests.Or maybe it's something else?

Maybe it's a test for those found worthy. Perhaps all those invited to live behind the walls of

Olympus are forced to make this march, to cover the two day trek across these parched lands,

to find the great city across these wide-open plains.Is that what Lilly is having to do? I wonder.



Has she been taken to the city in luxury, sitting comfortably in one of Ceres's carriages, or

been forced to endure this march across the desert, stripped of food and water as a final test

to ensure she truly belongs among them?I don't know why that thought comes to mind.

Perhaps a recollection of an old story grandma told me, reciting one of the ancient religions

that used to be prevalent across the continent and wider world. Could it be that the Prime has

been inspired by myth and legend, of some of the deities worshipped across various cultures

for thousands of years? Certainly, his city was named in honour of the old Greek gods and

their mountain home up in the clouds. Maybe his other customs have been similarly

inspired.We speak little as we go on, my subconscious mind keeping me busy with such

thoughts and speculations, as if keen to distract me from the reality of what we're doing. Within

about twenty minutes, we're coming upon a field of cracked earth, rocky outcrops rising from

the ground, shallow canyons and chasms scratched upon its surface as if gouged out by the

claws of some enormous beast.We peek over the edge and see that the rainwater has

accumulated in some, creating small streams that rush along at the bottom. A little searching

eventually yields somewhere suitable to stop, the storm still rumbling loudly and looking like it

won't cease for a while.Jude, ever attentive, helps me climb down into a small canyon with a

bridge of overhanging rock above. There, we find a small cave eroded into the chasm wall, just

about large enough to fit the two of us and get us out of the rain.We slip inside and hunker

down on the cold stone floor, side by side, looking out. I feel Jude's arm, strong and protective,

work around my back, his gentle touch so comforting. I turn to look up into his eyes, still

hooded and cloaked, the look of a man who's doubting his path, questioning his actions.I

consider apologising again for drawing him into this mess, but know the reaction I'll get. He'll

tell me he wants to be here, that he'd never have let me go alone. He'll joke that I'm fishing for

reassurance, and lift that lopsided grin, hug me a little tighter.I want all of that; the embrace, the

reassurance. But I know that I don't deserve it right now. Instead, I simply turn my lips to his

cheek and press against his stubble, before drawing back and setting my head to his chest. I

hope it's enough to show him just how much he means to me. Just how much I need him.We

sit for a little while, the rains still falling, the thunder seeming to grumble even louder here north

of Black Ridge. I wonder whether storms are common here, as if someone in Olympus, one of

the Children of the Prime, can manipulate the weather somehow, keep the city hidden in mist

and mystery.I put the question to Jude, trying to learn more about these lands. Honestly, I

never knew he'd ventured this far. I never knew, in fact, that his knowledge of these lands in the

north-western Fringe was so extensive.There's more of his parents in him than I realised, I

think. He has that yearning to travel, to trade, to explore, just like they did.So I ask him about

the weather, and see that pensive frown fall over his eyes."It does seem to be more inclement

around here," he says, nodding, peering out of the cave and into the heavy mist. "I haven't

ventured far from Black Ridge, only going to a couple of outposts nearby, but yeah, I've never

really seen it crisp and clear. It's always misty at least, and often raining.""You think that's just

coincidence?" I ask."I guess," he says. "I haven't really been around here enough to make a

judgement. What does Alberta say about it?"I shrug, riffling through the enormous number of

things my grandma has told me in the past. Some of it, to be perfectly honest, I never took

quite as seriously as I'm doing now. As a kid, a lot of what she said came off as fanciful stories

and fables, the very sort a loving grandmother would tell a child to entertain them, rather than

anything I took as gospel.And, well, she was always a little more closeted when speaking

about Olympus itself, and the surrounding areas. Over in Pine Lake, the general theme in life is

to keep yourself to yourself, the various towns and larger settlements across the Fringe mostly

separated and insular. Only traders and merchants and those tasked with spreading the good



word would travel often, and there isn't much of an appetite for rumour and gossip where I

come from, unless specifically related to 'official' word from Olympus and those who reside

there.We are, essentially, a people who don't ask questions, don't challenge the status quo,

don't band together and collectively grumble about the lives we lead. Everyone knows their

place and they keep to it. Those who fall out of line are dealt with if discovered, branded

Defiant or, depending on the severity of the crime, something even worse."Well?" Jude

presses, nudging me in the arm."Er, not much," I say. "I don't think grandma's ever mentioned

anything about strange weather beyond Olympus. She doesn't actually like to talk about the

city much. I think something bad happened to her there."Jude widens his eyes and performs a

half-turn to face me, his back scraping the wall of the small cave. "She's been there?" he asks,

surprised by the revelation. "I never knew that.""Nor did I," I say. "And I think it's more than that.

I think she actually lived there once. I think she's one of them, Jude."The news leads to a

gawping expression, Jude's mouth opening a little and hanging there in some sort of

suspended animation. He slowly begins to shake his head, and then, gradually, it turns into a

nod."It makes...so much sense," he whispers. "No wonder she knows so much. No wonder she

hates them so much." He fixes me with his chestnut gaze. "What happened to her?" he

whispers."I don't know," I return, voice equally soft. "She told me she was like me, that she has

fire in the blood like I do. After you went after Lilly, she revealed it all. I asked her about

Olympus, but she didn't elaborate. She just said it's a place of wonders and horrors, brutal and

beautiful in equal measure.""Well, that sounds inviting," Jude says. He shakes his head again.

"I can't believe she's one of them. I...I still can't believe you are too.""I'm not, Jude," I say firmly.

"I'm just going to get Lilly back, that's all. Maybe grandma was if she lived among them, but not

me. And anyway, I don't know in what capacity she was there. Maybe she was just a Devotee

with a secret, who knows. Maybe that's why she hates it so much, because she was there to

serve and worship, knowing that she was something more."An expression of doubt floods

Jude's face. "More likely she was just a citizen there," he says. "She was probably cast out or

something. She's got all this knowledge, right? She must have found it there, realised the truth,

spoken out against them...""And got banished for it," I whisper, nodding. "Yeah, that

sounds...possible."I tuck my head back into Jude's chest, feeling overwhelmed by it all, though

somehow...excited by the prospect of what's to come. It's a strange feeling that I can hardly

describe, the feeling of actually doing something beyond hiding away by the lake or in the

woods, whispering words of heresy with grandma and Jude in hushed tones.Such a life seems

meaningless to me. In a way, it's nice to have something to cling to, some purpose to pursue.

I'm going to get to Olympus, and get Lilly home. How, I have no damn idea, but I'm going to try

regardless.A growl of thunder cracks through the heavens, so close to our cave it makes me

jump. I feel Jude's arm tighten instinctively around me, feel the warmth of his body draw closer.

I smile, feeling comfortable despite the surroundings, safe despite our predicament. I've always

loved Jude as a friend, and perhaps thought something more might blossom. Sitting with him

now, huddled away from the rain, I feel closer to him than ever."So, I guess we're staying the

night here?" I whisper, the skies outside darkening further, the swamp of clouds being joined

by the coming of night."We'll get going at first light," Jude replies, voice soft, a tonic for my

stress. "Hopefully the storm will have passed by then."I nod, shivering, my body still soaked

through. Jude pulls me in closer, sharing his warmth. There's no place for a fire here. Our

embrace will have to do.A small smile works onto my face.It will do just fine.13The coming of

morning reveals a world of mist and fog, the air close and thick beyond the mouth of our cave.

A heavy dampness hangs in the air, sweet with the scent of the fading storm. I look out into the

pale light of dawn, the sun falling through the mist in a blurry haze of colour, and a shiver of



cold runs up my spine.I find Jude awake, eyes open, though body still fixed in much the same

position as he held last night. Given the size of the cave, that isn't particularly surprising. The

crick in my neck, which spent the night tight to Jude's chest, tells me that I have barely moved

an inch either.Somehow, however, I feel refreshed, and can't recall waking much during the

night. I pull away from Jude and smile up at him, before stretching out my arms and rubbing my

neck. The warmth helps ease the discomfort, my limbs thawing as we creep out into the cool

morning air.It takes a few minutes to clamber our way back out of the shallow chasm, doing so

tentatively so as to make sure we don't trip and fall back down. Soon, we're back up to ground

level, scanning once more to make sure that no Devotees from Black Ridge have decided to

come looking for us with the storm having passed.We see no sign of any human presence, nor

any sign of much else. The fog hangs low over the plains, the occasional gust of wind passing

through and forming swirls, the mist billowing and clearing temporarily, before being filled back

in.There's something quite unnatural about it, something almost ethereal. I've seen fog and

mist hang over the lakes and mountains, and through the pinewoods often, but never quite like

this. This is thicker, and unexpected for a landscape like this. As we press on, I begin to wonder

whether this truly is the doing of Olympus, a protective fog to hide the city within.Of course, it

doesn't much help visibility, making navigation harder than expected. Jude assures me that it's

nothing but the lingering aftereffects of the storm, and that the mist will begin to clear as the

morning rolls on and the day heats up.He's right, but only to a degree. After a couple of hours

of hiking, we find that we can see a little further, but not by much.The going is slow that

morning, and not just to make sure we don't accidentally walk right into a chasm and go

plummeting into the depths. Without knowing the precise direction, we meander a little in

search of higher ground, the soup thinning just a little if ever we find an outcrop to scale, or a

small rise in the land to climb. Reaching any summit, we turn our eyes to the sky in the search

of the position of the sun, which remains almost entirely hidden from view and only

occasionally visible amid the haze.With midday approaching, however, we come upon a larger

outcropping, hugged by swirling mist and with its summit hidden from view amid the shroud

above. As we get a little closer, I notice that the formation seems to straddle a canyon that runs

beneath it, its external facade seeming far too smooth in places, its structure far from

natural.Then I notice the shape of legs and arms, of torso and chest. I see the rock carved into

the shape of a man, gigantic and grand, dressed in a cloak that flows right down into the rocky

earth below, merging right into the landscape. He stands, one leg each side of the chasm, like

a bastion watching these lands, protecting this stretch of the Sacred Plains from unwanted

visitors.I gasp softly as I make the realisation, staring up at the grand figure that, I imagine, can

only be of the Prime himself. With the top hidden amid the low clouds, however, it's hard to tell,

the form a little more feminine than I'd have expected.Jude seems to notice just what it is at the

same time as me, pulling back in shock, craning his neck up towards the summit."How do they

build such things?" he whispers quietly, marvelling at the massive statue."Forgers," I respond,

the answer springing to mind. "They can manipulate matter, reform it into new shapes. This

was probably once just a large outcrop of rock, just reshaped by a Forger into this statue."Jude

turns his eyes to me, unable to hide his awe. "You can see why people would call them gods,"

he says, raising an eyebrow, and looking back up at the mighty figure above.We walk around

the back, moving towards the cloak that merges right into the stone. Jude begins scanning it

carefully before nodding to himself. "I think I see a way up," he says. "We'd get a great view

from up there."He begins moving towards the sloping cloak, the lowest section easily

climbable, though looking rather more perilous further up. I hesitate before following. I'm not

exactly afraid of heights, but don't particularly like them either.I begin to climb, however, urged



on by the irrepressible Jude as he skilfully works his way up the towering effigy. We start on the

cloak, before working around towards the left arm as we get higher. The stone isn't quite so

smooth up close, chipped by time and worn down and rugged in certain places, creating

handholds large enough to grip. Ignoring the sixty or so foot drop to the ground, and refusing to

look down, I follow Jude up until we manage to get onto the statue's left shoulder.Moving

gingerly around to take a look at the face, and still not looking down, I find my original assertion

accurate."A woman," I say, seeing the feminine features hidden beneath the hood. A gust of

wind flows in, causing me to grip harder at the stone. I steady myself before continuing. "It's a

woman, Jude."Jude doesn't seem quite so interested in that, his eyes searching for a way to

scale the head and reach the very top. "Does the Prime have a wife?" he says absently,

shrugging as he scans the final portion of the statue. "Is there a Mrs Prime?"As expected, I see

his smirk appear at that comment, yet still it gets me thinking. The Prime is such a mysterious

character that I don't really have an answer. Instead, a question comes to mind...Could the

Prime actually be a woman?I've never thought about that before, just taking it as a given that

the Prime is a man. I suppose that's come from grandma and her explanations of the historical

precedence for male, rather than female, tyrants. And, well, aside from that, the Prime always

seems to be referenced as 'he', even by the likes of Ceres who really ought to know."I guess

it's just another important Child of the Prime," I say, still inspecting the face. "One of his

Chosen, probably." I see Jude continue the climb up onto the head as I speak, lifting above the

low mist, using handholds in the crinkled hood to haul his way to the top. "I wonder if there are

other statues around here," I ask, talking more to myself than anything. I'm surprised to hear

an answer from Jude as he disappears from sight above me."You don't have to wonder,

Goldie," he calls down. "Get your butt up here and see for yourself. You're not going to believe

this..."The tease is enough to have me scaling the final portion of the statue, clambering up the

ruffles in the hood. I reach the highest point on top of the head and step up to Jude's side,

emerging through the shroud. My lungs empty at the staggering sight that greets me, the mist

seeming to all but end up here at the top of the statue.All around, a sea of white seems to

extend in all directions, the world blanketed in a thick soup of fog that appears to rise about

sixty or so feet above the ground, before ending quite abruptly. Above it, the air is clear and

crisp, the sky blue and the sunlight intense. It's a frankly bewildering spectacle, unlike anything

I've ever witnessed before."It's...beautiful," I say, staring out, imagining that this is what it must

be like out on the ocean. As if we're on an island lost in the endless expanse, the water a

frothing white sea beneath the startlingly blue sky above.Jude grabs the top of my head and

begins to turn it, forcing my gaze off into the distance. And there I see it, another little island, a

head poking above the clouds like the tip of an iceberg above the waves."They look like a pair,"

Jude says, looking out at it. It stands what seems like a few hundred feet away, this one clearly

the figure of a man. I search beyond it and in all other directions but can't see any others within

view.Nor, in fact, can I see much more. The white sea marches towards the horizon and

doesn't stop. Only to the far distant west can I make out the gradual rising of the world as it

climbs up into the valleys at the foot of the old Rocky Mountains. The faint sight helps me

gather my sense of direction. I turn back and look to what must be the south, but see no sign of

Black Ridge. I look north, my pulse rising as I scan for any sign of Olympus.I'm left

disappointed once more, my gaze meeting nothing but the swamp of white beneath the pure

azure blue of the glorious, bright sky."We're still too far to see it," Jude says, realising what I'm

looking for. "We'll be lucky if we reach it by tomorrow night. The city's got to be nearly fifty miles

from here.""Fifty miles," I grumble, taking a weary breath at the thought. "In this?"Jude nods,

staring out over the smog. "This can't be natural," he says. "The world doesn't create weather



like this, does it?""A shield," I suggest, looking north. "And a cloak to hide the city.""And people

were genetically augmented to be able to change and control the weather?" Jude asks, raising

an eyebrow. "Are you sure that Alberta's right about that? This seems like something...more."I

have no answer to that. Grandma's always spoken of enhanced individuals, gifted with strength

or speed or superior senses, those once created for the purposes of war. But this does seem

like more. A result, perhaps, of the interbreeding between the enhanced, of the strange

combinations of hybrid forms that result, of mutations caused by the mixing of bloodlines.

Mutations that seemingly cause a vast array of spectacular powers.Powers that, among the

ignorant citizens of the Fringe, are seen as godlike, and worshipped as such.We stand there

for a few minutes, marvelling at the sight, as Jude makes sure to gauge our position and

determine that we're going in the right direction. All we really know is that we have to head

north from here. Within this fog, however, we might just walk right past the city if we're not

careful, its walls so close and yet hidden to our eyes."It'll clear further," Jude says, remaining

optimistic. "At least, I hope it will. We might be overthinking all this. I've never been this deep

onto the Sacred Plains, so can't really make a judgement on what to expect out here."It seems

a fair point. Yes, this does seem supernatural, but perhaps this region is just predisposed to

strange weather conditions, particularly following the sort of storm we encountered last

night.We begin to make our way down to the rugged flatlands once more, the climb a little

more difficult when descending. With a little help and encouragement from Jude, who's

annoyingly nimble and light on his feet and has the sure footing of a mountain goat, I eventually

reach the floor and we continue on our way.With the statue fading into the mist, I take a final

look behind and marvel one last time at the structure. Whether carved by hand or created by a

Forger, I shake my head at its staggering scale and wonder just what else we might encounter

out here.On we go, marching into the murk, visibility a little better than it was earlier in the

morning, but still not enough to garner a significant view ahead. We remain careful as a result,

moving around the outcrops of rock we find, navigating the deep gouges scratched into the

earth.Before long, we come across further statues, though smaller in scale than the two we've

already seen. Some appear to have been crafted from natural outcroppings. Others stand in

place, the earth dug into pits around them. That seems the work of Forgers, drawing up the

stone and rock from the ground, forming it into the wonderfully crafted statues above.We

inspect those we come across, many of them dressed in similar robes and with clear, distinct

features. Unlike any representations of the Prime that I've seen, the features often obscured or

hidden, his likeness unknown, these figures are clearly defined.Stopping at one, I look left and

right and see a couple of others in the mist, equally dispersed across the Sacred Plains. I look

up into the face of the statue, roughly twenty feet above the ground, and see the face of a fairly

young man looking back, a warm smile on his face, his expression affable and inviting.But on

his forehead, I see the symbols, the markings associated with the Prime. The figure of 8, lying

on its side, the lightning bolt crafted vertically through its centre. Markings to represent unity

and perfection. Markings to represent divinity."It's one of the Heralds of Awakening," Jude says,

standing beside me, looking up. He turns to the others half visible in the fog. "Those are

probably the others. I wonder how many statues are out here?""Who knows," I say. "If it wasn't

for this fog we'd be able to see."I grumble the words, frustrated by the strange weather. What a

staggering spectacle it would be to see dozens, maybe even hundreds of statues spread

across these plains. Statues to represent the Prime, his Heralds, his Chosen. I wonder what

criteria you need to reach to be considered for immortalisation here on these flatlands, for a

Forger to come out and craft your appearance into the rock?Will we find a figure of Ceres out

here somewhere? Will that worm's likeness appear before us, with those detached eyes and



disinterested expression?I hope so, I think, thinking of the pleasure it would give me to try to

knock it down or, at the least, spit right in his ugly face.Hardly ladylike, and hardly becoming.

But still, very, very much earned.We find more statues as we continue onwards, some grander

than others, though none close to matching the sheer scale of the one we climbed. Some

appear almost new, recently forged or crafted. Others look more worn down, roughed up by

time, their features more difficult to discern.We wander along in silence, both in a state of quiet

awe. It's a surreal and strangely intimidating experience, but one I know I'll never quite forget,

the statues becoming more varied as we go, depicting soldiers and warriors displaying their

powers and adopting a variety of heroic and action-oriented poses.I see those locked into an

eternal sprint, the sculptures capturing the motion of their movement so well, evidently

depicting Children of the Prime with enhanced and superior speed. I see those with great,

muscular physiques, representing the super-strong class of warriors in their ranks. I see

statues of Elementals, arms aloft as they manipulate the elements, the rock crafted into waves

of water or spinning columns of air. And others, like me, who can bend the fire to their will.I

stop at one of those in particular, looking upon the figure of a young man, hands held out

before him and the rock carved into the shape of raging, violent flame. I feel an unexpected

thrill at the sight, wondering if, one day, I'd be able to do the same.Am I limited to being

unaffected by flame, unburned by it? I wonder. Or can I manipulate it like others can, command

its direction and ferocity, force it to submit to my will?It's an unexpectedly tantalising prospect.

I've never once wondered what having any such power might be like, because I never once

imagined that such a thing would be possible. But now...now things have changed. It feels as

though there's something inside of me that yearns to get out, a dormant power that is now just

awakening, struggling to break free.As I gaze at the statue, I find Jude looking at me in an odd

way. It reminds me, only a little, of how Lilly looked at me after the collection ceremony. That

slightly awestruck gawp, as though she saw me differently, imagined me as one of them, as

something far more than I am."What?" I say, catching Jude in the act.The query shakes him

from his reverie. "Oh, nothing," he says, looking back at the statue. "I was just thinking...that

could be you.""That's a bit of a stretch, Jude," I say. "This guy's clearly a powerful warrior.

There are probably loads of Fire-Bloods like me in Olympus."That, I know, is a lie. Grandma

told me herself that people like us are quite rare."I hope so," Jude says.I frown. "Um,

why?""Because then they won't want you so much," he says, lowering his eyes. "I'm worried,

Amber."I move towards him, closing the short space towards us. My voice softens as I speak.

"Worried about what?"He sighs, eyes staring down. "That they'll take you in when we get there.

That you'll just become one of them. That...that I'll never see you again.""Jude..." I move in and

hug him under the watchful gaze of the Fire-Blood statue. "That won't happen. I'd never stay

there.""Maybe you wouldn't want to. Maybe they'd make you.""No, I'm getting Lilly and we're

going home. That's what's happening. Nothing else."His eyes rise up, and then look away. It's

so obvious that he doesn't believe what I'm saying, doesn't think it's possible. But he won't say

it, he won't deny me, he won't draw away what I know is nothing but foolish optimism. Optimism

that borders on idiocy, even lunacy, at the task ahead."OK," is all he says. "But just promise me

one thing.""Anything.""If something happens to me, don't put yourself in danger coming after

me. I signed up for this willingly, Amber. Don't feel guilty if things don't go to plan. Don't think

you'd have anything to make up.""I...I can't make that promise."Promise me, Amber," he says

once more. "We have no idea what's going to happen. I need to know that you'll be safe, even if

I'm not."His eyes continue to intensify, demanding that I agree. I draw a hand behind my back

and cross my fingers tight."I...promise," I whisper.He nods firmly and begins to move off again,

walking right past the statue. I watch him go for a moment before continuing on after him. And



suddenly, a sense of terrible foreboding surges through me. A deepening feeling that I've just

ruined the life of my best friend in the world, and the boy I might very well love.A boy who,

evidently, is fearing for his life.And all because of me.14With light fading on the third day of our

trek, we happen upon a rare thicket of dead and dying vegetation out on the Sacred Plains.So

far, finding anything living out here, whether bird, beast, or any type of plantlife, has been few

and far between. We've seen the occasional eagle floating in the sky, suggesting the presence

of prey below. We've seen snippets of that prey, the odd lizard scurrying through the rocks, or

snake hissing from beneath a stone. And sometimes, we've spotted a bush or little area of

shrubbery, their leaves and spines dry and parched, the unusual mist not appearing to provide

them with the moisture they need to reinvigorate them.But this particular patch of vegetation is

a little more substantial than the rest, a veritable godsend as the darkness closes in and a

bitter chill comes with it. It provides us with the means to gather kindling and start a fire, the

flames providing some much needed warmth amid the cool, haunting fog.Unfurling our mats,

we take position near the flames and allow them to do their work, warming us up as we sit

there, cross-legged, munching on a dinner of dried fish and fruit. To my relief, Jude has

returned to his usual, jovial self, his smirk rising as he looks at the fire, and then suggests that I

intensify the blaze using my 'awesome powers'.I roll my eyes, but in a good way."Oh, come on

Goldie, just point your fingers and have a go. I can't be bothered to gather more wood."I laugh

and play along, holding out my palms, putting on a serious expression, and attempting to

enlarge the flames using my nascent Fire-Blood abilities. Of course, nothing happens, which in

some odd way disappoints me. Still playing along, I secretly actually 'try' to do what I'm only

pretending to do. Again, nothing happens.I lift a wry smile, hiding my disappointment, and draw

my palms back down."OK, you failed," he says. "That means you're gathering the wood."I

imagine that that's only fair, given what I've put him through so far. I stand and head into the

gloom nearby, the firelight creating eerie shapes in the fog as tangled bushes and small trees

come into view. I've only been gathering dry, broken branches for a moment when I hear a

crack, turn, and find Jude doing the same off to the side, hunting for twigs and kindling nearby

in the mist.I sigh deeply, smiling as I see him.If I ever meet a more kind-hearted, good natured

person in my life, I'll be extremely surprised. Grace has done a wonderful job imparting her

own caring and kindly nature on him, this boy who clearly cares so much more about others

than he does himself.He catches me looking at him, and grins, shaking his head. "Come on

Goldie," he calls. "Get gathering. The fire won't feed itself."I laugh once more and continue to

collect an armful of suitable firewood, before returning to our little camp and piling on what I've

found, the flames quickly gorging on the meal and glowing more bright and warm. I look at

those violent, orange swirls in a different way now as Jude returns and sets down his stack,

feeling a strange affinity to them. Once, they were something to fear, to never get too close to.

Now I wonder what will happen if I step right in, or lie down atop them, my clothes burning

away but my body and flesh remaining unharmed.An impulse takes me, and I step towards it. I

notice Jude lean forward as if preparing to stop me and pull me back. He hesitates,

remembering what I am, what I can do. Interested, perhaps, to see what happens.I feel the

warmth intensify as I get closer, though the change is only subtle. I reach out with my arm,

pulling up the sleeve of my shirt, my fingers reaching into the blaze. I hold them above the

orange flames, darting at my flesh like the tongues of angry serpents. Each time the fiery

tendrils touch my skin, I feel nothing but a warm, tickling sensation.I begin to lower my hand

right into the blaze, the heat having no impact on me at all. Soon my entire hand and wrist are

engulfed within the crackling fire, my fingers teasing at the glowing embers, picking them up,

turning them around between my fingers. I draw one out, and lightly press it to other exposed



parts of me; my lower legs, my abdomen, my neck and cheek. I feel only warmth and nothing

more, as if holding a stone warmed in the sun.The burning ember soon fades and cools, and I

toss it back into the fire. I reach for a fresh one, keen to experiment further. With a little more

caution, I open my mouth and tease the glowing orange ember along my lips, leaving behind

only a residue of black ash. I stick out my tongue and touch it to the wood as well. It withdraws

back into my mouth, unharmed and tasting only of soot.I get bored eventually, moving back to

sit down, my hands blackened by the ash. I wipe them down on a spare piece of clothing, not

wanting to waste any water."What does it feel like?" Jude asks, sitting there beside me. "Does it

hurt at all?"I shake my head. "It's just...kinda nice, actually. Warm, like the sun on a hot day.""I

wonder if there's a limit," Jude goes on. "Like, let's say someone poured molten metal on you.

Surely that would burn you?""I'd rather not find out, to be honest," I say. "But that brand didn't

even leave a mark, so who knows.""Do you reckon it's just fire?" It seems Jude has plenty of

questions. "As in, do you think your skin and flesh is invulnerable to other things, other

stresses?""Like what? If someone tried to cut me or something?"He nods. "Sure.""I've been cut

before, so I'm thinking it's just fire.""But maybe you can develop something to protect you once

you learn to control it. A fire force field or something. A fire-field," he finishes, smiling at himself,

evidently feeling rather proud of thinking it up.Again, I shrug. "You know as much as I do," I say.

"Three days ago I didn't even know I was like this. I'm not sure I'd even heard of Fire-Bloods

before.""Well, perhaps they're more rare than you think," he says, voice growing less enthused.

"What are you actually thinking of doing when we get there?""Olympus?""Yeah.""Um...I don't

know. Knock on the door and ask for Lilly back?"He lifts a rather unimpressed brow. "That's it?

That's your big plan.""Well, I don't think I ever said I had a big plan." I see his expression sour

further. This is hardly what he wanted to hear, and it's fairly clear that he hasn't really pressed

me on the subject until this point because, well, he probably feared this sort of vague,

unsatisfactory response.I turn more serious as a result, trying to come up with something a

little more encouraging. Really, it's hard to figure anything specific when you've never even

seen the city you're trying to get to, and don't know anyone who has. Well, except for grandma,

of course, who really should have been consulted before I rushed off on this foolish errand."I'm

hoping," I say, firming my voice, "that I'll be taken seriously given my blood. If they claim that all

these powers are divine, then how can they deny me? I'll prove what I am and then they'll have

to listen.""Right. And, listen to what? What are you planning to say?""That my sister belongs

with me back home," I say immediately, refusing to hear how ridiculous that sounds."But she's

always wanted to be found worthy, Amber," Jude says, his chestnut eyes dancing with firelight,

soft and warm, though questioning. "Do we even have a right to try to take her away? This is

her dream.""A dream based on a lie," I grumble, sticking to my common argument."A lie that

the entire Fringe believes," Jude counters. "People don't seem that unhappy with their lives,

you know. I don't see that it's so bad the way we live. Maybe it's better to believe the lie, live the

lie, rather than find out the truth.""I don't believe that," I say, shaking my head. "I didn't know

you did either.""I don't. Not really. But I also don't see much of an alternative. You and Alberta

are hardly vocal about what you know, because you're aware that it'll only get you in trouble. It's

not like anyone's trying to change things, or challenge the Prime and Olympus...""Of course

not, that would only get us killed.""Then why are we here?" Jude says, his voice growing a little

louder. He sighs and shakes his head. "Don't get me wrong, I'm here willingly, like I said, and I

understand where you're coming from, but I don't really think we're going to win this fight,

Amber. I think we have much more to lose than gain.""So, you want to turn back, is that what

you're saying?""No. Maybe. I...I don't know." He sighs again, picks up a stick, and tosses it into

the fire. "I just don't think that Lilly will want to go back with us, even if we're allowed to take her.



She chose this life. She wants this life. Aside from just kidnapping her, I don't see what we can

do."A silence falls, the full extent of Jude's feelings finally pouring forth, as if the cracks in the

dam have opened to fissures, his true thoughts on all this flowing freely. It's like the closer we're

getting to our final destination, the more real this is all becoming.And worst of all, I know he's

right."This is stupid, isn't it," I say eventually, staring right at the fire, disconsolate. "You're right.

Lilly isn't going to want to come back, even if they let her." I turn to Jude, my eyes wetting with

a sheen of tears. "I don't want to put you in danger anymore. Things..." I shake my head,

sniffing. "Things haven't gone to plan. I...I guess I never had a plan. I wasn't thinking, Jude, and

then everything just happened. Maybe we should go back and forget it. I should just accept that

Lilly is doing what she's always wanted, however I feel about that."I feel Jude shuffle closer to

me as I speak, laying his arm around my back. He holds me tight in front of the fire, the orange

flames glowing amid the dark, misty night. For a moment, he just clings to me, before

eventually speaking in soft tones."We've come this far," he whispers, "and so we might as well

go on." I look up to find him smiling. He leans in and kisses me on the cheek. "Look, we can

decide when we get there, OK? I've always wanted to see the city, and we've already been

through a lot to get here. Let's just take it as it comes, and not think too much about what might

happen." He turns his eyes in a northernly direction, voice turning pensive. "There are forces at

play here that, perhaps, neither of us understand. I think our path takes us onwards, whatever

the result. We have to trust that now, Amber. We have to keep the faith."His words resonate

with me, bringing to mind Ceres's reaction after he tried to brand me several days back. Maybe

my path is already set. Maybe this is already written, this journey of ours a part of something

bigger. That thought, though scary, helps give me some hope.He's right, I think. We have to go

on and see how this plays out. If we go back now, I'll regret it forever.We sit for a little longer,

turning back to our thoughts, the quiet broken only by the crackling of the fire. I lay my head

against Jude's chest once more, and listen to the steady, beating pace of his heart. It's a

peaceful soundtrack that helps relax me, drawing my eyes shut as I begin to drift away...Then,

suddenly, his pulse quickens.His body jolts up a little, forcing me to snap my eyes back open. I

look right up into his face and see his brow furrowing, narrow glare searching off to the

southeast beyond the little thicket of bushes and dying trees lit by the orange flames."Are you

OK?" I ask, my voice catching. I can't tell whether I fell asleep, or how long for if I did.He

continues to stare out, voice a whisper. "I thought I heard something," he says. His eyes turn to

the fire, a beacon in the night. Obscured by the mist, yes, but still visible to anyone drawing

near."You think someone's out there?" I ask, my voice tightening. I scan the scene, and listen

intently. "I can't hear anything."He doesn't answer for a moment, and I don't dare distract him.

Living as a hunter, Jude's senses have become more attuned, his hearing more sensitive than

my own. I watch his face as he listens, his expression tense and unchanging.And then,

suddenly, his eyes widen.A rush of noise erupts in my ears, a bizarre sweeping sound like a

sudden, ferocious wind flooding right toward me. I turn again, following Jude's gaze, and see

several men hurtling through the mist, the fog parting as they speed their way toward our

position. I have no time to react, such is their frightening speed, the green-uniformed soldiers

materialising before us within a split second.Immediately, I feel my arms being grabbed, my

body pulled to a standing position. Jude suffers the same treatment, both of us hauled

unceremoniously to our feet, wrists pulled behind our backs and swiftly tied up with thick, rough

rope. It happens in the blink of an eye, my heart thumping wildly in my chest as I frantically look

around me in a panic, fearing for my life and, more to the point, Jude's.More soldiers appear,

moving at regular speed. They step through the mist, several dozen of them gathering, a few

hulking beasts among them standing well over seven, maybe eight, feet tall. I marvel at those



brutish figures, imagining the strength they possess, their heavy stamp sufficient to cause the

ground to tremble, as though the earth itself is intimidated by their presence.Within seconds

only, we're surrounded by the troop, looming close and lit by firelight, eyes dark and faces grim.

Several dozen men of wondrous ability and power, remnants of an ancient people born for war

and destruction."We're traders, just traders," Jude says, his voice a little shaky, eyes dashing

around as he searches for their leader. I turn to see that his expression has paled with the

sudden intrusion, the remarkable, otherworldly speed at which it all occurred. "We got lost in

the fog," he says. "We're heading for Horton Outpost. We don't mean any harm."He bows his

head in submission, showing deference. The foot-soldiers from Olympus - considered lowly

gods across the Fringe, but gods nonetheless - don't react or respond. They just stand there

looking at us for a moment, before beginning to part along one side. A narrow channel opens

up between them, and a final figure begins stepping through the gap.Dressed in a black

uniform that clings tight to his heavily muscled physique, comes a man of thick proportions and

grim, intimidating facade. Though not as large as the few enormous soldiers among his troop,

he still stands much taller than most of the others, approaching seven feet in height in his

heavy black boots and with square shoulders of almost equal width.I take in his form, almost

too frightened to look into his eyes, glancing as I try to keep my head low. When I draw the

courage to look upon his surly gaze I see irises of dark grey staring back, locked deep within a

heavily scarred face, with one particularly prominent wound, jagged and craggy, passing

vertically through his right eye. He looks a man who's seen much war in his time, his face a

storybook of the battles he's endured.Yet it's not his appearance that staggers me most, but

the aura he brings with him. I sense a profound strength emanating from him, something primal

and, though I'm loathe to even think it, almost divine. A godlike sense of power and authority

that I've never quite felt before.Slowly, he moves up to us, swaying his gaze from me to Jude,

and back again. I turn to my friend and see something in his eyes, recognition, maybe, of just

who this man is. A figure, perhaps, of great importance in Olympus, the sort who'd be sighted

across the Fringe, and perpetuate the belief that these people are, in fact, so much more than

mortal men.For what seems like an unbearable amount of time, he merely looks upon us,

regarding us with a cold expression that's not exactly hard to read. Glancing at him only, I find

myself unable to meet his gaze for long, his deep, impenetrable eyes showing such control,

such authority, as he ponders what to do with us. It seems to me that he might just order us cut

down right here for trespassing on these sacred lands, given his detached, brooding, and

entirely unnerving facade.Eventually, as the frigid silence becomes too much, words crack like

thunder from within his barrel chest. That voice, deep and suitably weighty, is a perfect match

for his appearance. Through the misty night it booms, all but shaking the quiet apart and

causing a shudder to run straight up my spine, my limbs tingling as his words permeate

me."So, you're headed for Horton Outpost," he rumbles, eyes swaying between us. "That's a

long way from here, children."I raise my eyes to him. He stares at me, then Jude, stopping on

my friend, probably thinking him the leader between the two of us. Jude nods fearfully,

shivering from panic and the sudden cold that seems to have come with these men. I've never

seen him quite so stricken and in awe."Y...yes," he says, voice shaking, dipping his head.

"Master Herald."Herald...I think.This is one of the Heralds?"Ah, so you know who I am?" the

Herald says. Once more, Jude's eyes rise up briefly. He nods, then lowers his chin, gaze falling

once again in deference. I merely stare at the exchange, quite unable to pull my eyes away,

understanding now why the man exudes such power and strength.A Herald..."I have...seen

your likeness before, Master," Jude says, still holding his gaze down in submission. "You are

Perses, Herald of War. We were told of your presence on the Fringe in the town of Black



Ridge."Perses, I think. The old man spoke of him in Black Ridge. One of the Prime's most

fearsome warriors and followers, a man of staggering destructive power. His fist, his might. His

most deadly weapon.I quiver at the thought. We couldn't have run into anyone worse out

here..."Yes, a minor uprising needed to be dealt with," Perses says. He looks over at me, and I

notice that same quizzical expression that Ceres had spread across his face. A suggestion that

he almost expected to come across us here, wandering in the misty wilderness of the Sacred

Plains. "Tell me, where are you from?" he asks.Jude, eyes low, begins to answer. Perses holds

out his hand, cutting my companion off immediately, his eyes staring right at me instead.

Shivering in the cool night air, the fire now beginning to fade, I draw a nervous breath, and my

voice creeps into the wintry gloom."Near...Pine Lake," I say. "My family catch fish. Jude is...a

hunter."Perses nods, perusing Jude once more. "A strapping young man," he muses. "I'm sure

you're a fine hunter, son."Jude's eyes lift just a little. A bit of colour returns to his cheeks at the

compliment, the Herald's kind words. He nods a few times in quick succession, and even

manages to lift a portion of his customary, lopsided grin."And you, girl?" continues Perses,

looking back at me. "Are you a good Devotee?"I hesitate in my answer, the delay indicting.

When words come, they taste like lies on my tongue. "I am," I say. "I pray nightly, and know all

of the recitals, and make sure that I...""There's no need to lie to me, child," the Herald of War

says, his words slashing through mine, ending them abruptly.I can hardly look at him, fearful of

what he'll see. I turn my eyes down and commit to silence."There's no need to be afraid,"

Perses goes on. "At least, not for being a poor Devotee. I understand that not everyone will be

as committed as those found worthy, or those who have an ambition of one day joining us in

Olympus. However, trespassing here on the Sacred Plains, so close to the walls of our great

home, is another matter entirely.""We...weren't trespassing," says Jude, his voice carrying a

slight tone of pleading that is starting to grate on me.I feel my expression turning sour as I

watch my friend plead. I don't like seeing him like this, and I don't like having to act like this

myself. There's only so far I'll fall into submissiveness before I hit rock bottom and begin

climbing the other way. Usually, that's when I do something stupid that gets me, and often

Jude, in trouble."We...got lost, Master Herald," Jude goes on, thinking it best not to say the

man's given name. As Ceres proved in Pine Lake, speaking the name of one of the Children of

the Prime, unless permitted or invited to do so, is considered a sacrilegious offence. Yes, Jude

said Perses's name before, but only when mentioning that he knew who he was. To me, it's

complicated and quite ridiculous, but I guess that counted as permission, seeing as he was

only answering a query. "We...we never intended to trespass. We only wished to reach Horton

Outpost to trade."Jude, unlike me, has a way of showing contrition that usually gets him out of

trouble. Despite being seen as a local rogue, he's often very good at sidestepping the sort of

messes I find myself in. Well, not find myself in. Get myself in would be more accurate."And

you say you passed through Black Ridge to get out here?" asks Perses.Jude nods quickly.

"Yes, Master Herald. Roughly two days ago now.""The day of the storm," muses Perses, lifting

a thick-fingered and calloused hand to his chin. He scratches the mighty anvil, dusted with dark

stubble, running his fingers through a scar that cuts diagonally across it. "Strange," he

continues, eyes narrow, darkly pensive. "I ordered Black Ridge to shut the gates to any

merchants and travellers heading onto the Sacred Plains while I dealt with the revolt

nearby."Jude's eyes flick wide before he manages to regain his composure. Mine do something

similar, though it's the throbbing of my heart, forcing a vein to bulge in my neck, that's the more

prominent reaction."Moreover," Perses goes on, hardly losing his self-assured stride, "we

passed right by Black Ridge only a day ago, and were told of two people, a young man and a

young woman, who crossed the border without permission, and escaped into the storm. Two



people, it seems, who, far from being good Devotees, are in fact ardent heretics...""No, that's

not true!" says Jude, almost coughing the words up. He looks over at me, eyes tense. "I...it was

me, Master Herald. This is my fault. I spoke words out of turn in Black Ridge and Amber

shouldn't be punished for it."Once more, Perses raises a hand, and the hint of a knowing smile

comes with it. Jude's words die away instantly as I look over at him, witnessing his utter

selflessness again. But he can't take the blame for me. I'd never, ever let that happen.Before

Perses can speak, I make sure to have my turn."It was me, Master Herald," I say, luring his

dark grey eyes to mine. "Jude is just trying to protect me. I was the one who spoke words of

heresy in Black Ridge. If you're going to punish anyone, it should be me, not him."Craggy lips

break into a smile on Perses's face as I speak. He cocks his head a little, nodding. "Oh, I know

full well who spoke out in Black Ridge," he says. "And I understand that it was, in fact, me who

was the subject of the discussion.""I..."My mind flicks backwards, connecting the dots. We'd

been speaking of Perses passing nearby to the town, heading off to quell the revolt. I'd called

him a man and, well, that had gotten the old timer all worked up, lecturing me on how Perses

is, in fact, a deity and not just a man.I look into the eyes of the figure in question now, and

consider that very topic. No, he isn't a god, but he is a man of formidable strength and fortitude,

a man of great authority and power. As close as a man can get to being a god, perhaps, but

still a man nonetheless.And I'll always stick to that statement."So, you believe us nothing but

men in Olympus?" Perses presses, regarding me with an almost amused interest. "You believe

that the Children of the Prime are no more than the Devotees who live across the Fringe? You

think, perhaps, that the Prime is a mere mortal too?"It's a series of questions that I just can't

answer, at least not with any shred of honesty. I manage only to shake my head, my tongue

locked behind my lips to avoid spouting my usual words of defiance.Jude interrupts again to try

to rescue the situation."Great Master Herald," he says, managing to pull himself away from the

soldiers behind him and drop to his knees. He dips his head low, arms shackled behind his

back. "No one would ever question your divinity. Amber made a mistake in Black Ridge, but is

committed to her service and devotion to the Prime and his Children. We beg that you let us

return to Pine Lake where we will live our lives in honour of you, oh great Herald of War."I

watch the spectacle, knowing - hoping - that it's just a performance, and a rather convincing

one at that. I stay quiet as Jude completes the charade, kneeling at Perses's feet, keeping his

head and eyes low.A moment passes, the mist and fog seeming to stop its gentle billowing and

lock tight in place. And then, as Jude finally looks up, I see Perses's expression flatten out as

he shakes his head a single time."A fine effort, young man," rumbles his voice, his mighty

figure looming tall. "But I'm afraid that I can see right through you. This girl here," he says,

looking at me, "believes every word she said in Black Ridge. Oh, she is no Devotee. And

neither of you," he finishes, "will be returning to Pine Lake."He steps back a pace, the mist

swirling around him, and nods to his soldiers. A moment later, I feel myself swept up onto a

gigantic shoulder and carried away from the dying campfire, the soldiers mustering and

marching away into the mist, everything happening in a sudden blur.I see a set of carriages

awaiting as we press into the foggy darkness, parked out on the barren plains beyond our

temporary camp. I writhe and wriggle, trying to escape, but am powerless against the mighty

beast who clings so easily to my feeble frame. My eyes switch back to find Jude in the grip of

another of the giants, his head hanging loose. I see that his eyes are shut, and know that he's

been knocked out to stop from causing a fuss.I hear the sound of metal screeching, and find a

barred gate being opened at the back of one of the rear carriages. A musty scent of human

sweat sweeps out as I'm hauled forward and tossed violently inside. I roll onto the dirty wooden

planks and crash into several other prisoners, cowering in the back, their eyes lit with fear, their



bodies bruised and beaten.A second later, Jude is thrown in after me. He hits the side hard,

body going limp, as I rush up toward him and cradle him in my arms. I look up with eyes of

flame to see one of the giant soldiers slamming the gate shut, a menacing grin splitting his

ample face. The gate locks tight and he steps away.Only moments later, the carriages start

moving.15"Jude...Jude, are you all right?"My voice croaks with a deep desperation as I hold

Jude's head in my arms, cradling him, trying to wake him up. I feel for a pulse, my fingers

pressing against his carotid, the skin feeling cold in the misty night air. His heart, to my great

relief, is still beating firmly.I pull him a little closer to me, hauling his heavy frame up against my

chest. Still shaken by everything, I begin slapping at his face a bit too hard, shaking his head to

try to get him to wake.A voice breaks from the back of the carriage as it creaks and rattles

along the barren wasteland. "I'd be careful there, girl," comes the voice of an old man. "Don't

shift his neck too hard.""I...what?"I look up to find a shadow coming from the rear, one of the

beaten prisoners approaching at a crouch. His pale blue eyes look down at Jude, hands

coming forward to check for injury. He quickly performs several tests and comes to a swift

diagnosis, raising those blue eyes to mine, his face otherwise hardly visible within the poor

light."He should be OK," he says. "Just got knocked unconscious I'd say. Lie him down here

and he'll wake in good time."He helps me move Jude into a more comfortable position, laying

him out along the side of the carriage. I sit beside him, stroking his head, just trying not to

panic. A few deep breaths enter and exit my lungs, helping to calm me as the helpful stranger

crouches down nearby.I look up at him, his expression kindly in the low light, his face showing

signs of a recent fight."Who are you?" I ask him, looking past him to the back. There look to be

about three or four prisoners back there, a jumble of limbs and cowering torsos huddled away

in the shadows at the rear."We're from Westhollow," the stranger says, turning his eyes to his

companions. He looks back at me and reaches out with a spindly hand. "Name's Raymond,

pleased to meet you."I take his hand, noting that there's no damage to his knuckles, no cuts

and grazes on his fingers. My immediate read is that his bruising wasn't the result of a fair fight

or altercation. He was beaten, perhaps tortured. And I think I know why."I'm...Amber," I say,

glancing again at the figures in the back. "Westhollow. That's where the revolt was?"Raymond

huffs loudly, shaking his head. "There was no revolt," he grunts. "Just a few foolish people

speaking out against the Prime. Don't think anyone expected Herald Perses to pay us a visit. I

guess we didn't think it through at all..."He looks up along the line of carriages, fading off into

the mist ahead. I imagine Perses's transport will be out at the front, the Herald sitting

comfortably within, an assortment of food and drink on tap, perhaps even a few slaves there to

tend him. Slaves who signed up willingly for the role. Those found worthy to get so close to a

god...The thought makes me huff too. A cringe crawls onto my face as I think of my sister. Of

the things she might be made to do."What happened?" I ask, turning to Raymond. "Why would

the Prime send Perses out if it was only a few vocal heretics?""To make an example of us,"

Raymond grumbles. "I never once thought it would come to this.""You," I say. "You were one of

the heretics?"He nods solemnly. "I know it's not a popular opinion," he says. "But I'm a man of

science, Amber. I've never believed the lies we're fed. I've lived too long in submission, far too

long." He shakes his head. "I should have kept my mouth shut. I only got people hurt by

speaking out..."He turns his eyes down, falling into thought, as I do just the same. I see in him

a reflection of my grandma, a woman who's always made sure to keep her opinions mostly to

herself, to craft herself an image of a madwoman to discredit anything she might say.She never

spoke out because she feared what would come of it, I think. And this poor man is proof she

was right."What about the others?" I ask, looking to the huddled group at the rear, shivering in

the darkness as the night continues to close in. "Were they your companions?"Raymond nods



slowly. His voice falls into a whisper, as though he doesn't want them to hear. "The two men

are, yes," he says softly. "The other two are their wives. They're innocent. They shouldn't be

here.""We're all innocent," I say firmly, setting my jaw. I lift a hand and place it onto his

shoulder. He winces lightly at my touch, and I quickly withdraw with an apology in my eyes.

"None of us should be punished for speaking our minds, Raymond," I say softly."And...is that

what you did?" he asks, taking a slow, mournful breath. He looks at Jude, lying beside us, face

oddly peaceful in the dim light. "What were you doing out this far on the Sacred Plains?"I

glance to the side in surreptitious fashion, as though fearing someone might be listening. I see

no soldiers out there in the mist, all of them travelling within the carriages that continue to roll

quietly along the dry, rocky tundra."We were headed for Olympus," I whisper, leaning in,

sensing no need to lie to this man. In fact, I feel a rare affinity to him, a bond swiftly being

forged by our mutual disillusionment, our hatred for the lies we're told, the control exerted upon

us. "My sister was taken, found worthy. I know it sounds stupid, but I was going to get her

back."Raymond's eyes lift, followed by an impressed smile. "Bold," he says, nodding at

me."Foolish," I grunt, turning down to Jude, feeling a stab of grief cut through me. "I should

never have come.""Nor should I have spoken out. I guess we're all fools here," says

Raymond.We share eye contact for a moment, our faces dimmed by the night and fog, though

our smiles of kinship clear enough. How nice to meet someone so likeminded. How good it

feels to know that there are others out there who raise questions, who refuse to live behind the

curtain of control, who reach their limits and then do something about it, whatever the cost may

be.Cost, I think, looking again at Jude, running my hand through his soft, wavy hair. That cost

might be the greatest of all..."What will happen to us?" I ask, half speaking to myself as I look

down at my friend. I turn my eyes back up at Raymond. "What do you think they'll

do?"Raymond turns once again to his companions from Westhollow. I hear light sobbing as a

wife is comforted by her husband. My eyes adjusting, their features come into better view,

crafted in fear and desolation, knowing the end is nigh."I'd like to say we'll be branded as

Defiants," Raymond says quietly, drawing a breath. "But in reality, I think that would be worse

than death." His eyes return to mine. "I'm sorry, Amber. As far as I know, Devotees are brought

to Olympus for two reasons. To serve, or to die. And none of us here have been found worthy."

He looks down at Jude, and then places a hand to my arm. "I'm so sorry you had to join us."He

smiles consolingly at that, and I sense a man who's accepted his fate, who's lived long enough

in the shadow of Olympus to be done with this world, their world. A man who's reached the

edge of the cliff and decided not to turn back. Who thinks it better to take the plunge than

betray his morals; to stay true to himself, and die, rather than continue living a lie.There's a

certain bravery to that, I think. A stoicism that so few men seem to possess these days. We

have become a meek people, too afraid to do anything but submit. But here I see a man who

will pay the ultimate sacrifice for his beliefs. I see a man to emulate, even if it means my own

end.But...Jude?I turn to my friend again, and feel a dreadful stab of pain. How could I have

ever expected things to go any different? How could I have truly expected to free Lilly from

Olympus, even get there in the first place? We stepped into the unknown and now we're paying

the price. A price so precious it cannot be weighed."I may be wrong," I hear Raymond say, his

voice soft and tender as he looks at me, looking at Jude. "I sense my own path is coming to an

end, but that may not be true of you both."I nod but don't speak. My mind falls away into the

darkness of my guilt, too overwhelmed to seek a way out."I'll leave you alone with him,"

Raymond whispers, sensing I need the solitude. "But fear not, Amber. You did a noble thing

coming out here, trying to save your sister. You are a rare thing; someone who chooses not to

submit and surrender. You are the sort of spark that the people need, someone to ignite the



flames of change."He smiles once more, and retreats into the shadows, heading off to try to

console his allies, his friends. I watch him go, and see him whispering to the two men who

stood beside him in Westhollow, who preached words of heresy against the Prime. Their

expressions mirror his, willing to accept their ends. Anyone willing to preach against the Prime

must know what price they may have to pay.But what of their wives? Were they truly innocent

of this act, or complicit simply by their relationship to the apostates? Perhaps they were there,

trying to stop their husbands from going through with their plan. Maybe that's all it was. Two

loving women who didn't want to see their husbands throw their lives away.I look at them all

and see the entire Fringe in a nutshell. A people cowering in fear; content, and even happy, on

the surface, but with a simmering core of distress underneath. A people unable to live the lives

they truly want, to expand and explore, to express themselves beyond the religious doctrines

passed down from Olympus. A people stifled by control, forced to live simple lives in the

shadow of something greater.It is the disparity, above all, that never leaves my mind, the

iniquities of this world that grate on my thoughts like sandpaper on skin. Ever am I sore, raw,

my thoughts accosted by this gnawing sense of inequality and discrimination. It is a thought

that so few share, or will ever admit to feeling.And worst of all, I know that I'll never have the

guts to do anything about it. That, despite my newfound heritage, I'll never be able to affect any

real change.My mind tumbles off as I sit there in the darkness, stroking Jude's hair, praying for

him to wake so that I can grow warm again in his company. I have a trump card here, and that

may just save me. If I reveal what I am, will they spare me? Will they try to make me live among

them, as Jude warned, a fate that might be even worse than death?Perhaps, I wonder as I sit

there, it will be better to accept my end than be forced to live among their lie. To become one of

them, these people I so despise. To be a cog in their dreadful machine.And then, once again, I

think of Jude, drawn into this awful mess of my own making. He never even spoke words of

dissent and heresy. Aside from leading me onto the Sacred Plains, he never put a foot wrong,

and doesn't deserve to die.And that, I know, is what I must convince them.The carriage rolls

on, the minutes merging into hours as the mist continues to billow and part as we pass on

through. We move around rock formations turned to statues, grand and epic, some so massive

that their torsos get lost in the fog above. A numbness engulfs me at the sight of them all, the

grandeur, the show of power that does so much to convince the Fringe of the divinity of these

people, even though most will never see these wondrous creations in the flesh.And, yes, there

is something so truly awe-inspiring about them, so daunting and grand, that even my thoughts

betray me on occasion. Much as I hate it, it's hard to not be overawed by it all, think of the vast

and wondrous powers these people possess, the godlike things they can do.But, within that

lies my greatest chagrin. These people, with the gifts and powers their genes have bestowed

upon them, could so easily create a better world for all. They could design a utopia, a perfect

society, one not limited to their own experience, but open to all those who reside across the

Fringe, and even beyond in faraway lands.Yet, they don't.They hide behind their walls, and

force tens, even hundreds of thousands of people to submit to their rule, to their way of life,

controlling them through fear and the terrible punishments that await those who fall out of line.

They create a divide between those with power and those without, and even go so far as to

decide just who can join them. Not only those found worthy to serve them up close, but those

with latent powers - latent divinity - hidden deep down in their genes.Some may see their

powers awakened, and brought to Olympus to live among them. Others will be overlooked,

never given the opportunity, even if their blood simmers with great potential, a power just

waiting to get out.They pick and choose and design their own world, their own ideal utopia.

They fill gaps that need filling, and ignore all those who don't fit. Across the Fringe, as my



grandmother says, are many people with genetically augmented genes, men and women from

old bloodlines whose powers have never come to life. They could all find themselves living

among the Children of the Prime, but so few are actually awakened. So few are chosen to

ascend.Why?Because if that were the case, it would overwhelm Olympus, and threaten the

ability of the Fringe to praise, worship, and provide tribute to the city of the gods. It would

reshape the balance of the two disparate peoples, and undermine what it means to be divine.

More so-called gods would come to life. The numbers of Devotees would shrink. And within

that new world, the people would see that we are not so very different at all.That we are, in

fact, all the same.My thoughts are broken by movement, as Jude begins to shuffle by my side. I

feel his head shift, my fingers still clinging to his wavy locks of hair. My eyes turn down to find

his opening, the mist continuing to clear a little, the light of dawn beginning to approach. Within

this carriage, time has become abstract, speeding along, hastening the coming of a brand new

day."Jude," I whisper, my voice croaking. "How are you?"He manages to sit up with a wince,

reaching up to rub at the back of his head. A lump has formed there now from where he was

knocked out."What...happened?" he asks, voice groggy, eyes the same. He blinks a few times,

his gaze taking in these new surroundings. "We're...moving?"I nod, tears beginning to gather.

Tears of joy at hearing his voice, seeing those chestnut eyes come back to life. Tears of grief at

what is to come, at the predicament I've gotten him into."We're headed for Olympus," I say, my

voice weak, my energy spent. I need to sleep, to recover. It's not a physical weariness that

weighs me down, but an emotional one. Something far more debilitating. "Perses's men, they

took us in."His eyes show recall, remembering what happened. He manages to sit up a little

straighter, turning his eyes through the bars around us, the carriage open to the cold air of the

early morning, no barrier blocking us from the haunting mist.Then he sees the others, the five

men and women locked in this mobile prison cell with us. He draws a sharp breath when he

sees them, huddled at the rear, his vision quickly adapting. They appear to be sleeping, or at

least trying to do so. Only Raymond remains obviously awake, sitting a little to one side in

pensive thought, the two men who joined him in his heresy cuddling to their wives, still trying to

comfort them."Who are they?" Jude whispers. He seems distressed by their presence and

appearance, a sign, perhaps, of what awaits us."They were taken from Westhollow," I inform

him, both of us looking upon the huddled group with shrouded, hooded eyes. "They spoke out

against the Prime. Just...just like me.""The revolt," says Jude, quick to catch up. He pulls a slow

breath into his lungs, coming to a realisation of what this all is. He smiles weakly. "Well, at least

we'll get to see the city, right?"Tears begin to trickle down my cheeks as his words come. The

guilt is overwhelming.I shuffle closer to him, needing his warmth. It's pathetic, and I know it is,

and I know, too, that I don't deserve it, but I nuzzle into him anyway, cuddling up close. He

draws a strong arm around me, whispering softly, telling me it'll be all right.I allow the unearned

indulgence, feeling sick, feeling stupid. I notice Raymond looking over at us with a mournful

gaze, seeing two young people caught up in the injustice of Olympus. And yet, all over the

Fringe, the people will praise this, say that heretics deserve to be gathered up, executed,

sacrificed for their dangerous preachings. They have become so indoctrinated that they will

support the killing of their own people, just to maintain the status quo.We are a carriage of

martyrs who'll be quickly forgotten. And even now, despite everything I've done, everything I've

put him through, Jude comforts me.The light continues to bloom, the thinning mist presenting a

clearer view ahead. I sit in Jude's arms, unable to form words, thinking only of how I can help

save him from this dreadful plight.Down at the other end, the huddle of bodies begin to unfurl,

dirtied, beaten frames starting to thaw. They creep towards the bars, anxious and yet eager, so

afraid of what awaits them and yet unable to hold back the wonder from their eyes as the



carriage creeps closer to the city of gods.The film of air, so thick for so long, begins to

dissipate. I find myself staring out, my breathing beginning to quicken, as we press towards

what appears to be the final wall of fog. I see the carriages ahead of us approach it, pass

through the veil, seeming to almost disappear as they venture on through. We loom nearer, the

front of the carriage pressing into the swirling shroud. The barrier of thick air engulfs, us,

temporarily obscuring our vision.And then, suddenly, as we pass on through to the other side,

the world blooms to life.I'm greeted by skies of intense, vibrant blue, of colour like I've never

seen. The fog that had blanketed the lands for dozens of miles and several days departs,

replaced by air so clear you can almost taste its purity.I draw a sharp breath as my eyes widen,

taking in the vast expanse that stretches out before us, the azure skies contrasting so

beautifully with the yellows and browns of the warm, craggy tundra. Yet amid those earthy

tones I see verdant greens and colours of all variety, patches of vegetation, littered with

glorious flower gardens, peppered across the plains.Statues of great proportion and fine detail

appear, standing like totems across the land. They finally come into full view, looming tall,

striking magnificent, heroic, godlike poses. I'm left stunned by the sight, lost for words. All the

others within the carriage stare like children at the stars, marvelling at the scale, the

magnificence, of what they see.And in the distance, dominating the horizon only a half mile or

so away, I see a sight more staggering than any I've ever witnessed: the mighty walls of

Olympus, reaching to the skies, crafted of rock and stone and surrounded by a great, wide

moat.Slowly, we all press closer to the bars, clinging to the cold metal in the cool morning light,

faces staring out between the slats. No one speaks as we roll onwards, the ground smoother

here than elsewhere across the Sacred Plains, this final stretch around the walls of Olympus

manufactured and perfected, a true oasis in the suffocating fog, a garden of Eden to which

gods call home.The sun continues to rise, the beautiful hue of dawn breaking with wild colours.

Violets and reds and vibrant purples explode on the eastern horizon, sending down rays of

celestial light upon the walls, the plains, the myriad gardens and grand statues dispersed all

around us.I see a huge bridge drawn up against the towering outer palisade, the great bastion

looming higher as we approach. I marvel at it, wondering how men could build such things. And

then I realise; these aren't just men. No, something strange and wondrous resides beyond

those walls. A great power. A great malevolence.A heavy grinding sound begins to flow our

way, cutting through the quiet morning air. I see the bridge begin to lower, slowly falling down

on chains, setting itself into place across the wide moat. And then, another sound, calling from

watchtowers across the high walls, trumpets sounding the return of Perses, great Herald of

War, as his cohort nears the city.I find Jude next to me again, our hands instinctively clamping

together. We share a look as we roll closer, awed, overwhelmed, profoundly shaken by the

events to have befallen us, by what we're seeing.And though I always knew that Olympus

would be a place of great scale and beauty, this is beyond anything my imagination could

conjure.The carriages reach the drawbridge, and the mighty gates open, built of iron and

topped with jagged spikes.Ahead, the interior of Olympus awaits.16The carriages rumble over

the bridge, wheels grinding on wood. I turn my eyes left and right and look through the metal

bars. The moat stretches wide, separating the huge outer walls from the plains beyond. It cuts

deep, excavated, perhaps, by the same Forgers who built the city itself, the rock and stone of

the plains extracted to create the walls, and dig the moat all at once.I search down into the

depths and see water, the hint of razor sharp spikes within, dangers lurking in the hidden

depths. I turn again to the walls and note how smooth they appear, from a distance at least.

Walls that are impossible to scale, impossible to even reach. A city impenetrable from any

threat that might venture this way, if, of course, they're able to first find it.My attention is once



more snatched as we reach the midpoint of the bridge. I look again at the huge gate, opened

wide and shining silver under the morning light. Beyond it, down a short tunnel running through

the thick walls, I see another, a portcullis lifted to its summit to allow us entry within.For a few

seconds, we're back in darkness as we venture down the tunnel, the wheels of the wagons

rattling with an echo, a sense of mild claustrophobia closing in. Then, passing through the

second, vertical-lifting gate, we enter into a grand courtyard, tiled with beautiful paving stones,

each one crafted with symbols and painted with vibrant colours.The carriages roll into the multi-

coloured courtyard, surrounded on all sides by statues that, once more, draw my eye. And

among those statues, standing like tiny versions of them, I see soldiers on guard, awaiting the

return of the man who commands them. They wait, posture perfect like the citizens of Black

Ridge, lowly deities of battle, foot soldiers who serve under the likes of Perses, great Herald of

War.They aren't, however, alone. I see others too, dressed in fine robes and cloaks of varying

colours, other Children of the Prime who live here in peace and luxury, waited upon by those

found worthy. I search for those elevated Devotees, wondering if I might see Lilly. My eyes scan

through the assembled citizens, watching us as the carriages roll in through the cobblestone

square.I catch no sight of my sister, but see others who I imagine must be old residents of the

Fringe. They stand behind their masters, heads bowed, dressed in cloth that, while still fine,

looks less pristine than those they serve. Their ambition was to worship and praise the people

of Olympus up close. It seems, on first inspection, that they got what they wished.To me, they

look like nothing but slaves.My eye is drawn by a humming sound, spreading from one side. I

turn and a host of the Worthy come into view, grouped together in a mass of fifty of so. They

kneel together, humming in unison, much like the ten I saw in Black Ridge. And like in that

border town on the Fringe, this group gather around a statue of the Prime, praising and

worshiping the god who rules here, the one true deity whom all call father, who can't now be far

away.The thought strikes at me, and I continue my search, letting my eyes feast. So much of

what I try to take in is obscured by the presence of tall statues, not as grand as those on the

plains, but more finely carved and detailed. They surround the square, this entry point to the

rest of the city, passages passing between them a dozen different directions. Only in hints do I

see what lies beyond, spotting grand structures through gaps, wondering just what they might

be.Some tower high, suggesting buildings of colossal size. They come in various forms of

architecture, topped with spires and arches and domed roofs, often colourful and uniquely

decorated. It seems to me that the city is separated into distinct areas and regions, each one

carrying with it its own specific style and form. And there, right down the centre, I see the hint

of a great temple in the far distance, surrounded by pillars and with a beautiful triangular roof. It

sits up there in the skies, upon a towering hill, mostly hidden within the mist and looking down

upon it all.I know, seeing it, that this is where the Prime resides.It's gone in a flash as the

carriage rolls on and the mists roll in, the sight of the great temple disappearing as statues and

walls and other buildings block my view.I continue my search, awed by it all, as the great sights

are joined by smells. Sweet smells that radiate through the streets, overpowering the scent of

sweat that spreads from my companions, and probably myself as well. I breathe in deep, and

note the scent of flowers and wondrous fragrances. I look around to find the source of those

scents, imagining that many originate from the women here, dousing themselves in perfumes,

bathing in pure, sweet-smelling waters.I meet the gaze of several beautiful women as my eyes

wander, dressed in colours I hardly even knew existed, and cloth so pure it looks like they must

wear new garments every day. They regard me with disdain, their faces subtly contorted into

expressions that make clear their feelings for me and my kin. I want to shout out at them that I

have fire in my blood, that they're no better than me, or Jude, or any one of the people from



Westhollow in here with us.But I hold my tongue, too sickened to react or respond. I won't

debase myself for these hubristic, sneering people. I won't make a plea to join them. I'd rather

die than become one of their number, to endure life in this pit of snakes.I draw back from the

bars, angry and disgusted, settling down into the middle of the carriage, refusing to continue to

gape and gawp as the city passes us by. I turn my eyes down, disinterested, too aggravated to

risk locking eyes with anyone else. My gaze sticks to my feet and stays there. I won't give them

the satisfaction of seeing the wonder on my face.We make a sharp turn, veering off to the left.

The sunlight douses, fading a little as we venture between two grand statues of mighty,

muscular warriors, creeping down a tighter street away from the central square. We rattle on for

a little while before another courtyard beckons. The humming of the Worthy, and the light

chatter of the residents is replaced by a sombre, eerie silence, broken only by the movement of

the carriages as they venture further into the city down a long, dark channel.I lift my eyes again

and see a courtyard of dark stone appear. The colours have vanished, replaced by a single,

monochrome dressing, the square much smaller than the one we first entered, surrounded by

low stone buildings of intimidating facade.Suddenly, the carriages stop. I hear a sequence of

doors opening, hinges straining. I hear footsteps pounding as the soldiers escape their

transports, a number of them getting into tight formation and marching off out of sight into what

appears to be a barracks of some kind.Others appear at the rear of our carriage. I see the

same gigantic figure who tossed me inside return with that ugly grin, his tablet sized teeth far

too white for a man of his profession. He opens up the rear gate, his huge frame blocking the

way should any of us try to escape.Locked in this city of gods, such a thing would be the

definition of an exercise in futility."Come on out," booms his voice, several other, regular sized

soldiers taking position behind him.He stands to one side, and motions for us to leave the

carriage. I do so with a hint of reluctance, though refuse to let go of Jude's hand for even a

second as we move to the edge and step into the courtyard.It seems a mistake. The ugly beast

lets out a rumbling laugh at the sight, nudging a couple of his friends. "Isn't it beautiful," he

says, heavy voice simmering with amusement. "Young love."The others snigger cruelly,

regarding us with contempt. I drop to the stone with Jude and pull him even closer."Such a

shame to part you," rumbles the oaf once more. "Tell you what, I'll give you a chance to say

goodbye." He steps back, pushing Raymond and the others off to one side as they leave the

carriage, sweeping them away with one of his mighty arms. They're immediately taken up by a

couple of other soldiers and hurried towards a stone building, disappearing into the shadows

within. I watch, but barely take it in. The words of the brute rattle in my head.A chance to say

goodbye...I begin to panic, staring up into Jude's chestnut eyes. I pull him close and cling tight,

refusing to let go, angling my head to look up into the giant's dark, deepset eyes."He's done

nothing wrong," clatters my voice, looking up at the giant looming above us. His grin rises at my

words, their desperate, pleading tone. "I said it before," I go on. "This is all my fault. Don't blame

him. Don't hurt him!"I turn to look for Perses, but find him absent. I can't see his carriage

parked among the others, likely taken off to his own residence in a more prominent part of the

city."Perses!" I shout anyway, betraying the rules, calling his name. "Perses, please..."I feel a

heavy hand swipe across my face. It connects hard, forcing my jaw to collide with Jude's,

knocking his head back. My head blurs momentarily, my eyes watering, a dribble of blood

falling from a split in my lip.I hear muddied words seep into my ears, growling, angry. "Don't you

ever say his name," the giant says. I turn to the source to find his face right before me, dark

eyes simmering as he bends down. "You're vermin, nothing," he growls. "You'll sleep tonight

with the rats who birthed you, and tomorrow you'll meet your fate."I blink hard, trying to come

to, to regain my faculties. The forms of the other soldiers behind the brute begin to clear. I feel



Jude's grip tighten on me, holding me firm. I turn my eyes and look into his once again.And in

that blur, I kiss him.The connection is heartbreaking, and only momentary, as our lips are torn

apart, the giant gripping each of us by our scruffs, dragging us away from one another and into

the air. I feel my feet leave the ground, my arms reach out to my friend, my soulmate, my

love..."No..." I say. "He's done nothing! Please...don't...."I feel my body shaken violently, the

words slipping incoherently from my tongue. The soldiers laugh like hyenas, displaying their

base humour, revealing themselves to be nothing like the divine figures they try to portray. Just

men, cruel and driven by simple pleasures. Bullies who take great joy from seeing those

beneath them suffer.My eyes well up, my outstretched hands flowing from side to side as I'm

shaken. I see a smile rise on Jude's face, lopsided as always, beautiful as always. A smile to

comfort me, to console me. It's the expression he wants to leave me with, the one that warms

me on cold nights, brightens my mood when I'm feeling down.And now, the one that causes my

eyes to shower with tears, flowing down my cheeks, knowing that I may never see him

again."Poor baby," cackles one of the guards. "Let her down, Krun, let them say goodbye."The

shaking stops. The giant named Krun turns to the soldier, casually holding me off the ground. A

second later, he shrugs, his thick fingers opening up. I fall, dropping from his grip and landing

back on the stone. My knees give way with the sudden impact, and further laughing ensues as

I stumble and fall. I feel myself lifted, my body trembling violently with rage and profound

sorrow. I prepare to lash out, to set my fingers to these so-called gods and see if they truly

bleed, but find only Jude ahead of me.He holds me up, hands clasped to my arms. His eyes

glue to mine, and the others fade away into the darkness, suddenly so

inconsequential."Remember what you promised me, Amber," Jude says softly. "Whatever

happens, you won't try to help me. I came willingly. Don't blame yourself for this."The laughing

of the mindless soldiers barely registers, just a soundtrack of ignorance in the

background."I...""Keep to that promise," he goes on. "And don't lose hope. This isn't the end."

He grins, lighting up the world, and leans in to kiss me once more. I feel his lips meet mine,

and wonder why it's taken so long for us to do this. Wonder how much we've missed, what we

might have become. Wonder why I didn't just accept my life and be happy with him, rather than

try to fight everything, let myself be so consumed by the state of a world I knew I could never

change.He pulls away, holding that grin, and I feel stump-like fingers loom down on my

shoulder."All right, that's enough," grunts the giant. "Very touching, but girlie here's got a date

with death." He looks at Jude with a hateful smirk, spread across his sprawling face. "So, yeah,

it is the end, Fringe rat. But touching. Very touching."He laughs loudly, and I feel myself hauled

backwards, dragged so easily away from the boy I love. Other soldiers stamp towards Jude,

pulling him in the opposite direction. He doesn't struggle, his fate accepted. I watch him go

through bleary eyes, reaching out to him as he's drawn away.He disappears from sight, and a

fury engulfs me. I reach up with my nails to stab at the giant's flesh. It has no effect at all, his

skin thick and too hard to penetrate. I try anyway, ripping and roaring, thrashing with all I

have.And inside, I feel an intense burning, something beginning to boil in the pit of my gut.

Heat begins to flow through me, running up from inside my body and out through my limbs, like

scorching water through pipes. I feel it enter my fingers, my digits suddenly raging with an

intense heat.I stop my scratching and hold them tight against the giant's hand, gripping firmly

at his fingers, his flesh. Suddenly, out of nowhere, he bellows out in unexpected pain, pulling

his hand away from me sharply.He staggers back a step, drawing his hand up, cradling it in his

other. I see red scorch marks upon his flesh, marks in the shape of my fingers. He stares down

at them and then looks at me in shock, hand trembling in pain.A flow of confusion spreads

across his dumb face. "What...how'd you do that?" he says, shaking his hand, blowing on it



through bulbous lips.I glare at him. At this pathetic excuse for a man, let alone anything

more."Magic," I grunt, stepping towards him menacingly.I take a step but feel the burning within

begin to fade, the surging wave of fire in my blood receding like a tide in fast-forward. It draws

my energy with it, an intense feeling of fatigue permeating me. I stretch out my hands to attack,

but they soon drop back down, my knees crumbling as I stumble forward.The giant lets me hit

the stone, refusing to touch me, hurrying back as I tumble to the ground. My hands break my

fall, pressing into the stone. They sizzle gently but nothing more, like a hot poker cooled in icy

water. My mind begins to close up, darkness creeping around my vision."Just a trick," grunts

the giant, as though trying to convince himself. "No, you're not...you can't be..."He cuts himself

off, and I can hear him shaking his oversized head, so large it all but creates a wind. A moment

later, my body is once more lifted, hauled up into a standing position.Onto his shoulder I go

again.And into the darkness of a dungeon I'm taken.17I've never in my life experienced such a

profound darkness. A place where no external sounds, smells, or sights exist. A place of

sensory deprivation that makes you feel like you're dead, lost out of time and place, alone with

only your thoughts for company and whatever smells and sounds you bring with you.This cell

of mine is designed for torture. Torture of the mind, if not the body, though the cramped

confines make it seem like it was intended for both. Deposited here by that brutish giant, I've

spent the last hour or so screaming, pleading, begging to be heard.No one is listening. No one

can hear me.My voice has turned hoarse from the effort, strained and raw. Now, I sit in silence

and darkness, the only sounds within this cell those I make myself; my heavy, panicked

breathing, the loud thrashing of my heart, the scramble of my feet as I feel around for a way

out, knowing I'll never find one as my hands scrape across the rough stone walls.It's cold here

too, cold enough to set a shiver to my bones. A chill hangs in the air, my rugged travelling attire

not enough to hold it back. I try to move around to stay warm, but barely have any space to do

so. If I were much taller, I might have to stoop to stop my head from hitting the stone ceiling

above.There's nothing here with me. No bench to sit on, let alone bed to lie on. No toilet should

I need to relieve myself. Nothing at all to provide comfort. Just a tiny, cramped stone chamber,

set with a thick metal door, so flush against the wall that I can see no light around its

perimeter.No, just darkness. A pitch, suffocating lack of light that seems to take on a life of its

own. As though the dark takes form, a black mass of menace that wraps me up, hugs me tight,

refuses to let go.I know it's still morning time, but beyond that know little more. I don't know

where Jude was taken. I don't know what has happened to Raymond and his friends. I don't

know exactly what they intend for me and when, though heard enough from both Raymond and

the giant to know my fate is likely fast approaching.I've got a date with death, the beast had

growled. That I'd sleep tonight with the vermin, and tomorrow I'd meet my fate.Tomorrow. My

fate. A date with death.A single word enters my head: sacrifice.Yet...they said nothing of Jude,

and that, at least, gives me some hope. Perhaps he will be spared? Perhaps they know that he

never spoke out as I did. Perhaps they will merely brand him Defiant, send him off to become a

faithful Devotee?It says it all that such a thing warms me within that cold stone chamber. Only

days ago I'd have hated the thought of that fate befalling Jude.Now, I pray for it. If only to save

his life.A rare sound, one not made by me, reaches my ears in the silence. A scratching of

claws on stone, joined by squeaking and the sniffing of a tiny nose. I brace from my position on

the floor, my legs pulled up to my chest, my arms wrapped tight around me, protective. More

sounds join, as a troop of rats seem to appear from nowhere, marching into the little cell,

sniffing about as they search for food.I stand quickly, startled, and press myself into the

furthest corner I can find. I go only a few feet before meeting the wall again, grimacing in the

pitch darkness as my cell is overrun. There must be a secret hole, a tiny tunnel in here that I



missed during my search. A passage for rats to file in, preventing me from sleeping, ever

threatening to nibble at my flesh should I fall away into slumber.Torture, I think. More mental

and physical torture.I steel myself, controlling my breathing, trying to acclimatise to the

presence of my new cellmates. I've never had a problem with animals before, never been one

to be afraid of spiders or snakes, or leap at the sight of a mouse or rat scurrying across the

floor. This is different, yes, but nothing I cannot handle."I will not break," I whisper in the

darkness, my voice dull in that small cell. "I will not let them break me."I draw a breath of

defiance, my legs still weary as I stand there listening to the sound of scratching, squeaking,

scurrying all around me. I wonder what will happen if I sit. If I drop to the floor and try to get

some rest. Will they merely scramble over me, or begin to sense a chance to feed? Are these

mere rats, or something more, bred here in this strange, otherworldly place?I turn from such

thoughts, knowing they'll lead me to places I don't want to go. Instead, I kick out at any creature

brave enough to venture my way, flicking them off as they climb onto my boots, feeling at least

thankful that I wasn't stripped to my skin, that I have some barrier against this sudden plague.I

begin to feel overwhelmed, not knowing just how many are in there with me. Ten? A few

dozen? A hundred? Are they still coming through, creeping endlessly down their passage? Will

they soon be clambering over one another, taking up all the floorspace, a heaving cell full of

rats, several layers deep?No, I'm just exaggerating. There aren't that many here with me, are

there? Enough that I can still hear individual squeaks, their unpleasant squealing not yet

joining into a single, blurred note, the sort you'd get if too many crawled their way into this

chamber, amassing into a sea of fur, fangs, and sharp, scratching claws.Unable to sit, I

continue to stand, pressing myself against the wall as I attempt to rest. My fatigue, briefly

forgotten as my cell is stormed, lingers in the background, my body and mind weary, my limbs

beginning to ache. I feel a throb in my jaw and lip, split by that great oaf, dried blood staining

my chin and, probably, being sought out by the rats attempting to climb my legs.Their assault

grows more pervasive, sharp claws scratching at my boots and the sturdy cargo pants that,

thankfully, cover my legs. Some try to claw their way up, shaken off when they get too high. I try

not to stamp down on them when I plant my feet to the stone, feeling no great hatred towards

them.But gradually, as they continue to swarm, an anger begins to build inside me. Not at

them, but my predicament. At this despicable treatment I'm being subjected to. And the thought

that Jude is suffering the same.Warmth starts building from within, offsetting the cold in that

frigid chamber. My breathing heightens, speeds up, my chest pressing out and in with greater

intensity. My hands close tight at my sides, legs flicking at the vermin with greater purpose.I

need to lie down and not be disturbed. I need to rest and recover. I need these damn things

gone!A flood of fire swells inside my body, pouring through my veins. My limbs begin to

shudder at the violent explosion, and within that pitch darkness, a muted light begins to

shine.My breath catches as the cell comes into view, my eyes taking in the scene. I see rats,

dozens upon dozens of them, swarming across the floor, crawling upon each other's bodies,

right up against the walls. I turn around and see the tightness of the space, the claustrophobia,

the black stone that shines as it reflects the light.The light...The light...is coming from me.I

slowly raise my hands from my sides, and see them glowing with a dull golden radiance. I stare

wide-eyed at them, my fingers tingling, flesh seeming almost translucent as fire seems to rage

inside them. Shocked, I pull up my sleeve, and see the raging red and yellow flames spreading

through my veins, running all through my body, my form set ablaze.A heat, a terrible heat,

seems to burn from my skin. I sense its ferocity, but feel no pain, only an awareness of the

damage it might cause. And there at my feet, the rats begin to flee, screeching wildly as they

press up against the walls, attempt to escape back down the passage from which they came.A



smell of burning fills the room. I sniff deep and see that my clothes are beginning to smoke,

light grey spirals rising from my shirt and pants. I act immediately, disrobing, pulling off my

garments and tossing them to one side. Within a few moments only I'm standing naked in that

cell, no longer cold, no longer in the pitch darkness.Light blooms from every part of me, my

veins glowing from inside, my blood turned to fire. I look upon myself and marvel, shocked and

awed by what I see. The rats continue to escape the cell, scrambling towards the passage,

desperately trying to squeeze through. I watch them, see the fear, wonder just how hot the cell

must be...The air seems to shimmer with heat, the walls weeping with condensation. I take a

short step towards the rats and they quickly grow more frantic, squealing loudly, calling out in

common pain.The sound cuts into my ears and I press back once more, my naked back hitting

the wall. I hear a sizzling sound, and turn to see the stone growing black, scorched by fire. My

hands lift and press to the stone. Smoke quickly rises as the stone heats and threatens to

crack, unable to withstand the inferno that permeates from within me.I turn again, and see

death before me. Several of the rats lie still, those on the perimeter of the evacuation, unable to

escape before their blood was boiled, their organs cooked. I shake my head slowly, hardly able

to take in what's happening, the cell growing misty with smoke and steam.Yet, somehow, it

feels natural.Somehow, it feels right.Gradually the blaze in my blood settles, the glowing

radiance beginning to fade from my limbs. I stand there, watching the final rats woozily clamber

through the hole in the wall, as the cell begins to fall back into darkness, accompanied by the

sound of dripping as droplets of water gather on the ceilings and walls.I regather my clothing

before the light fades completely, pulling my garments back on in a blur. I do it all robotically,

feeling in a state of partial shock, my emotions somehow numbed by the experience, my body

and mind turning weary once more.My eyes scan as the final shreds of light depart, looking

upon the dozen or so rats lying dead around the mouth of the hole. It all happened so fast, the

rats cooked to death within what seemed like a minute or less. I shake my head, bending my

knees, dropping back to the wet stone wall. Drops run down it, trickling past my collar and

down my neck, sizzling as they meet my still-hot skin.And sitting there, I wonder just how

quickly a man would die if locked in a cell with me. How soon would their bodies succumb to

the raging heat that spreads from within?I think idly on the question, as other come and

replace them. They swarm like the rats themselves as I sit once more alone, accompanied by

death, awaiting my own.And yet, somehow, I feel no fear of what is coming my way. No, no fear

for me. Everything I've experienced has led me to this place, this point in time. And though I

don't know what will happen from here, I'm beginning to believe that, just like Jude told me, this

isn't the end for me yet.And nor will it be for him.So I drift, my mind wandering, my emotions

shot. I sit against the stone wall and, gradually, feel myself slipping into slumber. Within the

pitch darkness that returns to claim me, I stumble off into my dreams.Those of fire.Those of

death.18Aheavy clanking wakes me, a dull light pouring into the cell. I blink, shuffling away

defensively, my heart racing as I see the metal door opening.Krun stands in the doorway, his

giant frame stooping down. His huge, bucket sized nostrils flare, face forming into a grimace of

disgust as they draw in the putrid smell of death."What is that smell," he grunts, turning his

eyes down to me as if I'm the culprit, lifting thick fingers to block his nose and mouth. He frowns

as his eyes scan the small room, noticing the dead rats amassed at the other end of the

chamber."You have a rat problem here," I say, managing to keep my voice dry. I shift my

position and draw in the scent, as if by way of defiance. Having acclimatised to it in my sleep, it

doesn't smell too bad."What...how'd they die then?"I fix the beast with a narrow-eyed stare,

and look to where the red scorch marks were on his hand, now hidden behind some light

bandaging. "Magic," I grunt, enjoying the wave of remembered pain that washes over his dumb



face.He takes a half step back and cradles his injured arm, shaven head all but scraping along

the ceiling.I smile menacingly and, in a sudden movement, jump to my feet and make like I'm

going to pounce towards him. He startles like a cat caught napping and takes another step out

of the doorway, looking like he's all set to slam the heavy metal door down upon me and lock

me back up.He stops short, remembering himself, and probably thanking his lucky stars that

he has no companions here to bear witness to his cowardice."Afraid of me are you?" I ask,

standing resolute ahead of him. I snigger. "You're no god. Just an oversized boy, frightened of a

little girl from the Fringe."My words, intentionally inflammatory, might not be the best idea given

the wild look of rage that envelops his ridiculous, overly large facial features. He stamps

forward a pace, growing in bravery, his colossal frame once more filling the doorway."You watch

your words here, rat," he says, spitting out the words and spraying me with spittle for good

measure. "Or you'll...""What?" I cut in, refusing to take a backward step. "I'll what? I'm already

pretty sure I'm here for execution for the crime of heresy. What's a little more of that when it's

already got me sentenced to death?""I...""You'll do nothing, you great oaf," I grunt, unable to

tolerate any more of this treatment. "Now why have you woken me? I was having a nice

pleasant nap here in my luxury accommodation before your colossal ass stomped in."He

seems completely and utterly taken aback by my words, an amusingly dumb expression

enveloping his face. He hesitates, wondering how to proceed. I imagine that he's never been

spoken to like this before, especially not from a Devotee.But, that's not all I am. Surely, now, he

knows that full well?"Well?” I press. "Out with it, Krun."He puffs like a bull as I say his

name."Oh, sorry, I'm a little muddy on the etiquette," I go on. "Now, I know I'm not meant to say

the name of the likes of Collectors and Heralds, but you're just a soldier, right? Can't I say your

name either?""No!" he booms, voice all but shaking the walls, dislodging a few pebbles from

the cracks in the ceiling above. "A Fringe rat can't speak the name of anyone from

Olympus!""Krun," I say flatly.His eyes tighten to squints, seeming to flow with their own inner

flame."Krun," I say again. "Krun, Krun, Krun." I laugh and shake my head. "Prime be damned

that's a silly name when you say it over and over..."I'm not sure when exactly I cross the line,

but I suspect it's somewhere during the third or fourth telling of his name. He surges towards

me, stooping down in the low-ceilinged chamber, his gigantic body stamping like a charging

elephant, and reaches out to take me into his arms. For a man of such proportions, he moves

with surprising haste, covering the short gap before I know it, picking me up by the scruff of the

neck and holding me out at arms length.He hauls me with ease from the ground, his hand

hitting the ceiling, my legs dangling beneath me, just as they did before. My heart races at the

sudden surge, though I manage to keep the panic from my eyes. Instead, I return his glare, and

try to summon something more from within, some of that fire that fills my blood.I'm

unsuccessful, my odd gifts only seeming to manifest during certain scenarios, times of great

stress, and evidently not yet under my full control. Clearly, this beast just doesn't frighten me

anymore. I sense that he's merely an escort, and has no remit to do me harm, whatever veiled

threats he may utter off that huge, whale-sized tongue of his."You shut your mouth right now,

you hear me?" the beast growls, arm trembling angrily, my body dangling from his grip."Or..." I

start, preparing another defiant response.He cuts me off with words that strike deep. "Or I'll

take a visit to your boyfriend. And I won't be so kind to him."I fall silent at that, and see a cruel

smirk appear in return."Yeah, so that's it," he goes on, grinning maliciously. "You'll do anything

for that one, won't you." He nods, as if proud to have worked it out. "Now play along, Fringe rat,

and play nice. We'll see just what you're made of later."Dangling, I tighten my lips for fear of

inflicting further pain on Jude. Even from a separate cell, it seems I'm able to screw up his

life.Talk of him, however, has his face appearing in my mind's eye. A dozen questions begin to



work up through my head, pushing their way towards my tongue. I hesitate, suddenly losing all

my temerity and bravado.My voice creeps out, soft, innocently asking a simple question. "What

will happen to him?" I ask, the cast of defiance leaving my face, replaced by something

earnest.I ask before putting much thought into it, but as the words fall, and I see the hateful

expression on Krun's visage, know I won't be getting an answer."Never you mind," is all he tells

me, enjoying the vagueness of his response. "Now be a good girl and put these on. The city is

awaiting you."He hands me a pair of handcuffs with his spare hand, still holding me off the floor

without any effort at all. I take the shackles without question and fix them to my wrists.Do

everything you're told, Amber, I tell myself. Don't rock the boat. Just play along as he

says.Once shackled, I'm dropped again to the floor, slipping as I land, though managing to

keep my footing. I take a short step back to steady myself, my foot landing on the corpse of a

rat. It feels hard to the touch, its fur singed and crispy.Krun looks down at the vermin carcass,

those mighty brows tightening into a frown at the crunching sound. He scrunches up his

bulbous nose but doesn't comment."All right," he grunts, half turning to present passage

through the door, his back still semi-bent to fit him into this room. "Go on, down the corridor."I

move past him, stepping through the cell and into the corridor beyond. Though reluctant to

obey the oaf's orders, I'm also quite keen on fleeing the cell. I walk on through, the corridor

relatively narrow, yet with a more lofty ceiling that allows Krun to walk without stooping - just.

Ahead, down the dim corridor, I see light blooming, its hue pale. It seems the light of morning

more than any other time of day.It must be the following morning, I think, realising now how

refreshed I actually feel. I'd been so exhausted the previous day that I must have slept through

the entire day and night. Is that possible? I wonder. Surely I woke up a number of times, and

just don't remember it?It seems of little consequence, a minor concern given what lies ahead. I

approach the light at the end of the tunnel, squinting as I step across the threshold and into the

cool morning air. It takes a moment for my eyes to adjust to the change, to take in my

surroundings. When they do, I find myself in the same courtyard as before, a number of

transports and carriages lined up along one side, barracks intended for housing soldiers

surrounding the square.Stopping, I'm prodded in the back and urged to go on. I walk into the

courtyard, directed around the side of a pillar, and am greeted by a primly dressed man in light

grey cloak, his head bald, his expression affable, hands clasped before him piously. He smiles

at me warmly, though I don't return the expression. Behind him, I see four young women, two

on either side, dressed in similar attire, though slightly adjusted to suit their gender.It's a

simple, religious dress, minimalist in its appearance and basic in its function."Come forth,

child," the bald man says. "Don't be frightened."I don't move at first, earning myself another

violent prod in the back. Just a flick from Krun's huge fingers and I'm stumbling on, covering

several paces across the stone. I stop in front of the man, who continues to regard me with

those friendly, but oddly detached eyes."Good morning, Amber," he says to me, dipping his

head. "My name is Marlow, High Worthy of Olympus. I am here to oversee your preparation

today."I stare at him. "You're from the Fringe?" I ask."I was, yes, once," he says, his voice soft,

soothing, but grating in its affected tone. "I lived in the border town of Eastgate, at the far

eastern edge of the Fringe. I have been living in Olympus for many, many years now." He

smiles, an insufferable expression. Behind him, his four helpers smile too, as though following

along with their master, a half step behind.I look over at them. All are quite young, and very

beautiful. Marlow himself, though older and likely into his forties at least, has a handsome,

youthful visage. I never considered it before, but perhaps being attractive is part of the criteria

of being found worthy?I grumble at the thought, and glance back at Krun, who hovers nearby.

He continues to sneer at me, though doesn't seem to have the same disrespect for Marlow and



the other Worthy alongside him. Anyone permitted to live in Olympus must, I suppose, be at

least acceptable to the Children of the Prime."Is that oaf going to linger around all day?" I ask,

lowering my voice so Krun can't hear and turning back to Marlow.The expression that lifts on

the man's face reminds me of the old man from Black Ridge. His eyes widen in shock, and I

even hear gasps from the girls behind him."Right, right," I say, dipping my head. "Sorry. I mean,

that, ahem...god?" I huff. "What do you call them, exactly?""They are...Children of the Prime,"

remarks Marlow, trying to compose himself. "Captain Krun is a Son of the Prime. He is to be

referred to with the proper respect and reverence, as pertaining to his divine status.""Divine," I

huff, glancing again at Krun. "And he's a...Captain. Him?"Marlow nods, smiling uncomfortably.

Krun grunts from behind, watching on, seeming like he wants to keep his distance from the

interaction for some reason."So, we have to put up with his stink," I mumble to myself, rolling

my eyes. "I guess he's here to make sure I play along, right?"Marlow continues to hold that

uncomfortable smile. There's something incredibly grating about it, the falseness of it all, the

contrivance."Prime be damned," I mumble once more, shaking my head. "Do you have to smile

like that?""You must not blaspheme!" comes Marlow's voice, imbued with a sudden ferocity.

"Never speak in such terms about the Prime!""Jeez, fine," I say, lifting my hands in false

apology. I take a moment to myself, leaning back at the sudden rebuke, before speaking again.

"So...why are you here? To oversee my preparation, you said?"The man smiles again,

returning to his usual self. It seems too quick, an affected switch. Everything this man does

seems so thought out and disingenuous. "I am," he says. "The ceremony will take place in two

hours time. We will prepare you for your purification."I frown. "My...purification?""Yes," says

Marlow lightly, as though it's nothing to him at all. "You have committed the crime of heresy,

and need to atone. Only through purification can we purge these lands of non-believers. Your

flesh will be eaten, your sin expelled. We shall free your soul of this sinful shell, and you shall

be reborn of light."A shudder of unease pulses inside me. The way this man speaks of

execution, tries to dress it up, make it sound like more than it is. It sickens me."So, you're going

to kill me," I say bluntly. "You're going to execute me for thinking differently, for speaking my

mind?"I refuse to let those words fully register.No, this isn't the end..."Of course," says Marlow,

so detached, so insensitive. "You knew the rules, Amber. You chose to betray them. You

trespassed on the Sacred Plains, and spoke words of heresy in the town of Black Ridge. Yet

now you have a chance to make up for it. To die before the Children of the Prime is a great

honour.""Honour," I say, laughing out loud. "An honour to be killed by a old science experiment

gone wrong?"The man's brows knit into a frown. Clearly, the reference is lost on him, as it

would be on the vast majority of people. He knows nothing of the real past, and wouldn't

believe it if he did. All he does is shake his head a little and turn his eyes up towards

Krun."Captain Krun, Son of the Prime, time is pressing," he says. He bows his head low in

respect. It seems that the Worthy are allowed to utter the names of the residents here. "We

must prepare Amber for the ceremony.""Well what are you waiting for?" grunts Krun's voice

from behind me. "I'll be around. Just do what you have to do."Marlow nods again, bowing low. I

see a flicker of worry cross his eyes as he looks at me again, thinking me potentially

troublesome. He probably wants to make sure Krun's on hand to keep a watch on me in case I

do something...stupid.Despite very much wishing to right now, I know I won't. I don't yet know

Jude's fate, but I'm not going to risk burdening him by my actions anymore.With Krun hovering

behind, Marlow smiles in that affected way of his and begins leading me towards a carriage.

We approach it from the rear, the transport simple and understated, one clearly intended for

the Worthy, and not a prison transport like the one that brought me here the previous day.One

of the girls steps forward and opens up the wooden door along the flank. The other girls climb



aboard, their cloaks long and covering almost all their flesh, their faces so fresh, so pretty, so

detached and distant. They remind me of the people of Black Ridge, only taken to the next

level. Perfect examples of Devotees, docile and obedient, nothing but trained pets for those

who live here.I step forward, moving around the side of the carriage. My gaze instinctively looks

to the front, wondering how this transport moves. Back in Pine Lake, Collector Ceres uses

telekinetics for the job, those with the power to draw the carriages along using only the power

of their minds. As we crossed the plains, I realised that Herald Perses was doing the same

thing, his convoy moving by the same method.But this carriage is different.This carriage, I find,

is drawn along by other means.My insides churn as I look to the front. There, with heads low,

wearing poor cloth and empty, stricken expressions, I see four men standing beneath two poles

attached to the front of the wagon. They wait, two beside either pole, dutifully preparing to drag

the carriage along, their bodies showing signs of abuse, their eyes hollow and lost.I stop,

staring at them, eyes narrowing in shock and anger, appalled by what I see. My breathing

begins to hasten as I turn my gaze on Marlow."Who are they?" I growl, my jaw fixing. I sense

Krun looming close, my body beginning to burn. Locked tight in front of me, my shackled hands

tremble."They're...another sect of the Worthy," Marlow says, voice slightly awkward. "They are

of lower standing. They perform physical duties that...need to be carried out."I nod,

understanding. Understanding it all. What my grandmother told me the night before I found that

Lilly had been taken. Before I ran off on this fool's errand, unthinking, destroying the lives of

those I love in the process.She'd said that Olympus was a place of wonders and horrors,

beautiful and brutal in equal measure. And here, now, I'm seeing the first signs of the brutality,

the horrors, that reside here. That those chosen to be Worthy don't just come to pray and

worship, and live lives of peace and tranquillity among these so-called gods. That many are, in

fact, merely brought here to be slaves, to exist in discomfort and pain, to spend their days in

hard labour, their friends and families abandoned for a lie.Oh, it all makes sense now. Terrible,

harrowing sense..."How?" I say, my voice tight, looking at the four men. I shake my head, lower

my eyes."How...what?" asks Marlow by my side."How," I whisper, "do they choose?" I nod

weakly towards the men. "How do they choose who becomes...this?""Oh, I have no answer to

that, child," says Marlow, too cheerfully for me, sidestepping the question when I'm certain he

knows full well. "I fit the role I was given in this city, just like everyone else. We all have our

function to perform. And these men...well, they live honourable lives in service of the people of

Olympus. This is the purpose they were born for."Honourable lives, I think, shaking my head.

Born for this? Pulling wagons all day. Dragging around lofty prima donnas. Even being forced to

ferry their own people? Where, exactly, is the honour in that?I don't respond, or speak again. I

see no point in entering this debate. I just take a weary breath, and though I hate to do it, climb

up into the carriage and onto the wooden bench within. As we're drawn through the city, the

doors shut and blocking out the world beyond, I think of the poor men pulling us along, and

wonder how many others there are like them here.And then, as always, I think of Lilly. Beautiful

Lilly, the model Devotee, the sort who'd fit in well with the girls sitting alongside me now. I

wonder what tasks they perform, what duties they're required to fill. I wonder how many sects

of the Worthy there truly are, just how brutal life here is for some.I wonder a great many things

as I sit there, feeling numb. My sister, drawn into a life she always wanted, though probably

didn't understand. My best friend, his fate unknown, who I may never see again.And me. What

of me?Execution.Sacrifice.Purification.In less than two hours time, the city will expect to see

me die. Somehow, I think the fates are calling for something else.I turn to Marlow, sitting ahead

of me. "How am I to be executed?" I ask him.He dips his head, as though in apology, trying -

failing - to show some sympathy."By fire, child," he says. "You are to be purified by the flame."I



nod, the smallest of smiles rising on my lips.Fire, I think.No...I won't be dying this day.19The

gradient of the city appears to rise as the carriage rolls along.Though I can't see anything from

the dim interior, I get the sense of upward motion, the transport winding down narrow paths,

gradually heading up a hill.From my initial, and brief, inspection of the city the previous day, it

appeared that it revolved around a large hill at its centre, a raised portion of land around which

all the distinct sections and regions of the city were built. By my reckoning, we're venturing up

that hill, part way at least, heading for the city's core.We continue to wind back and forward for

a while, seeming to be taking a back alley route. I wonder if the Worthy aren't allowed to travel

down the larger, more populous streets, or whether this is simply how the city is configured; a

network of winding streets, topped with smooth cobblestones and flanked by statues and

towering stone buildings.It seems unlikely to me, given the sneak peek I got from the main

entrance square the previous day. From there, there appeared to be a large number of grand

streets and pathways heading into the city from various angles, the city split into regions with

distinct and fascinating architecture. It appears more likely that the structure of the city, not

being particularly ancient, has been forged in a more user-friendly way.Yes, it holds the

appearance of something grand and archaic, a mixture of ancient castles and forts and

temples from a bygone age, but that doesn't mean it's been designed to be all twisted and

maze-like too. According to grandma, old cities were often that way because they were

continually expanding and growing out from their original core, and commonly rebuilding after

periods of war and destruction. I'm not completely sure of how long ago Olympus was built, but

it certainly hasn't seen hundreds, let alone thousands, of years of evolution.No, this place is as

false as those who reside here. An homage to ancient cultures and myths, but carrying none of

their authenticity. A superficial place with superficial people.Just one big lie.I stay quiet as we

journey on, not wanting to make eye contact with any of my travelling companions. The

vastness of the city becomes clear as we go, moving deeper into the metropolis, gradually

heading up and towards its centre. It makes sense to me that the Prime himself would reside

there, living in that grand temple I saw the previous morning. Just another nod to Mount

Olympus, the home of the mythical Greek gods.How conceited, how staggeringly narcissistic,

does one have to be to forge such a home, to build it, and their great city, in such a way? I

wonder as the carriage rolls on, whether the Prime truly thinks himself a god. Does he really

believe himself to be divine? Is this just a hoax, a great deceit, or the workings of a madman.

One who, divine or not, clearly possesses great power.I muse on that as the city passes by

blindly beyond the carriage, my sight blocked but my ears able to pick up the movement of

people, the murmuring of voices, the general excitement that fills the air. Is this sort of day

common here, I wonder, or a regular occurrence? How often do they gather up poor souls to

be sacrificed, put on this sort of macabre spectacle?Such things are primitive, pagan rituals.

Grandma has spoken of them before, acts of cruelty that were once prevalent across various

cultures, but began to be stamped out as society grew more compassionate, as human rights

and national and global law began to stamp out such practices.It seems bizarre to me that the

world has regressed so far. That the global collapse, precipitated by the development of

genetically enhanced people, led us into this strange, primal world. Yet far from here, as the

rumours go, other lands aren't quite the same. Lands where these so-called gods, whom we

worship across the Fringe, are rightly known as the enhanced people they were originally

intended to be.Not gods. Just men. Men with gifts and strange abilities, yes, but men just the

same.I wonder often what it would be like to visit those places. To see how other populations

have adapted since the collapse. Yet such a thing has never been more than fanciful. Here, in

these northern lands, we've become isolated and alone. And no one, unless permitted to pass



by the soldiers of Olympus, is able to cross the border and journey south.The carriage begins

to slow, drawing me from my thoughts as the rattling of the wagon, bobbling along the

cobblestones, is replaced by the gentle sound of wheels rolling along a smooth stone surface.

The stamping of the men, those pulling us along, begins to echo, suggesting we've entered

into a short tunnel or interior space. A few moments later, as we move further off the street, the

carriage comes to a halt.I watch as one of the girls opens the door and steps out, the rest

following, Marlow the same. With my hands still shackled, I'm helped down onto the floor, and

find myself in a hall of some kind, set off from the street, natural light blooming at the end of the

passage we just came down.There, I see a second carriage being pulled along. As with ours,

there are several men dragging the thing, their faces cast in discomfort, sweat beading on their

brows despite the cool of the early morning. They look rather more weary than our own taxi-

men, the reason becoming quickly apparent as Krun steps out, his enormous frame clearly

weighing far more than Marlow, the four girls, and myself combined."OK now, follow me,"

comes High Worthy Marlow's soft voice, turning off towards another passage leading deeper

into the complex.We begin moving off, the girls stepping lightly, their gait identical, as if they've

been trained to all walk just the same. They hover in pairs behind Marlow, two on either of his

flanks as I move along by his side. It's quite disconcerting to have these silent, apparently mute

women trailing along like shadows, their eyes beautiful but blank, their expressions held in

constant smiles, pretty but entirely devoid of any real emotion.Further back, Krun ambles

along, maintaining his distance. I don't turn to look at him, but can estimate his position from us

simply by the stamping of his gigantic feet, the heavy sound of breathing as huge swigs of air

enter and exit his lungs.After moving down another passage from the parking hall, we come to

a second, smaller courtyard giving access to buildings on all sides. The architecture here is

basic, simple stone facades and interiors with little decoration or colour, mostly in shades of

white and grey to, I imagine, signify their purpose as buildings utilised, and potentially lived in,

by the Worthy.From what I've seen so far, it appears as though the Children of the Prime dress

in more colourful attire. Muted colours appear to be reserved for those of lower standing, as

well as the Children of the Prime here who work here in a more official capacity.We enter into

one of the buildings, the interior carrying a chill. The thickness of the stone walls suggests to

me that it will rarely get too warm here, even on the hottest of days. I'm drawn into a room up a

set of stairs, brightly lit with artificial lamps that seem to run on some form of electricity.Across

the Fringe - or at least in my experience of it - electricity is rare. The world used to run on it,

apparently, but not where I'm from. Here, it seems, there's a balance. The facade is of a mostly

archaic setting, but evidently science and technology hasn't been completely ignored. Perhaps,

I wonder idly, other sections of the city are different? Maybe there are entire regions devoted to

more modern forms of architecture, more modern ways of life before the collapse occurred?I'm

hurried into the room, my eyes taking it in. There's a window to one side, though I don't get a

good look through it. Just the hint of the world beyond, the city stretching away into the

distance, a large open space apparently set just outside. A sweep of air enters through the

window, the sort of whistling breeze that suggests a high altitude. And, along with it, I hear a

general din of noise, that of a people gathering, amassing outside.I'm sat down in a chair,

simple, wooden, my shackles taken off my wrists. In the doorway, I notice Krun stooping,

watching with those dark, narrow eyes. The girls begin to move behind me. I hear them

shuffling about in preparation of something. Marlow steps ahead, smiling in that punchable way

of his."Now, Amber, all you have to do is sit tight," he says. "The girls are going to get you all

cleaned up and ready for the show. Just relax and let them do their work."He speaks with no

compassion, no caring for what I'm set to go through. It's as though I'm being pampered for



some grand ball, not prepared for a Prime-damn sacrifice!Marlow then departs the room,

mercifully taking Krun with him and leaving me alone with the girls.Feeling numb, my thoughts

still rattling and anxiety beginning to rise, I let them do their work, hardly caring at all as they

stand me up and begin to peel off my clothes, stripping me down into my underwear to wash

me. They notice the slightly singed and scorched interior of my pants and shirt, my once white

underwear now burned in places.One looks at me with a question but doesn't speak. The

others merely continue on, fully aware that across the Fringe, wearing such clothes, tattered

and worn down, isn't completely uncommon depending on your profession or the area, and

conditions, in which you live.I'm washed thoroughly, my skin cleaned and exfoliated. When

they're done, I feel about as fresh as I ever have, my tanned skin almost glowing, my hair

washed and dried, rolling down my neck in vibrant, golden waves.The girls then begin rubbing

oils into my skin, adding to the glowing, shiny effect. They smell pleasant, yet I suspect that

isn't their purpose. No, these oils are flammable, I assume. There to ensure that the flames

take quickly to my flesh, and that every inch of me is burned to ash.Yeah. Good luck with

that...Next, a dull white robe is wrapped around my body, fastened at my waist with a simple

brown belt of rope. My feet are unencumbered, no shoes or sandals or even socks provided. It

seems that this sacrificial dress is intended to be as basic as possible, enough to hide my

modesty and not offend anyone in the crowd, but not so much as to waste good material.As

the girls continue their work, the din outside continues to grow. The sound serves only to

heighten my nerves and anxiety, the idea of all those faces watching as I'm drawn out there for

execution, regarding me with those hateful, judging, superior eyes.And with those nerves,

blooming within my body as my heart begins to pace, come the doubts. The crippling fear that,

maybe, I've got this all wrong.Can I be sure that my body won't burn? I begin to wonder

anxiously. What if these oils are special ointments, intended to make sure anyone, Fire-Blood

or otherwise, perishes by the flames? What if I do survive my purification, only to be killed by

some other means?What if...what if Jude is there with me? What if I have to watch him die

while the flames try to take me, protected by the power in my blood as I hear him scream, see

that face I so adore contort in terrible pain?I'm battered by a sudden barrage of questions, my

calm abandoning me as I stand there being dressed for the slaughter. It's as though the calm

optimism inside me has vanished, as though that strange certainty that everything would be

OK has suddenly gone scuttling off like those rats through the wall.Breathing heavily, I find

myself stepping away from the girls, my eyes set on the window ahead. The sudden movement

seems to startle them a little, giving me some time to escape their clutches and rush towards

the opening in the wall. I feel the fresh air sweep into my face as I reach it, planting my hands

on the windowsill, staring out at the expanse below.My breath leaves me at the sight.

Hundreds, perhaps thousands of people flood the huge square beneath me, dressed in all

manner of colours and fantastical garments. They seem so varied and different, as if they

originate from all sorts of cultures and ages, the Children of the Prime gathering in a swarming

mass, collecting around a great stage in the centre. I gaze upon that stage, built of solid stone,

my eyes drawing in the image of a number of sacrificial pyres set on top of it.My eyes quickly

scan them, counting. I see four, dispersed equally across the stage, stacks of wood set for

burning, a large stake down the middle of each, to which we're to be strung.We, I think, my

breathing heavy. Who is we?An answer comes quick as the girls hurry towards me, gripping at

my arms, trying to draw me away. Of the seven of us ferried in that mobile cell to this city, only

four were known to have spoken words of heresy...Myself, Raymond, and his two male

companions.We are the four set to die this day.That thought, oddly, soothes me a little, though

comes with a dash of guilt. Guilt at the feeling of relief that fills me at the thought, the hope, that



Jude won't be joining me on the stage today, even though Raymond and his companions will.

That, maybe, our captors have realised that both Jude and the wives of the men from

Westhollow have done little wrong here, and don't deserve to be purified, murdered, sacrificed

before the people of this city.I feel the girls tug harder at my arms, their gentle coercions

growing more forceful as they attempt to pull me from the sight. I begin to sense a little more in

them as I stare out upon the grand square, some sympathy, perhaps, at what awaits me. Some

vicarious anxiety as I stare down at those pyres, imagining the fire, the fear, the excruciating

agony that I'm set to endure.I hold there for a little longer, however, struggling against the girls,

my eyes drifting left of the great, white stone square. There, continuing up the towering hill at a

steadily increasing gradient, I see a huge set of marble steps, disappearing off and out of view

into the low hanging clouds and mist.I draw a sharp breath, knowing where those stairs must

end...The Temple of the Prime, up there in the heavens.Finally, the girls manage to pull me

back from the window, the commotion enough to have Marlow and Krun hurrying back into the

room."What's happening here?" Marlow asks, perusing the scene with a heavy frown, his cool

visage cracking open."Nothing, Master," responds one of the girls hurriedly, her voice sweet,

sounding as if it's rarely used. "We're just finishing up..."I see the ripple of anger cross Marlow's

face, the light tone of panic in the girl's voice as she speaks. Will they be beaten for this? I

wonder. For this tiny mishap, this minor deviation from the day's schedule and plan? Anger

boils in me at the thought. I know that tone of subservience and fear. They're frightened to put

even a single foot out of line...I make a snap decision, and don't struggle any longer. I turn to

Marlow and greet his suddenly cold gaze directly, refusing to be the reason for these girls to

suffer his, or anyone else's, wrath."It's my fault," I say. "Just needed a gulp of fresh air." I

manage to raise a smile, turning from my fears, portraying the defiant girl they think me to be.

"Beautiful view, by the way. Must be an awesome panorama from up those steps..."Marlow lifts

his nose, features rippling as if trying to relax but struggling to do so. I sense a deep vein of

anger in the man, a suppressed rage. Something he's forced to keep down, to hide away, in

public at least.But these girls...does he beat them? Is that part of his purpose?"I...imagine the

same," the High Worthy eventually says. "Yet, I will never know. Few ever venture up there, and

only the most favoured of the Prime's children are permitted passage up the Sacred

Stair.""Well, sucks to be you, Marlow," I say, not trying at all to hide my sarcasm."Quite,"

returns the man. "Though I'd contend that you're in a slightly worse position than I am,

child.""You know, something we finally agree on," I say casually. "Now are we done here or

what? I'm just dying to be purified.""You will be," grunts Krun from the doorframe. Quite why he

chooses to stoop there all the time, when he could stand up straight inside the room, baffles

me."Oh, very clever," I say, slow clapping and smiling at him like he's a child. "You think that up

all on your own?"His eyes flash angrily, though I also note the slight blush that rushes into his

cheeks. I chuckle as I look at the very human reaction. If the journey across the Sacred Plains,

witnessing the strange weather and gigantic statues, seeing the city itself bloom to life beyond

the foggy veil...if that made me wonder whether we were truly dealing with something divine,

then Krun completely debunks that theory.No, aside from his freakish size and strength, a

result of his genetically augmented physiology, he really is just a man. A cruel, flawed, and

evidently simple man at that.My quip, however, doesn't garner a response. It seems the oaf is

incapable of sparring with me verbally, even though being talked to by a lowly 'Fringe rat' like

me must be sensationally humbling. At any other time, he'd probably march right in and throttle

me with those great paws of his, but right now, he can't.No, my faithful public awaits. We

wouldn't want to disappoint them.But it's not just you, Amber, comes a voice inside. Raymond

will die today, and so will his friends.I lower my chin at the thought. A reverential bow that Krun



seems to take as some sort of victory. In actual fact, I'm thinking only of those brave men who

tried to make a change, tried to open people's eyes to the truth of these lands. They will die

and be quickly forgotten, purged of their 'sin' upon those pyres.But I won't forget.And nor will I

forgive.The sound of trumpets outside floods through the window. I look up sharply, my heart

running into a steady beat."Ah, it's time," says Marlow, looking far too pleased about that fact.I

nod, solemn, but somehow anxious to get to this done.And without prompting, I begin walking

towards the door.20My face is set stoic, refusing to crumble and break. I hold my eyes on a

single spot as we walk down a long, dimly lit stone passage, heading for the light that floods

the end, blinding me to what lies beyond.The noise of the crowd begins to grow as we

approach the glowing sunshine, Marlow walking once more at my side with his followers

behind, Krun all but filling the entire tunnel as he stomps along a little way back. I steady my

breathing, refusing to let my legs shake too vigorously, as we pass through the light and into

the late morning air.It takes a moment for my eyes to adjust, for them to take in the grand

square from this new, ground-level vantage. Ahead, people gather in their colourful attire,

blurring together into a dazzling display. A quiet seems to take hold as they turn to look upon

me, a pathway created between them that leads towards the stone stage, erected at the

square's core.I stare at that stage, and at the pyres set atop it, refusing to link eyes with the

Children of the Prime all gathered around. I don't want to see those sneering, imperious

expressions. I don't want to be looked at like I'm nothing.I'll show them what I am, I think. I'll

show them all that they're no better than me...The silence spreads as I step down towards the

stage, led by Marlow and his cohort. Then, gradually, a general murmur builds again as I near,

the people displaying their mutual disdain. I hear it building around me, and beyond. It seems

to be spreading from all corners, from those watching me, witnessing my arrival, and those too

far away to see.I realise what's happening as I get closer to the stage; there, from the other

corners of the square, I see three other groups approaching the platform. My eyes fix

immediately to the sight of Raymond, eyes baggy and encircled by dark shadows, body

wrapped up in a muted white cloak like mine, rope belt fixed around his waist.His wizened

frame looks so feeble, but his face refuses to wilt. Chin high, he sets his gaze on the stage and,

like me, refuses to engage as the crowd begin to hurl their abuse, showing their true, uncivil -

and very human - colours.From the other corners, Raymond's allies are led. Like me, all are

escorted by their own High Worthy, their own version of Marlow; heads shaven, faces crippled

by constant, fraudulent smiles. And behind, four beautiful girls, with a soldier marching along

for company at the rear. Not colossal like Krun; men of other talents, other abilities. And likely

no less cruel.The four of us approach, the crowd growing more vocal in their complaints and

bitter insults, indignant at the idea that we, so low as we are, would dare call into question their

divinity.Ahead, I see a set of stairs in each corner, leading to the four pyres set above. I turn my

eyes on Raymond once more as we grow near. Instinctively, he looks at me as I do him,

managing to lift a consoling, supportive smile. I see him nod, see those eyes that say,

'everything will be all right'. And in that gaze, I sense a man happy to die for his beliefs. A man

not fearful of what awaits him or his friends. A man only sad to see me, so young, so seemingly

innocent, caught up in this vile iniquity.My feet reach the steps. Up the first I go, knees

beginning to shake, pulse beginning to rise. I draw a long breath to calm myself, half stumbling

as I climb the ten steps to the summit. The crowd grow clearer as I go, their true extent coming

into view. From the corners of my eyes, and right ahead, I see the blur of colour spreading

around on all sides, thousands of people gathered to see us burn.As one, we're led to our

pyres. The stack of wood looks much larger from up close, smelling so sweet to my nose. I'm

reminded of the pinewoods back home, of the tranquility of the lake. Of my grandma's cabin in



the woods. Of those I love, and a life that's been torn apart so quickly. One I ever struggled

against, and yet now only wish to return to.I'm drawn to the centre of the pyre, stepping up onto

a little stage set among the wood. Marlow moves around my back, drawing my hands around

the wooden stake that sits vertically through the middle. He ties my wrists in place as I stand,

looking out over the crowd. I arch my neck to the left and right, and see Raymond, and his

friends, being set in place as well.A sense of pride fills me at the manner in which they hold

themselves. None show the fear that must be flooding their veins. None call out, or weep, or

crumble in the face of the febrile crowd before them. They must have known, when they spoke

out as they did, that such a fate might befall them. And, unlike the vast majority of the Fringe,

these men gaze upon the residents of the Olympus and, just as I do, see only men, not

gods.Marlow finishes tying my wrists, my simple robe hanging loosely around my frame. He

shows no emotion on his face as he passes me by once again, stepping down from the little

stage I stand on, moving back off down the steps where his four followers await.All kneel on

the ground before the residents of Olympus, heads bowed low. I scan ahead and see others

doing the same, the entire stage encircled by the Worthy, dressed in their simple grey cloaks,

kneeling in prayer. And through the din of the crowd, I hear them humming in unison, mumbling

the recitals spoken all across the Fringe.I stare down at them, these lost, enslaved people, and

imagine that the likes of Raymond and his allies have it better than they do. Better to die here

on your feet than live like them on your knees...Lilly enters my mind at the thought. My eyes

sweep through the crowd, half expecting to see her. No, she can't have been incorporated into

these ardent followers so quickly. She must only have arrived here days ago, if that. Surely

she'll have to go through a process to assimilate. To, perhaps, determine just what sect of the

Worthy she'll belong to.But still, I search. My eyes work left and right down the line of kneeling

men and women, the crowd a blur of colour behind them. Every hue, tint, and shade I can

imagine merges into the cocktail, like a sea of flowers, sweet smelling and beautiful to behold,

but with thorns and spines and ugly roots hidden below.I search, but see only a series of

bowed heads among the grey-cloaked Worthy, humming, murmuring their prayers. The crowd

continue to grumble their disdain and disgust, hundreds, thousands of voices merging into one.

I find my eyes lifting as I stand there, fixed to the stake, swaying my gaze across these hateful

people.Are they all this cruel? I wonder. Are they all so superior as to think us so beneath

them?No, comes an answer, as my eyes take in the faces, finally letting myself look upon

individual facades. I see, amid the expressions of disgust and detachment, those of something

else. Faces of people who, perhaps, aren't quite so inclined to hate. Faces of people who don't

look on our people with such an haughty air.And then, as I continue to look upon them, my

eyes take in a face I recognise. A face I hate with a fiery, unquenchable passion. Those cold

blue eyes, and calm, arrogant visage. Those thin, unsmiling lips and flat stare.Ceres.I lock eyes

with the man who began it all, standing right there at the front, about as close to me as he

could get. His expression is as I so often see it when he comes to Pine Lake: unconcerned and

aloof, emotionally impassive. Yet when he sees my eyes fall to his, I see those flat lips work up

into a smile, as if showing me, once more, that he can feel joy.And there in his eyes, as there

was before, there's something a little more. An understanding of something beyond all this. A

knowledge that suggests he knew all this would happen. That ever since the failed branding in

Pine Lake, he expected to see me right here, right now, tied to this stake upon this stage.My

staring contest with him seems to last a lifetime, interrupted only as the murmuring in the

crowd suddenly dies down. I tear my eyes from Ceres and find that a figure is approaching

down the walkway between the crowd, heading for the steps up onto the stage. From the

corner of my eyes, I see others, four of them approaching from all corners of the square, one



for each of us upon the four pyres.All dressed in vibrant, fiery red robes, they approach in

unison and climb onto the platform. I crane my neck to get a look at the others, and see three

men and one woman among them. Their cloaks of stark crimson seem to shimmer and shine

under the late morning sunshine, the crowd going almost deathly silent as they take positions

right before us.I stare upon the man set ahead of me, his eyes appearing similar to mine,

almost glowing with a golden hue. His hair, blond, flows in waves down his head, his face

handsome and youthful, jaw square and cleanly shaven. He looks at me, those eyes of his

regarding me in a contemptuous, dismissive fashion. And from his sleeves, I see a glow begin

to form around his fingers and hands, the veins within beginning to flame.A Fire-Blood, I think,

staring at the man. They're all Fire-Bloods...The young Elemental stands before me, seeming

to await some summons. I glance to my right, where Raymond's pyre is set. The Fire-Blood

ahead of him is doing the same, standing right in font of him, tall and intimidating, his own

hands starting to glow.For a moment, nothing seems to happen. Then, suddenly, I notice the

crowd all beginning to turn. They do so as one, all looking off to the hill that rises up ahead, to

the great staircase of marble that disappears into the mist above.The silence deepens, the

shuffling of thousands of bodies ending abruptly. All look up, arching their eyes up to the skies,

staring into the low hanging clouds that envelop the steps. A moment passes, and nothing

happens. I feel my breath holding within me, my heart racing as the bizarre, ethereal spectacle

unfolds.And then, gradually, the clouds begin to clear.The mists, as though blown away by

some magical, mystical force, part in the middle of the stairs, seemingly pressed away to the

sides by an invisible wind. A great temple is revealed as the mists begin to clear, the home of

the Prime up at the summit of the hill.A staggering building, perfect in its design and symmetry,

fronted by thick white pillars and with a triangular roof, surrounded by detailed carvings and

wondrous, intricate sculptures. And there in the middle of the roof, at its widest point, I see the

symbols of the Prime, signifying perfection, unity, and the destructive powers of the gods.The

mists clear further, the people silent, the tops of the steps, and the courtyard beyond, revealed

beneath the clear blue skies. There, standing upon the top steps near the summit, I see figures

gathered, watching from afar.I look upon them but see little detail; men and women, a couple

dozen or more, standing in beautiful robes of various colours. They seem separated by rank,

those higher up the steps of greater significance, the most important Children of the Prime.His

Chosen.I squint, trying to take them in, and see a jet back figure, mighty in size and proportion,

standing right near the top. I know immediately who I'm looking at, though his face is difficult to

see.Perses, the great Herald of War, taking his rightful place alongside his master.His fist. His

hammer. His great weapon of destruction.The very man who brought me here.I narrow my

eyes as I look at him, and then lift them further back. A patch of mist seems to hesitate there,

hovering around the courtyard at the top of the steps outside of the temple. Gradually, it begins

to disperse, revealing a final figure. I find my breath held inside me as the silhouette appears,

murky and indistinct within the fog, clearing as it fades away.And when it does, a frown of

shock falls upon my face, my eyes staring and unable to blink.The silhouette splits into two.Two

figures step forward to the edge of the courtyard, both dressed in white garments that seem

too bright, too pure for this world. They shine radiantly under the sun, a man and a woman,

perfect in shape and figure, their beauty visible even from this distance.I stare at them, unable

to turn away, awed by the spectacle, the moment. And in my mind a single thought dawns.The

Prime is not a man.The Prime is both man, and woman.21Istare, eyes fixed on the pair,

wondering how I never knew before.A man and a woman. The concept of unity. The Children of

the Prime, adopted by both a mother and a father.It seems, though I never expected it, to make

sense. Even those statues that we came across on the Sacred Plains, disappearing up into the



fog, came in a pair. I'd thought, when we came across the first of them, that it was of the Prime,

only to realise it was actually a woman. Yet there was another, not far away.The male

counterpart, the perfection, the symmetry.And those symbols now...they make so much more

sense.Up above, outside the temple, the Prime watches down from above. The Prime male,

the Prime female. The mother and father of this new world of gods, their robes so brilliant and

pure that they shine brighter and more dazzlingly than the sun above.It is, much as I hate to

admit it, an astounding sight to behold. The temple, magnificent and grand, sitting atop the hill.

The Heralds and the Chosen, dressed in their resplendent robes, men and women of

formidable power standing upon the steps. The Prime, man and woman, radiating with white

light, at the centre of it all.For a moment, I stare, stunned into submission.For a moment, I

become a believer.And then the shroud of madness fades from my mind, and I see Raymond

once more from the corner of my eye. I rip my gaze away and look at him, see his own eyes

staring down, refusing to meet the figures of the false gods above.Stoic to the last. Defiant to

the last.I decide to follow his lead.I drop my eyes, turning them down to the wooden stage I

stand on, the stacks of kindling piled beneath. The Fire-Blood stands right there before me, his

golden eyes turned up towards the summit of the hill, his robes of red shimmering gloriously

under the sun. His hands continue to glow, fire running through his veins. I can sense the heat

emanating from him, wonder if those robes are designed to withstand it, to remain intact when

other garments would be set ablaze by the furnace within.I continue to hold my gaze down, the

moments stretching out endlessly, suffocated by an almost spiritual silence. A strange

atmosphere seems to pervade the entire gathering, all looking to the great temple above, to

the two figures of the Prime, the high gods of this city, this region, this realm.My resolve falters

once more, my breathing beginning to grow heavy. I gradually lift my head, feeling compelled to

do so by some strange power. My eyes once again take in the great sight that looms above me,

centring on the figures in white, standing so perfect, so still, an image of unity and symmetry

atop the world.Then, as I watch, I see them move. The man, standing on the right, lifts his right

arm. The woman, on the left, lifts her left arm. They do so together, mirroring the other's

movement, as though their minds are linked by some strange bond, their actions oriented by a

single direction, a single being.Up their arms go, lifting high and a little to the side, palms open

and fingers splayed. The radiance that accompanies their white robes seems to glow about

their exposed flesh, their forearms and hands revealed from their sleeves as they lift towards

the skies. For a moment they hold that position, before falling in a single, flowing move,

perfectly in time and choreographed.The spell seems to break, the crowd coming back to life. A

shudder of energy wafts over the throng, and the people begin to turn once more, looking back

towards the stage. I feel my lungs burning with a sharp, full intake of air, thousands of eyes,

judging and cruel, falling back upon me and my poor companions.And there, among them, I

see Ceres once more, his cold eyes unblinking as they stare right at me.A warmth starts to

flood me at the sight. At him, and all those around him, watching this horrid event unfold with

such dispassion, such a lack of caring, of humanity. Hands locked behind my back, my insides

begin to boil. An energy, wild and untameable, calls out from somewhere deep, ready to flow

through me, to erupt like a waking volcano.I hold back the urge, closing my fists tight. My eyes

tear away from Ceres, from the callous eyes that surround him. I shut my own and steady my

breathing, refusing to lose control. The crowd begin to murmur more loudly, an anticipation

spreading, as I sense the Fire-Bloods moving into position."Don't be frightened, girl," comes a

voice. It's smooth, though crackles around the edge, like the sound of burning flames. I open

my eyes and see the young Fire-Blood before me, casting that golden gaze on my face. "It

won't last long. Promise. The pain is only momentary."I stare at him, hating him, unable to tell if



his words are genuine, intended to comfort me before my purification begins. I refuse to accept

that idea. The framing of his eyes, superior, arrogant, makes me know he longs to hear me

scream. Longs to set my flesh ablaze and enjoy the torment I suffer.His eyes lift from mine,

turning off to the other pyres. I follow them, and note the Fire-Bloods nodding to one another. I

catch sight of Raymond again, find his eyes on mine. Once more, they hold no fear for himself,

only me. And over the murmuring of the crowd, I see his lips break open and

whisper..."Everything will be OK."The Fire-Bloods step forward.Their hands, glowing, alive with

an inner flame, reach out towards the wood stacked beneath us. I keep my eyes on Raymond

for a moment, then look again at the young man before me. I see him reaching for the wood,

sparks of flame seeming to crackle upon his fingers. They disappear into a tangled mess of

kindling.And moments later, the blaze begins.A primal sense of fear engulfs me, a natural

response that anyone would feel. I forget my immunity for a split second as those flames begin

to quickly spread beneath my feet, working around the base of the stack of wood, rising up

around the stage I stand upon.I look from side to side, see the flames proliferate, rapidly eating

their way through the wood. My pulse thrashes, my eyes widening as they regard the

instinctively terrifying sight. Yet, as the blaze builds, my body, my flesh, picks up only the

sensation of the furnace, the agonising heat that spreads. I'm aware, by natural instinct, of the

rising temperature, but feel no pain as it prepares to attack me, burn my robe and what lies

beneath.The panic in me starts to fade, and a sense of relaxation permeates in its place. I

peruse those flames differently; as allies, as friends. I look upon the licking tongues of orange

and yellow, and feel that affinity with them, that bond that exists between us. And instead of

pain, a great blanket of comfort surrounds me, like nothing I've ever felt before...A sudden

shriek cuts the air.It bellows from somewhere behind me, ear-splitting, like nothing I've ever

heard. I twist my neck sharply back, and see one of the heretics from Westhollow hidden amid

the blaze. I stare, the moment locked in time, as the flames take hold on his white cloak, as

they eat at the oil rubbed into his skin and hungrily devour his flesh.Another warped shriek of

pain lifts, ripping from the throat of the other of Raymond's companions. I fling my head the

other way and see him, the flames rising up his legs, creeping up his body like the claws of

some dreadful, fire-wreathed beast. They wrap him quickly, his eyes opening wide, tears of

agony unable to build as they're so swiftly burned away.The sight sinks into me, one I'll never

forget. And those sounds, those roars of impossible pain. I know they'll echo in my nightmares

forever.I tear my eyes from my sight, try to numb my ears from the sounds. And then I catch

sight of Raymond, just off to my side. I find his face contorted, his lips locked tight, clamped

down and refusing to let slip a single sound. I see the tendrils of unbearable heat reach up to

him, rising around him, feasting on his cloak and the flesh of his feet and legs.I watch, and all

but forget that the flames are building around me too. That I myself am blanketed in the pouring

smoke, the wood stacked beneath me building into a raging bonfire. I merely look through the

flames, the scorching, rippling air, and into Raymond's face as he tries to stop from screaming

out. Tries to separate his mind from the pain running through every inch of his body.And

eventually, as the calls of his companions grow ever wilder, I see him break. I see those lips

crack open, releasing his own screech of agony and torment, just as those same lips crack

from the burning heat. As his skin, covered in oil, splits and boils, blackening as the blaze does

its work.I forget everything else as I watch the purification unfold, the awful torture these men

endure. As I listen to their wails, see the anguish on their faces, smell the scent of their flesh

being cooked. And all the while, I barely notice as the white cloak covering me burns away, as

the flames eat at the oil on my skin, as the dark smoke surrounds me, conceals me, locks me

away from the baying crowd beyond.Hidden within that tomb of fire and putrid smog, I watch



the three innocent men from the Fringe murdered. Executed. Sacrificed here for the pleasure of

the crowd.And there, up there above them all, watching from afar, the Prime. Through the black

smog, the flames, I see the pair, standing so still, their favoured children upon the steps before

them. None move. None care. They stand as gods, standing up there in the clouds, casually

presiding over it all.And as the flames surround me, so they begin to burn within. Fuelled by the

blood-curdling screams of the men upon the stage with me. By the smell of their cooking flesh.

By the sight of Raymond, so stoic, so defiant, finally breaking as the pain becomes too great to

endure.I listen, and watch, and smell it all. And a hate, an anger, like I've never experienced,

erupts within.I feel an energy begin to burn and explode, feel the flames surrounding me grow

stronger, fiercer, wilder. They grow, the bonfire upon which I hide rising, spreading, fuming with

a greater intensity as my body floods with rage.I see, through the flames, the crowd murmuring.

I see faces of confusion, even concern, spreading across them. I see the young Fire-Blood

beside my pyre staring into the ball of fire with an expression of wonder and bewilderment. His

eyes widen, and he takes a step back, before turning to look at the crowd.And then, as the fire

within me becomes unquenchable, too wild to control, he calls out, "Get back!"Something

breaks inside me. I feel it snap, like a crick in the neck allowing full motion once more. An ache

I never knew I had is gone. I feel more alive than ever before, a power surging, building,

exploding like a long dormant volcano finally unleashing a hundred years' worth of pent up fury

and fire.The flames spread from me. They rush, pressing outwards from my body in all

directions. My body fizzes and burns, my arms rising free of the shackles that secure me to the

stake. I find them lifting, find my lungs roaring with a great bellow of anger.And into the crowd,

the firestorm goes.Screams spread.Bodies rush.Soldiers pour forward from their positions,

some at tremendous speeds, trying to protect the crowd, pull them away as the fires

spread.Upon the stage, the Fire-Bloods plant their stances, feet fixing to the ground, hands

stretching out to hold back the blaze. I get only the sensation of it all as my body bursts free,

the four Fire-Bloods diverting the flames as they hurry, hungry, into the gathered audience.For

a few moments, I let the anger flow, let the fire spread as I bellow and roar. Then I see them.

See the Worthy surrounding the stage unable to escape as the flames chase them down. See

several of them caught among the fire. See their grey robes turn to ash in a moment as they

struggle to rush away.I recognise one. A beautiful girl under the service of Marlow, unable to

escape. I see her form eaten by the inferno. And in moments, she's gone.Fear spreads through

me at what I've done. My rage evaporates, the flames put out as if by a tidal wave of shame

and sudden self-hate. I feel the energy inside me swiftly drawn back, receding to somewhere

deep in my core. My arms fall to my sides, the fire in my blood doused, a sensation of deep

exhaustion beginning to take hold.And there I stand, upon the stage, the pyre and stacks of

wood now turned to a pile of ash. The stone stage around me steams, its surface scorched.

The throng beyond have withdrawn, pulled back, nothing near to me now but the four Fire-

Bloods, standing around me with hands held out, bodies postured in defence, flesh glowing

with an inner flame.Across the great square, screams still spread, though begin to settle as the

fires are put out, those set aflame doused. I scan, my eyes blurring, and see that many lie upon

the stone floor, bodies blackened. Dead. Others are hurried off, quickly withdrawn for urgent

treatment.And the rest, they stare.Bewildered.Shocked.Faces I've grown used to now, the

same I saw during the collection ceremony, the same I saw upon my sister, my parents, even

Jude.Now here, in this city of the gods, standing naked upon the stage, I'm looked at in

wonder.My eyes slowly lift up to the great hill, my arms hanging to my sides. And there, once

more, I see the Prime. They stand as one, watching, unmoving. For a moment, I think we lock

eyes, feeling as if I'm staring at a single being. Then, with the finest of nods, the pair turn,



drifting back towards their temple as the clouds gather once more around them.And as they

disappear into the gentle white fog, and a horrible silence pervades the square, I feel my legs

finally buckle. I drop, my naked form collapsing to the floor, my eyes staring at the corpses lying

before me.Corpses that, I know, will be mostly made up of the Worthy. My old brethren from the

Fringe, killed by a so-called god...It is with that thought that my eyes collapse, and my mind

withdraws into a total, all consuming blackness.A blackness from which I never expect to wake

up.The Chosen - Children of the Prime, Book 1This story will continue in Book 2 - Trial of the

Chosen!Part IITRIAL OF THE CHOSEN22My eyes split open, cracking like fissures opened up

on the barren, scorched earth. Light floods through the narrow gap, blinding, overpowering.A

deep ache echoes through my head and body, worse than any hangover I've ever experienced

after indulging too liberally in grandma's home brew.It comes in waves, forcing my eyes to weld

shut once more, my hand reaching instinctively to cradle my forehead, my skin still hot to the

touch. I wince, bracing against the memories that bring the pain...The fire exploding from my

body, spreading out from the pyre.The bodies of those caught in the inferno, chased down by

death as they tried to escape.The grey-robed Worthy, my old brothers and sisters from the

Fringe, eroded to ash right there before my eyes.The throb in my head pulses wildly, the

memories assaulting me, violent and relentless. I open my eyes once more to distract myself,

expecting to find a cell, surprised to even be waking.My final thoughts were of death. That of

those I'd killed.That of my own.But no, this isn't the end. I open my eyes a little wider, blinking

through the discomfort, and find the source of the light. A window, large and grand, set into a

wall of stone, its perimeter edges beautifully carved. A glorious yellow radiance spreads from

outside, illuminating a room of lavish decoration and generous proportion.I feel the ache in my

body and mind temporarily withdraw as I gawp at the space, blinking as my eyes adjust. I find a

bedroom, fitted with fine furniture, the floor of marble and walls of glorious white stone. There

are frescoes painted into the ceiling, depicting powerful men and women in heroic, magnificent

poses and garb. There are tables and softly cushioned chairs, curtains and deep maroon

drapes, bowls of fruits and other foodstuffs, jugs of drink to the side.And beneath me, a bed of

startling softness and comfort, far larger than any I've ever seen, laden with pillows and

blankets and other forms of bedding I didn't even know existed.I press myself up into a sitting

position, my back hitting a headboard behind me. Immediately, my eyes seek out a door, a way

out. They rush left and right and discover an exit of solid wood, the door as opulent as the rest

of the chamber. I find no other person in the room but me, another scan of the space

confirming that I'm alone.I take a heavy breath, trying to catch up. My first reaction is to rush for

the exit, seek a way out, try to escape this dreadful place. But, somehow, I find myself stagnant

for a moment, my body too weak to make any such effort, my mind still numb from the horrors

I've seen.And done.Another barrage of shame attacks me, images of blackened bodies

appearing before my eyes. I suck in another breath and turn away from them, shaking my head

as if the motion will frighten them off, force them back into the shadows where they'll surely

reside forever, ever lurking and creeping to the light when I'm at my most vulnerable.I slip to the

edge of the bed, feet dropping to the cool marble floor. The light continues to pour in from the

grand window, the skies so clear here above the great city of Olympus.Is that where I am, I

ponder. Am I still in the city of the gods...or have I been taken elsewhere?The thought has me

moving, standing to my feet, approaching the light. My body complains with every step,

emptied of all energy, running only on reserves. I stagger a little, my knees almost buckling. I

reach out and steady myself as I approach the window, hands planting to the fine stone sill, a

sweep of clean, pure air pressing immediately into my face.I breathe it in, my hair ruffled by the

soft breeze, shining bright gold under the light. Once more, I blink as my eyes adjust, the sun



so bright in the skies above, set within an ocean of brilliant azure blue. And gradually, the world

comes into view.The city tumbles off into the distance, stretching out beyond the limits of my

sight. Ahead, I see the hill that climbs into the clouds, its peak once again hidden amid the

mist. A memory surfaces, perhaps from only hours ago. The Prime. Man and woman. Standing

there, presiding over the deaths of Raymond and his compatriots, surrounded by the Heralds,

the Chosen...I grimace, my hands pressing harder at the windowsill, the ache in my skull briefly

forgotten. My eyes drift away, and there, not far away, I see the grand square beneath the hill,

the stone stage scorched down one side, the square itself similarly blackened.My anger

departs, replaced again by shame and grief.How many did I kill? I think, staring numbly at the

distant square. How many of my people died by my own hand...Somewhere deep, a voice

responds, rising up from the depths.It wasn't your fault, the voice says. Don't carry the weight of

the dead.I shake my head in denial of the words, knowing I'll carry that weight forever. My

anger, my rage...it got the better of me. I lost control, just as I always do. I acted before

thinking, and somewhere deep down, I wanted to seek revenge. I wanted to see those

arrogant, superior faces cast in fear. I wanted to show the Children of the Prime, and their great

rulers upon the hill, just what I am.And a part of me, I know...it wanted to kill.Only, the wrong

people lost their lives. People deceived by a lie.My people.I force my eyes from the square,

from the hill, from the Temple of the Prime hidden up there in the clouds. My mind adjusts,

correcting its course, turning to other concerns. Names lift, joined by faces.Lilly.Jude.What will

happen to them now? Will they be punished for what I did?I turn, unable to stand there any

longer, and feel some energy pouring back into my body. I set my eyes on the door and march

towards it, eager for answers, needing them. I reach the heavy wood and take a grip of the

metal handle. I shove it down. It doesn't budge. I do so again, despite knowing it's futile,

confirming that the door is locked.I revert to plan b, banging my fist hard against the wood. It

thumps with a dull thud, sounding bluntly beyond. I wait a moment, half nervous to see who

might answer. Nothing happens. I bang again for a full twenty seconds before realising I'm

getting nowhere.Huffing, I pace back towards the window. I squint against the bright light as I

reach the edge, looking down to see if there might be another exit, a way to climb out of this

opulent cell. A frightening sense of vertigo immediately assaults me as I gaze straight out and

down, the city dropping away a dozen floors to a wide stone street far below.I pull back,

panting, eyes searching off into the distance once more. I get a sense, as I did when I first

entered, of a city separated by distinct regions, each one carrying its own tone, architecture,

and perhaps even culture. Colour abounds, particularly varied in certain places, others carrying

more muted tones of white and light grey.Then, off in the distance, I find something starkly

different. A region of taller buildings, standardised in size and shape, lit with blue and silver

light. It's a tease only, but suggests what I suspected before; that there are areas of this city

that embrace the world as it was before the fall, technologically advanced and embracing of

modern, futuristic design.But, not elsewhere. Elsewhere, it seems more antiquated forms of

architecture are favoured, the city seemingly dominated by grand stone buildings and statues,

open squares and parks. It's beautiful, diverse, a city designed as a snapshot, an homage to

cultures of the past.Lost for a moment in wonder, I hardly hear it as a grinding sounds from

behind me. I turn to find the door opening, a cloaked figure appearing in the corridor beyond.

That cloak is simple, coloured in muted grey. I lock eyes with the eyes of Marlow, High Worthy

of Olympus.So, he survived...He enters, walking in with a nervous gait, the door gently falling

shut behind him. It closes softly, perfectly fitted to the frame. I stand, steady, staring. Even

despite the cool, I can see the beads of sweat forming on Marlow's shaven dome, the

condensation glinting under the sunlight.He approaches me, that slightly detached look he



carried before now absent. His eyes flick up to meet mine, before tracing off again. He stops

short of me by about ten feet, hands clasped before him, chin low. The sense of fear is

palpable, but there's something more.Reverence.Now, he sees me as a god.He hesitates

before speaking, as if afraid the wrong words will fall. Once more, his eyes glance up but don't

stay on me for long. I look past him to the door, shut tight and leaving us alone.Aren't they

afraid that I'll hurt him, even kill him? I wonder. Is that...is that now my right?The thought

appalls me, and though I have no love for Marlow, I can't help but feel ashamed of the way he's

behaving around me. It's the last thing I wanted, to be looked at as one of them..."Divine Fire-

Blood, Elemental, Daughter of the Prime," he begins, bowing low before me, the motion crisp

and well practiced, "I do hope your lodgings are suitable, and that you slept well...""Stop," I say,

my voice catching. "Just...stop, Marlow.""My Lady?""Don't 'My Lady' me," I huff. "And don't ever

call me a Daughter of the Prime! I have my own parents back home outside Pine Lake. Those

two charlatans up there have absolutely nothing to do with me!"My words are met with a mixed

reception, Marlow struggling against the insult to his gods, yet seemingly unable to now

reprimand me for speaking out against them. His eyebrows quiver, facial expression shuffling

about as if my words are quite literally painful for him to hear. Yet, he still is forced to lower his

head, bow and cower before me. And the vehemence of my words...well, they send a shudder

of fear through him too."I...apologise, Lady Fire-Blood," Marlow says, performing another

subservient bow. "I understand that you must be stressed, and have many questions you'd like

answered. However, I would..." he says, dipping his head once more and hesitating slightly,

"caution against calling the Prime a charlatan. In time, you will discover the truth.""The truth," I

repeat, turning to glance out of the window, my gaze climbing to the summit of the hill, ever

concealed by mist and fog. "Like the fact that the Prime is two people, not one. And yet, here

you are, using the singular form of charlatan.""Well, yes," murmurs Marlow, remaining uneasy

and, perhaps, thinking I may roast him alive at any moment. "The Prime is considered a single

entity, the unity of the genders. They take the dual form to represent us all, as both mother and

father to the divine residents of this city.""And yet I only ever heard them referenced as 'he'," I

say."Ah, yes, well that is down to preference. Many here call the Prime 'she', or 'they' as

well.""That's ridiculous," I say. "And you actually think that these two people 'took' this form? As

if they descended from some higher plane of existence to watch and rule over us?" I shake my

head. "They're just a man and a woman, Marlow. Genetically enhanced, but still mortal.""That

isn't what I believe," the High Worthy replies. "Nor anyone else here. In time, perhaps you will

come to see the truth as well."I choose not to respond to that, but merely turn away from the

man and walk over to a chair to one side of the grand chamber. I drop into it, feeling my body

caressed by the soft fabric and cushioning. A renewed feeling of fatigue permeates me, my

body slumping into a pose that would no doubt be considered far too listless for the people

around here.I care not. All I want is to be able to go home. To get my sister and Jude and return

to Pine Lake. To the parents I should have respected more. To the life I shouldn't have taken for

granted. To the grandmother who I should have consulted before venturing off on this foolish

quest.I draw a breath, and sigh it out with a question."What will happen to me now?" I ask,

staring blankly into the room. "I killed people, Marlow. I...I killed so many...""It was...regrettable,"

the High Worthy says, still hovering somewhere closer to the door. "To lose any Son or

Daughter of the Prime is a horrible thing."I look up, getting confirmation of what I'd already

suspected. "I killed some of...them?" I whisper, feeling no joy, no gratification, from that

fact."Several, yes," Marlow responds. "They have journeyed to the Eternal Halls.""And...the

Worthy?" I ask weakly."Two dozen or so," he says, trying to sound sincere. "Such a terrible

shame."Two dozen...I duck my head, setting fingers to my temples. That gnawing pain in my



skull returns to assault me once more."I should be executed," I whisper. "I'm clearly too

dangerous to be left alive...""Ah yes, dangerous you are..."The words are delivered by a

newcomer, light and friendly. I lift my gaze to the door and find it mysteriously open, a man

standing there on the threshold, somehow entering without making a sound. He's tall, draped

in a magnificent blue and red coat with golden lining, his hair dark brown and straight and

neatly swept back. Emerald eyes spring from his narrow face, his chin pointed and cheekbones

clearly defined. The wrinkles around his eyes and brow suggest a man of middle age, though

in a place like this, such a thing is almost impossible to determine.He steps forwards, Marlow

immediately shuffling back and out of the way, bowing low as he goes."You were meant to

introduce me, Marlow," the man says coolly, not even looking at him as he draws near."Yes,

Master Overseer, I was about to. I...I apologise..."The Overseer flicks a wrist, shutting Marlow

up."No matter," he says. "You can step outside, I'll take up Amber's queries from here.""Yes,

Master, of course..."Without a second's hesitation, Marlow dips his head once more and

retreats, shuffling towards the door.A moment later, he's gone.Replaced by a man who,

evidently, holds the answers I'm looking for.23It takes a moment before further words are

ushered in that grand bedchamber, the man known as the Overseer, walking in with a

meandering step, gazing upon the room fondly, and paying particular attention to the frescoes

on the ceiling. He does a short circuit around the centre of the room, looking up, smiling, his

glorious coat swaying behind him.Eventually, he turns to me, regarding me with great interest,

a smile spread across his face."Oh, I do enjoy it when these prophesies work out," he says,

drawing a breath of pleasure. "Everything went as it was foretold. You may not realise it yet, my

dear, but you are exactly where you are meant to be."My brow tightens into a frown.

"Prophesies?" I whisper. "You mean...someone knew all this would happen?""Not someone,

dear child," replies the Overseer. "Our great mother and father saw you coming a long time

ago. This one has been well known for some time, in certain circles at least.""The Prime," I say.

"They...have the gift of foresight?"Just as grandma said..."Amongst other things," grins the

Overseer, his face splitting into a wrinkled smile that does more to show his age. "But don't tell

me this is a complete surprise, Amber. Be honest now. You've known something odd has been

going on since the beginning, haven't you?""I..." My mind switches back to where this all

began. My failed branding at the collection ceremony. The way Ceres reacted when my cheek

didn't burn. The way he spoke with Lilly, whispered words for only her to hear, collected her to

be brought to Olympus. He must have known I'd come after my beloved sister. Everything that

happened in Black Ridge, and being found by Herald Perses, all the way up to what happened

during my purification...did they already know it would go down like that?Had it all been

foretold?"Yes, that's it," whispers the Overseer, creeping a little closer towards me. "You see it

now, don't you, Amber. You know this is where you belong.""I...I don't," I say, doubting myself

suddenly. "I belong...back home.""But what is home? Your little cabin where you feel like an

outsider among your own family? The woods and lakes and mountains across the Western

Fringe? Pine Lake?" He scoffs. "Do you really feel at home there, living among a people so

meek and mild, so submissive? Don't you yearn for something more? Don't you wish to see

your true potential unleashed?""I...""I know, I know, there are no easy answers," whispers the

Overseer, his voice soft and alluring, like a honeyed potion in my ear. "Yet the simple truth is,

Amber, that you don't really have a choice. You are here for a reason. This city will become

your home now. We will become your people..."I draw back from the concept, feeling sick,

moving from my chair and towards the window. I suck in several gulps of fresh air, my eyes

swaying out over the grand streets unbidden, an involuntary feeling of wonder spreading

through me again at the sight. A feeling that I wish to explore, to ramble through the many



districts of this city, to explore every inch of this fantastical world.And there, in the back of my

head, my grandmother's words echo...It is a city of wonders, and horrors combined.I've been

here only a day or two, and already I've witnessed both.I find myself having to force my gaze

away, my mind working off in so many different directions. Has my future already been seen, I

wonder. If my coming here was foretold, has my staying here been similarly so? Do they

already know that I'll become one of them, a Daughter of the Prime?And, above all, what

exactly do they expect of me? Why...why do they want me so much?I shake the questions

away, but find the Overseer once more in my ear. His words whisper, flowing smoothly, reading

the emotions so clearly cast across my face."You abhor the idea, I know. And I understand just

why, Amber," he says. I find my eyes drawn to his again, notice the slight glint of gold within the

green. "You have been a doubter all your life. You have questioned the world you live in. You

have...been told of certain things that, perhaps, you shouldn't be privy to."He fixes me with a

stare, and I know he's speaking of my grandmother. And within his words, I sense a threat. A

threat to her life. A threat to force compliance."But," he goes on, "perhaps that is all part of your

journey. Perhaps Alberta is part of all this too, fuelling you with this passion, forcing you to

come save your sister. Giving you this inner rage and fire that can be so....destructive."His eyes

glint, that smile of his breaking upon his lips. He takes a step towards me, no fear within him.

No concern for that destructive power that resides within me. No fear that I'll use it on him.He

stops short, looming tall. His eyes work up to the frescoes on the ceiling once again, his long-

fingered hand rising. He sways it across them, pointing them out, speaking as he does so."You

see these, Amber," he whispers. "These are depictions of wondrous men and women, capable

of fantastical deeds. Across the Fringe, they - we - are labelled gods, but you know better now,

don't you?"I frown as his eyes drop upon me."Oh yes," he goes on, "you know where these

powers come from. You know the origination of the gifts that we here possess. We are not so

naive here as to believe us like the mythical deities of the past. We know that the ancient myths

and legends that inspire us are not true..." He looks up again to the frescoes, so beautiful and

detailed, so dramatic and grand. "We are not gods as were prescribed in ancient religions," he

says. "But we are divine in our own way. We are new gods, real gods. The next stage in the

evolution of this world. And you are to become a part of it."I find myself struck dumb by his

words, the revelation of the truth. The truth that I've always known, that my grandmother always

taught me. A truth that, it appears, is known here too..."It's all...lies," I whisper, stepping back

from him. "You've designed all of this as a lie...""Truth is a point of view, Amber. The term god is

loose, open for interpretation. We are gods, and believe we should be worshiped and paid

homage as such. This world was the Prime's vision, and it has proven prosperous. Even across

the Fringe, where you believe your people suffer so greatly, most live contented, happy lives.

People require direction and purpose, Amber, as history has proven. We merely provide them

that.""And you?" I ask. "Marlow called you the Overseer. What is it that you do here,

exactly?""Oh, I have an important function, my dear. One considered paramount by the Prime."

He leans in once again, bending like a tree in a fierce wind. "You see, Amber, your coming here

is most opportune. The Trial of the Chosen is about to begin..."He smiles again, a knowing

smile, as if expecting a particular reaction. He gets it, my face scrunching up immediately as

his words fall, my body leaning back in a posture of protest."And you think I'm going to take

part?!" I say, laughing. "You really think I want to be one of the Chosen?" I look up to the

frescoes on the ceiling once more. "You think I want to be like them?"He considers it, that smile

never leaving his face. "Oh yes," he says after a time, "I believe you want it, somewhere deep

down. Even if you don't know it yet, you want it, Amber. This sort of power ever yearns to break

free. Such a raw potential as yours cannot be hidden away forever.""Well, we'll see about that,"



I say, forcing my words out harshly. I fix him with the most resolute stare I can muster. "Listen to

me carefully, Overseer, and watch my Prime-damned lips - I'm not competing in any trials!"The

man's response is too quick, too confident. He smiles once more and nods, his rangy form

seeming to grow in height. "Oh, yes you will. We are in need of a Chosen Fire-Blood, Amber,

and have been gathering our potential candidates. You will join them, and prove yourself worthy

of joining the Prime at his side."The words are almost too ridiculous to consider. I laugh, loudly,

and turn my gaze left and right, not quite knowing what to say. In all honesty, I'm not even

entirely sure of the purpose of the Chosen. All I've been told is that they are the best of the

different classes of 'divinities' and 'gods'. Or, to put it more accurately, genetically enhanced

individuals.Those capable of displaying the highest proficiency in any particular power will be

considered to join the Prime's most favoured Children. To be worshiped by all those beneath

them, second only to the Prime, and of equal standing with the greatest of the Heralds, among

the hierarchy of the city.If all good Devotees across the Fringe wish to be found Worthy, then all

Children of the Prime wish to join the Chosen. It is the highest honour among those already

favoured. The chance to stand above all others and know, beyond doubt, that your powers

outdo all others of your type.Yet to me, the concept is abhorrent. I'd sooner die than be forced

to serve and submit...I show my feelings upon my face once more, and yet the expression of

the Overseer doesn't change. That knowing grin remains, and worryingly so. It takes me a

moment to step aside from my anger and let my reason and logic prevail. To realise that, as he

told me before...I have no choice.My face changes, the reality of my predicament dawning. The

Overseer knows. He seems to always know."Take a look at this, my dear," he says softly,

directing my gaze towards a large, blank section of stone wall.I follow the instruction as he

steps forward, heading for a small panel I'm seeing for the first time. He activates it, bringing up

a small display. A moment later, the wall itself blooms to life, lit like a screen, rectangular in

shape. It's technology I'm aware of, but have never seen before. Tech that was once abundant

before the fall, and evidently melded into the archaic nature of this city.The Overseer steps

back again, observing my reaction as the screen lights up. Before it does, I already fear just

what I'll see.The cell comes into view; small, confined, dark. I see a figure huddled in one

corner, his clothing dirtied, signs of bruising and small lacerations to his exposed skin. He

hunkers down, eyes of a blind man, locked away in the pitch darkness.Jude.The sight sends

my gut lurching. I turn ferociously upon the Overseer, who maintains his poise, his confident

air."Oh, you won't react, my dear," he says calmly. "I believe Captain Krun made it abundantly

clear to you that non-compliance will have consequences. It seems obvious to me that you

place little value on your own life. Your undoing, like so many others, is your weakness for

those you love."He keeps his eyes on me for a drawn out moment, as if tempting me to act. I

feel a slight boil of energy in my core, feel my fingers tingling with that internal flame. It's a

feeling I'm learning to know, an acquaintance becoming a friend. It starts to build as I hold the

man's expression, see the taunting shape of his eyes. That smile of his, bordered by wrinkles,

works up on one side, as if adopting the lopsided grin that Jude so often affects, an expression

I know so well, love so dearly...No, control yourself, I think, barking the words to myself. You

can't win here, Amber. You...you have to comply.I shut my eyes and draw a breath, managing

to calm my core, douse the fire in my blood. When I open them, I see that the Overseer has

once more acted without me knowing, moving back to the panel on the wall, bringing up

another image.Lilly.I see my sister, sitting on a stone bench, her skinny frame draped in grey

robes. Others sit beside her, those of a similar age, another batch of Worthies brought to

Olympus to worship and serve. They sit there, heads low, presided over by a couple of bald

men, walking down the line perusing them, inspecting them. I know immediately that they're



High Worthies, tasked, perhaps, with testing the new recruits, discover just where their

purpose in this city lies.
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and did manage to get them in the right order. They had me spellbound for much of the time

and wanting to have more and more books to go onto. TC Edge really stands up to his name

as he seriously has the edge on other authors of the same genre. Toby writes in a truly flowing

way with excitement bursting from every page. His imagination is wonderful especially given

that he writing mainly in this series about women. The concepts that Toby introduces with the

people enhanced through science and the various offshoots once nature takes a hand -

excellent. I feel as though I have lived these books.Highly recommended (in case you hadn't

guessed) and truly inspiring for any would be author. Thanks Toby!”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Very long read but so worth it. Best series I've read in a long time,full of

unusual and complex characters, outstanding plots and writing, felt as though I were living the

story as I was reading it, thoroughly recommend it to fan's of any genre ,as its such a brilliant

book.x”
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